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1 
Introduction 

1.1 
The Alkaloid 

Veratrum alkaloids are produced by lilaceous plants of the suborder 
Melanthaceae of which Veratrum album, the hellebore of Europe and 
northern Asia, Veratrurn viride, the swamp hellebore or Indian poke of 
North America, and Schoenocaulon officinale of Central and South Amer- 
ica are the best known. The latter yields the sabadilla seed which was used 
as an insecticide by Indians in pre-Columbian times (Crosby 1971). The 
alkaloid fraction of the seeds, often termed "veratrine," is a poorly defined 
mixture mostly of the ester alkaloids, veratridine, and cevadine and of the 
alkamine veracevine or its isomer cevine. 

Sensible pharmacological research requires pure alkaloids. This was 
emphasized by Krayer (Krayer and Acheson 1946) who devoted decades of 
his working life to the study on veratrum alkaloids and who provided 
many investigators with pure compounds (Goldstein 1987). Nevertheless, 
veratrine continued to be used in numerous studies until pure alkaloids, 
especially veratridine, became commercially available in about 1970. It is 
interesting to note that since then the price of veratridine has risen more 
than 100-fold, for several reasons, such as booming demand (which will 
continue for at least another decade), scarcity of (wild) sabadilta seeds due 
to a lack of collectors, and improved purification. The latter is concerned 
particularly with the separation of veratridine from cevadine by high-per- 
formance liquid chromatography (Holan et al. 1984; Reed et al. 1986; Hare 
1996). 

1.2 
Early Experiments 

The earliest description of the action of veratrine on the neuromuscular 
system appeared about 130 years ago (Pr~vost 1866; von Bezold and Hirt 
1867). For the next 90 years or so many experiments were carried out on 
the "veratrine response" of muscle, a twitch followed, after a relaxation, by 
a second slow rise and fall of tension. Its electrophysiological basis, a 
sizeable afterdepolarization following a spike potential, and giving rise to 
a series of spikes, was studied for decades (see summaries by Krayer and 
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Acheson 1946; Shanes 1958; Ulbricht 1969a). Experiments with the pure 
alkaloid veratridine on the membrane level made it clear that the afterpo- 
tential was caused by characteristic changes in the sodium permeability, in 
particular keeping channels open by preventing fast inactivation (Ulbricht 
and Flacke 1965; Ulbricht 1969a). 

The idea that veratrine increases the stationary sodium permeability 
evolved gradually from the observed membrane depolarization and the 
concomitant Na+-K + exchange (summarized by Fleckenstein 1955; Shanes 
1958a,b) leading to the concept of "depolarizing agents" and "labilizers," 
antagonized by "stabilizers" such as local anesthetics and Ca 2+. This an- 
tagonism is dealt with in more detail in later sections. The connection to 
our present-day understanding was provided by Straub (1956), who 
showed that the veratridine-induced depolarization of desheathed bun- 
dles of myelinated frog nerve fibers requires Na + in the external medium. 
These findings were confirmed on continuously superfused single nerve 
fibers that permitted a much better temporal resolution (Ulbricht and 
Flacke 1965). However, a more accurate description could not be given 
until voltage clamp experiments on this preparation became available 
(Ulbricht 1965). Such electrophysiological studies, including those on sin- 
gle channels, continued to be carried out for another two decades, as 
described in Sects. 2 and 3. 

The alkaloid acts from either side of the membrane (Meves 1966; 
Scruggs 1973); it modulates the Na + permeability of various excitable 
membranes, including that of nerve endings where it increases firing. In 
sensory endings this may initiate reflexes such as the famous Bezold- 
Jarisch reflex originating in the myocardium and leading to bradycardia 
via vagus branches (for a historical account see Krayer 1961). In presynap- 
tic endings veratrum alkaloids cause massive release of transmitter, in 
most cases by the depolarization-induced increase in Ca 2÷ influx, as 
shown, for example, with potential-sensitive fluorescent dye in synap- 
tosomes by Blaustein (1975; see also Blaustein and Goldring 1975; and the 
review of Minchin 1980); for this reason veratridine has been used as a 
pharmacological tool until today (see, e.g., Fontana and Blaustein 1993; 
Bouron and Reuter 1996). 

Other secondary veratridine effects include increased Na+-K + pump 
activity in rat myotubes due to increased Na + influx (Brodie and Sampson 
1990) and the related increased cellular (or synaptosomal) respiration 
(see, e.g., Mata et al. 1980; Urenjak et al. 1991) or intracellular acidification 
of repetitively stimulated frog nerve fibers as protons increasingly flow 
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through Na ÷ channels that are kept open (Khodorov et al. 1994). Increased 
Na ÷ influx into cerebral cortex cells due to depolarization by veratridine 
and other means cause cell swelling (Lipton 1973; Churchwell et al. 1996). 
Such secondary effects, including membrane depolarization, are beyond 
the scope of this review, and therefore only some representative papers are 
described. 

It may be mentioned here that veratridine is also reported to partially 
block Na + channels in jellyfish neurones which, however, are tetrodotoxin- 
insensitive and show other unusual pharmacological features (Spafford et 
al. 1996). In neuroblastoma cells veratridine-induced block of Ca 2÷ chan- 
nels was observed at concentrations which stimulate Na ÷ channels (Romey 
and Lazdunski 1982). Such suppression of Ca 2÷ current, however, at rela- 
tively large concentrations of veratridine, is also seen in frog muscle fibers 
(N~in~isi et al. 1994). Even the block of voltage-gated K ÷ channels in T 
lymphocytes and neuroblastoma cells has been reported (Verheugen et al. 
1994). The mechanism of such blocking action remains unclear. 

Another application of veratridine emerged in the early 1970s with the 
first experiments with solubilized and purified Na ÷ channels, identified by 
their tetrodotoxin binding (Henderson and Wang 1972; Benzer and Raf- 
tery 1973). Proof that functioning channels had indeed been isolated was 
eventually provided by incorporating them into phospholipid vesicles and 
measuring 22Na+ fluxes. Such fluxes are considerably increased in the 
presence of veratridine or batrachotoxin, another lipid-soluble alkaloid 
from Colombian frogs. Although this review focuses on veratridine, results 
obtained with batrachotoxin (which nowadays outnumber those with 
veratridine) are sometimes considered. In this context the reader may 
consult more recent reviews on this neurotoxin (Khodorov 1985; Brown 
1988; Moczydlowski and Schild 1994); other excellent reviews on neuro- 
toxins in general have also been published (e.g., Strichartz et al. 1987; Hille 
1992). The more easily available (although less effective) veratridine was 
widely used as a channel opener (see summaries by Villegas et al. 1988; 
Catterall 1992). 

A different approach is to incorporate channels in lipid bilayers that 
allow current measurements through them under voltage control. How- 
ever, recording conditions are not very favorable for following the short 
openings of unmodified Na ÷ channels, and they are therefore usually 
treated with veratridine or batrachotoxin to lengthen their opening. It is 
also reported that these activating neurotoxins are a prerequisite for the 
insertion per se, although it has been shown that mild trypsin treatment 
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(which, as with veratridine, prevents fast inactivation) is sufficient if not 
superior (Shenkel et al. 1989). The chemical studies have yielded a wealth 
of information on interactions of veratridine with other neurotoxins. They 
led to the definition of at least five toxin binding sites on the Na + channel 
that are in part allosterically linked (Catterall 1992). These results are 
described in more detail and compared to the electrical measurements in 
Sect. 5. 

2 
Voltage Clamp Experiments 

2.1 
Slow Secondary Sodium Current 

The frog node of Ranvier was the first preparation on which the pure 
alkaloid was tested under voltage clamp conditions (Ulbricht 1965, 1969a). 
After equilibration with 15 gM veratridine (pH 8.1, room temperature) a 
moderately depolarizing impulse of a few milliseconds elicits an almost 
normal current pattern during the pulse: the fast inward Na + current, INa, 
followed by the outward K + current, IK. However on repolarization the fast 
inward current tail (time constant of about 0.1 ms) does not return fully to 
the prepulse level but subsides in a second phase very slowly (time con- 
stant % of about 1 s; Fig. la). In a series of pulses these slow tails add up 
and after cessation of the train are followed by a large and equally slowly 
decaying current (Fig. lb,c). Comparable results have been obtained on 
frog muscle fibers (Sutro 1986). If depolarizing pulses of several seconds 
duration are applied, the inward current following the fast transient INa 
continues to grow very slowly to a constant value with a time constant on 
the order of 1 s. This current continues flowing as long as the membrane is 
depolarized, i.e., it does not inactivate. Repolarization again induces a slow 
tail current (see Sect. 5.6, Fig. 6a, trace 1). This secondary slow current, 
whose amplitude is at best only about one-tenth that of the peak INa 
(Ulbricht 1969a), flows through modified Na ÷ channels, as discussed be- 
low. It too is carried mostly by Na + ions and depends on the external Na + 
concentration in quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions. In 
Na-free solutions only outward currents are measured, and this effect 
takes place within a fraction of a second if, during a pulse, the solution is 
rapidly changed (Fig. 6b; Ulbricht and Stoye-Herzog 1984). 
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Fig. la-c.  Additive after-effects of short depolarizing pulses in 15 ~M veratridine 
(pH 8.1; 21°C). a Time course of current during a 12-ms pulse (second trace) from 
VH=-15 mV (holding potential) to V=48 mV, both potentials relative to the resting 
value (V=0 mV). Note that the pulse is followed by a fast and a much slower current 
tail whose start is shown, b After-effects ofa 10-Hz train of seven 12-ms impulses from 
VH=-6 mV to a value close to the reversal potential, c After-effects ofa 4-Hz train of 18 
pulses (I 2-ms, VH=-20 mV, V= 128 mV). The after-effects increase as VH becomes more 
negative (compare b and c). (With permission from Ulbricht 1969a) 

2.2  

A c t i v a t i o n  o f  M o d i f i e d  S o d i u m  C h a n n e l s  

The ve ry  slow k ine t ics  of  Na ÷ cur ren t  and  the absence  of  inac t iva t ion  are 

the  m o s t  consp icuous  effects of  vera t r id ine .  However,  m o d i f i e d  channels  

m a y  shut  and  reopen  also on  the mi l l i s econd  scale, bu t  u n d e r  ex t r eme  
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Fig. 2. Fast closing and reopening of Na + channels of frog muscle modified by veratrid- 
ine following a series of conditioning pulses. The further pulse sequence was: +6 mV 
for 10 ms, -90 mV for 5 ms, -120 mV for 50 ms, and then either -170 or -90 mV. 
Note that stepping from -120 to -170 mV (or -90 mV) led to a double-exponential 
closing (or reopening) of channels. All traces are normalized to the initial INa at -90 
mY. (With permission of Rockefeller University Press from Leibowitz et al. 1986) 

hyperpolarizat ion (Sutro 1986; Leibowitz et al. 1986; Rando 1989), and this 
feature therefore escaped attention in the early voltage clamp experiments  
(frog nerve: Ulbricht 1969a; squid axon: Scruggs 1979). The fast current 
changes were first studied in detail on frog muscle fibers. Figure 2 shows 
that the inward current immediately after a series of  depolarizing impulses 
was almost abolished within about 1 ms on hyperpolarizing the mem-  
brane, for example, f rom -90 to -170 mV. Return to -90 mV caused the 
current to increase again more slowly in about 15 ms (at 9°C; Sutro 1986; 
not shown). At closer inspection these "fast" changes turned out to be 
biexponential,  which must  be taken into account on creating kinetic mod-  
els (see below). The steady-state behavior of modified channels can be 
viewed as a ca. -90-mV shift of  the activation gating, as compared  to the 
peak current-potential  curve of unmodified channels (Leibowitz et al. 
1986). In frog nodes of Ranvier very similar phenomena  were observed, 
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but the fast current changes illustrated by Fig. 2 were monoexponential 
(Rando 1989). 

2.3 
Slow-Current Kinetics and Alkaloid Binding 

The modifications described in the previous section are thought to occur 
while veratridine is bound to the channel. The early experiments also 
attributed the slow current changes to the (much slowed) kinetics of chan- 
nels to which veratridine is permanently bound. This interpretation served 
well under conditions in which the fast transient Na + current was negli- 
gible but could not satisfactorily explain why, after a short flow of early 
current, the slow component started at a higher level ("priming action"; 
Ulbricht 1969a). Later the following concept developed, mostly by analogy 
to results with other lipid soluble neurotoxins such as batrachotoxin (see 
Khodorov 1985, who also discusses extensively veratridine results) that 
bind to the same site (Catterall 1975b). Veratridine binds only to open 
channels and prevents their fast inactivation. The slowly developing cur- 
rent observed during long depolarizing pulses then reflects the rate of 
modification of channels previously inactivated that enter the conducting 
state. Since the latter event is fairly rare, the short supply of "precursor" 
determines the slow kinetics (Sutro 1986; Hille et al. 1987). 

Such interpretation is best discussed by means of kinetic schemes as 
shown in detail in Sect. 7. Here it may suffice to introduce three states of 
unmodified sodium channels, resting (R), open (O), and inactivated (I) 
which are passed through (R-O-I) on depolarization, and their modified 
counterparts R*, O*, and I*, of which O* is permanently conducting and 
originating from O; for most cases O can be neglected because of its very 
short lifetime. The fast changes described by Fig. 2 are thought to be due to 
transitions between O* and R* whereas a very slow decrease in or inactiva- 
tion of the maintained current, observed in frog muscle (Sutro 1986) but 
not in frog nerve (Ulbricht 1969a, Rando 1989) is attributed to an O*-I* 
transition. Rando (1989), in contrast postulates, for reasons discussed 
below, that the time course of the slow permeability is determined by a 
transition from an inactivated modified state I* to O*. 

In agreement with the binding hypothesis it is observed that agents 
which suppress inactivation of Na + channels also enhance the veratridine 
action, obviously by increasing the probability of state O which in turn 
feeds O*. This is true for pronase (Scruggs and Narahashi 1982), 
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Fig. 3. Enhanced rate of veratridine action on the nodal membrane after pretreatment 
with chloramine-T. Trace I shows, after the treatment, the slow and incomplete decay 
ofNa + current following the peak (cutoffbecause of the slow time base) during the first 
3 s of a 15-s depolarizing impulse. Arrow, 60 ~M veratridine was applied leading to a 
fast increase in inward current with a time constant of 0.75 s. Trace 2, ca. 20 s later. In 
either case a large current tail was observed after the pulse. 18.2°C. (With permission 
from Ulbricht 1990) 

chloramine-T, (Ulbricht and Stoye-Herzog 1984), N-bromoacetamide,  Lei- 

urus quinques tr ia tus  toxin (LqTX; Sutro 1986), and A n e m o n i a  sulcata 

toxin II (ATX II; Utbricht 1990). Pretreatment of  a node of  Ranvier with 
chloramine-T considerably accelerates the onset of veratridine action, as 
illustrated by Fig. 3. Trace 2 of this figure also shows that the persistent 
current  starts at a much larger level and slightly declines during the 14-s 
pulse whereas without pretreatment  the slow current sets in gradually 
with no signs of inactivation (see, e.g., Fig. 6 in Sect. 5.6). In cardiac cells 
the inactivation inhibitor BDF 9145 also increases the veratridine effect 
(Wang et al. 1990; Zong et al. 1992). 

Other consequences of the binding hypothesis are as follows. During 
trains of  depolarizing pulses the peak Na + current (corresponding to O) 
should decrease at the rate with which the tail current (O*) increases. This 
has been found in frog muscle (Sutro 1986), neuroblastoma cells (Barnes 
and Hille 1988), and frog nerve in which, however, the reverse process, 
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recovering of peak Na + current, took clearly longer than the tail current to 
vanish (Rando 1989). The rate of modification by veratridine (VT, as- 
sumed to be due to a one-to-one alkaloid-channel reaction, O+VT--~O*) 
should be linearly related to the free veratridine concentration, [VT]. In 
frog muscle this was confirmed by measuring initial rates of modification 
by applying a conditioning pulse to a rested fiber equilibrated in various 
veratridine concentrations (Leibowitz et al. 1986). Comparable results 
have been obtained in cardiac cells coactivated with BDF 9145 (Zong et al. 
1992). In frog nerve the steady-state current increased with [VT] but not 
its rate of development (Rando 1989). Likewise, in the more classical ap- 
proach of suddenly applying alkaloid to the depolarized frog nerve, the 
time constant (several seconds) of the slowly developing inward current 
depended only weakly on [VT] (Ulbricht 1972a). These results are pre- 
sented in more detail below (Sect. 2.4). 

If the slow current tail following a train of impulses is due to unbinding 
of veratridine it should be solely determined by the dissociation of vera- 
tridine leading to O*-O and thus monoexponential and independent of 
alkaloid concentration. Monoexponential tails have indeed been observed 
in frog nodes of Ranvier (Ulbricht 1972a), frog muscle fibers (Leibowitz et 
al. 1986), neuronal sodium channels expressed in oocytes (Sigel 1987) and 
BDF 9145-treated cardiac cells (Zong et al. 1992). In these preparations 
(except in frog muscle) and in neuroblastoma cells (Yoshii and Narahashi 
1984; Barnes and Hille 1988) the tail time constant decreased at more 
negative potentials. For the frog nerve this potential dependence is illus- 
trated by the two-pulse experiment of Fig. 4 which shows a threefold faster 
time constant for repolarizations to the holding potential, VH, than for 
VH+38 mV. This has also been reported for snail neurones (Leicht et al. 
1971a,b). Obviously it must be postulated that the dissociation is, directly 
or indirectly, potential dependent (see also Zong et al. 1992). Biphasic 
relaxation, mentioned above for the O*-I* transition in muscle, is also 
observed in neuroblastoma cells, where tails following long (but not short) 
trains of impulses show a biexponential decay (Barnes and Hille 1988), 
thus requiring an extended kinetic model. Such details and other problems 
with the binding hypothesis are discussed below and in Sect. 7. Inciden- 
tally, in snail neurones the veratridine-induced current is insensitive to 
tetrodotoxin but absent in Na-free solutions (Leicht et al. 1971a,b), in 
agreement with observations on unmodified Na ÷ channels in this prepara- 
tion (Kostyuk et al. 1977). Veratridine effects on other tetrodotoxin-insen- 
sitive channels are discussed in Sect. 5.2. 
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Fig. 4. Slow currents, Is, in arbitrary units (a.u.), during a two-pulse experiment on a 
frog node of Ranvier. A first 6.3-s pulse to V=57 mV during which Is increased with 
%,on=1.7 s was followed by a second pulse of 11.5 s duration (trace 2:9.6 s) to various 
potentials: -10, 7, 14, and 28 mV for traces 1, 2, 3, and 4 with tail time constants, %,off, 
of 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.1 s, respectively; the tail amplitude decreased with the driving force 
on Na +. The fast peak INa does not show at the slow time base. 60 ~tM veratridine, 20.4°C; 
holding potential VH=-10 mV, all potentials relative to the resting potential; Is: 1 
a.u.~2.5 nA, set at Is=0 for VH. (Unpublished experiment of W. Ulbricht and M. 
Stoye-Herzog) 

2.4 
The Pool of Free Veratridine Molecules 

Since the binding hypothesis assumes the channel modification to be due 
to de novo drug binding from a pool of free alkaloid molecules (Leibowitz 
et al. 1986), the location of such a pool is of particular interest. Pertinent 
points are: (a) the reactions to fast application and washout of veratridine, 
(b) reversibility, and (c) pH effects and related evidence. 

The superfused node of Ranvier is particularly suited to fast perfusate 
changes. As mentioned above, when veratridine (4.5 or 45 ~V/at pH 8.1) is 
suddenly applied to the moderately depolarized nodal membrane,  an in- 
ward current develops exponentially, with a time constant, "Con of 3.8 and 
3.2 s, respectively. Early (after 6 s) washout of these concentrations causes 
the current to disappear exponentially, but unexpectedly with a t ime con- 
stant, %ff, that depends on the previously applied [VT], 5.6 and 7.5 s, 
respectively. Longer applications are best monitored by measuring tail 
currents at the end of 2-s depolarizing pulses elicited every 5 s (see also 
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Sect. 5.3, Fig. 5). These yield two time constants during onset, Zon, compa- 
rable to those measured during continuous depolarization, although the 
membrane is at rest 60% of the time between pulses. The second time 
constant, "C'on is about ten times Zon. For the offset time constants, Zoff and 
"~'off, a similar relationship is found with "r'oft being independent of concen- 
tration. Interestingly, z'on is more clearly related to [VT] in the expected 
manner (Ulbricht 1972b). These results suggest that on application the 
alkaloid diffuses, in its uncharged lipid-soluble form, both into the myelin 
and through the membrane into the axoplasm from where it continues to 
feed the membrane during washout. 

It remains, however, unclear why only the longer time constants behave 
as those of a reaction. Diffusion through the membrane and intracellular 
accumulation is also thought to account for the onset of veratridine action 
on cardiomyocytes, with a time constant of about i min (20°C; Zong et al. 
1992). In crayfish giant axons most veratridine effects persist, but the 
maintained current at the holding potential between pulses during a train 
vanishes on washout (Warashina 1985). Only partial recovery is reported 
for externally applied alkaloid to squid giant axons (Ohta et al. 1973), but 
when this preparation is perfused internally, full reversibility is achieved, 
possibly because washing on either side of the membrane was feasible 
(Meves 1966). In this connection it is interesting to note that externally 
applied veratridine (100 gM at 5°C) slowly but markedly depolarizes non- 
perfused squid axons whereas depolarization is much less if at the same 
time the axons are internally perfused and thus washed with toxin-free 
solution (Seyama et al. 1988). 

Reversibility is good only after short veratridine applications to the 
node of Ranvier, whereas recovery is only partial after prolonged treat- 
ment even though a first fast decline of the effect is always observed on 
washing. After a very short (1 s) application to depolarized nodes the slow 
inward current continues to rise for 1-2 s before it decreases again. Such 
delay on washing is clearly longer than that with which the effect sets in on 
addition of alkaloid (0.16 s) but is, at least qualitatively, imitated by diffu- 
sion through a plane sheet on applying a short (<0.5 Dt/12) concentration 
"pulse" where 1 is the thickness of the sheet and D the diffusion constant, 
quantities which one can only roughly estimate (Ulbricht 1972a). At any 
rate the slow current is not expected to follow closely the drug concentra- 
tion in the immediate vicinity of the receptor if the concentration changes 
at a rate comparable to or even faster than normal channels happen to 
open. This may well be the case. Indeed after treatment with chloramine-T 
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the onset of veratridine action on first application was about four times 
faster (see Fig. 3), with no conceivable change in diffusional access. 

A different and earlier interpretation of these and related phenomena 
assumed a fast reaction of drug with channels of unspecified conforma- 
tion, but a slow potential-dependent opening kinetics once drug was 
bound. Delayed offset could then result in a decreasing number of modi- 
fied channels which, however, continued to open as the membrane stayed 
depolarized (Ulbricht 1972a). This early interpretation implied that rest- 
ing channels of frog nerve can also be modified. This was deduced from 
equal effects of impulses that started only 15 s after veratridine application 
either during a long depolarizing impulse or to the resting membrane, 
where it often immediately caused a small inward current (see Ulbricht 
1972b, Fig. 5). By the same token, Zon during a long pulse or a series of 
shorter pulses was the same, as mentioned. Although these results may 
point to some channel modification at rest, they have been interpreted 
differently as veratridine binding afresh on opening channels by depolari- 
zations (Sutro 1986). In frog muscle such resting current is absent (Lei- 
bowitz et al. 1986). Another experiment of possible relevance to the bind- 
ing hypothesis shows that fast application of a strong veratridine solution 
during the current tail (elicited in a weak solution) does not at all change 
its time course, as if additional modification cannot be achieved when 
modified channels close (early interpretation; Ulbricht 1972a) or, less 
plausible, when they unbind alkaloid (binding hypothesis). 

Additional evidence of the alkaloid pool and its accessibility has been 
obtained by studying pH effects. Veratridine is a weak base with pKa=9.54 
(in 155 mM NaC1 at 25°C; McKinney et al. 1986), and increasing the pH by 
one unit therefore increases the fraction of uncharged molecules by a 
factor of ten. In cardiac myocytes equilibrated in 30 ~tM veratridine at 
pH 7.3 and pulsed every 5 s, a rapid change to pH 8.3 leads to a consider- 
able but relatively slow increase in tail currents comparable to a tenfold 
increase in [VT]o at pH 7.3. From such results and those on changes also in 
internal pH it was concluded that veratridine acts, in its protonated form, 
from inside the membrane to which it gains access by diffusing through 
the membrane in its uncharged form (Honerj/iger et al. 1992). These so- 
phisticated experiments have been interpreted to suggest that alkaloid 
dissociates exclusively into the intracellular space, excluding the extracel- 
lular space or the lipid environment of the Na + channel, favored by most 
other authors, to function as the alkaloid pool. 
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The importance of the intracellular space is supported by experiments 
with solutions of increased viscosity, T I, to reduce the diffusion coefficient, 
D, of veratridine because of the Stokes-Einstein inverse relation of D and 1]. 
When applied to the intracellular, but not the extracellular, side of 
cardiomyocytes this leads to an increased tail time constant in approxi- 
mate relation to the viscosity. Moreover, this result suggests that the decay- 
ing tail current is directly linked to a diffusion-controlled reaction; this is 
an independent argument for the binding hypothesis (Honerj~iger et al. 
1992). Unfortunately, comparable experiments have not been carried out 
on other preparations. Incidentally, in frog nerve cooling not only consid- 
erably slows the current tails, as expected for an unbinding reaction, but 
also reduces the current in a biphasic fashion, which is less easily explained 
(Ulbricht 1969b). 

3 
Single Channel Experiments 

3.1 
Natural Membranes 

Even in solutions of maximally tolerated veratridine concentrations the 
current through modified channels is always only a fraction of that which 
unmodified channels can pass (Ulbricht 1969a). In frog muscle during a 
train of depolarizing pulses the decrease in peak Na ÷ current and the 
increases in late current (just before the end of the impulse) and tail 
current can best be fitted taking the conductance, y*, of modified channels 
to be about one-third of y of unmodified channels (Leibowitz et al. 1986). 
Comparable results have been obtained in single-channel measurements, 
however, on N18 (y*/y=4 pSI16 pS=0.25; Barnes and Hille 1988) and N1E- 
115 neuroblastoma cells (y*/y~0.5; Yoshii and Narahashi 1984),ventricular 
myocytes of fetal rats (y*/y~0.25; Wang et al. 1990), adult rats y*=5 pS 
(Schreibmayer et at. 1989) vs 7--15 pS (Cachelin et al. 1983), and in the 
presence of the inactivation inhibitor S-DPI 201-106 (y*/y~0.33; Schreib- 
mayer et al. 1989) and of guinea pigs with low and higher conductance 
(y*/y~0.19 and 0.48; Sunami et al. 1993). Veratridine also reduced y of chick 
neuronal Na + channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes to ca. 25% 
(7*=5-6 pS, y=21-25 pS, Sigel 1987). Embryonic cockroach neurones in 
culture that normally lack Na + channels reveal, in the presence of veratrid- 
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ine, such channels with at least two low conductance levels (Amar et al. 
1991). Activation of other "silent" channels have been reported for inexci- 
table C9 brain tumor cells (Romey et al. 1979), fibroblasts (Frelin et al. 
1982), Schwann cells of squid axons (J. Villegas et al. 1976), glioma cells 
(Reiser and Hamprecht 1983), and other preparations. In most of these 
preparations certain polypeptide toxins (e.g., from sea anemones or scor- 
pions) act synergistically, as in spiking cells, but in contrast are often less 
sensitive to tetrodotoxin (equilibrium constant of inhibition Ki= i ~tM in C9 
cells; Romey et al. 1979). 

As expected from the macroscopic current, modified channels stay open 
for longer periods of time, although the preparations differ considerably in 
this respect. At least some of these differences may be due to the heavy 
filtering required because of the small amplitude of current through modi- 
fied channels. Usually the long openings were interrupted by short clo- 
sures, and hence termed "bursts" or "flicker." In connection with the idea 
that a channel must open before it can be modified by veratridine, particu- 
lar interest is placed in records in which a normal-sized opening is fol- 
lowed by a long opening of reduced amplitude. This was indeed observed 
in N18 cells although not without ambiguity since patches with only one 
Na ÷ channel could not be obtained (Barnes and Hille 1988). In this prepa- 
ration unmodified channels had a mean open time of 0.25 ms whereas that 
of modified channels was 1.6 s. In most records of Na ÷ channels (>_2 per 
patch) expressed in oocytes (Sigel 1987) normal openings preceded long 
openings of reduced conductance. The latter mostly persisted for several 
hundred milliseconds after a depolarizing pulse and are thus the substrate 
of tail currents. Interestingly, spontaneous modified openings could be 
observed at holding potentials more positive than -90 mV that were never 
preceded by normal openings. 

Single-channel records of guinea pig cardiomyocytes in the presence of 
50 ~tM veratridine (internally applied) show short events of normal con- 
ductance. As noted above, these records also demonstrate two types of 
events after modification that would require another bound state, O**, of 
intermediate conductance with a mean open time of 19 ms (E=-120 mV), 
rising to 86 ms at E=-10 mV. The analogous values for state O * were 4.5 
and 16 ms, respectively (22°-25°C; Sunami et al. 1993). From the sequence 
of events the authors conclude that O ~* should connect with O but also 
with two more states, I ~ and R *~. Interestingly, state O * proves to be more 
resistant to tetrodotoxin than O ~ ,  in contrast to observations in other 
preparations (see Sect. 5.5). 
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In cultured cardiac myocytes of fetal rats the low-conductance state 
during long-lasting depolarizations has a mean open time (bursts) of ca. 
450 ms (20°C, 250 ~M veratridine). In the presence of the coactivator 
BDF 9145, which induces long bursts of normal amplitude, the mean open 
time of the low-conductance bursts is independent of [VT] (0.3-5 ~tM),but 
increasing [VT] augments the number of such bursts at the expense of the 
normal-conductance ones (Wang et al. 1990). Analysis of the bursting 
behavior suggests that veratridine and BDF 9145 act allosterically and are 
synergistic, and that veratridine dominates the conductance during co- 
modification. Analysis also arrives at a forward rate constant for alkaloid 
binding in the presence of coactivator kf=4.3×106 M -1 s -1 and the dissocia- 
tion (backward) constant kb=2.2 s -1 yielding Kd=kb/kf=0.51 ~tM (20°C, 
E=-30 mV). 

3.2 
Artificial Membranes 

As mentioned above, experiments on Na + channels incorporated in planar 
lipid bitayers require measures to keep the channels open since, with the 
heavy filtering necessary (because of the unfavorable signal-to-noise ra- 
tio), normal short openings would not be detected. In most experiments 
veratridine or batrachotoxin is used as "agonist" with veratridine being 
considered a "partial agonist" and batrachotoxin a "full agonist." The 
reason is that the latter alkaloid keeps the channels open almost continu- 
ously on depolarization whereas in veratridine, even at maximal concen- 
trations, the channels close part of the time. Also, ymax, measured at satu- 
rating Na + concentrations, is about twice as high in the presence of ba- 
trachotoxin than of veratridine, independent of the channel origin as in rat 
skeletal muscle: 21 vs 10 pS (Garber and Miller 1987), rat brain: 30 vs 9 pS 
(Krueger et al. 1983; Corbett and Krueger 1989), and in another study 24 vs 
10 pS (Cukierman 1991), eel electroplax: 25 vs 13 pS (Recio-Pinto et al. 
1987) and lobster nerve: 16 vs 10 pS (Castillo et al. 1992). Veratridine- 
modified channels in natural membranes show lower conductances (see 
previous section), most probably because they have been determined at 
lower (natural) cation concentrations. In some preparations conductance 
sublevels are found in the presence of veratridine, for example, in eel 
electroplax (Duch et al. 1989); this may, however, result from unresolved 
rapid channel closings. Also, some rat brain channels modified by vera- 
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tridine or batrachotoxin have another lower conductance state (ca. 50%) 
which differs in its response to scorpion toxin (Corbett and Krueger 1990). 

Mean open times of veratridine-modified electroplax channels increase 
on depolarization but vary considerably among preparations of the same 
kind, even if expressed as fractional open times,fo. Thus in the rare case of 
one-channel patches the potential at which fo=0.5 varied by 30 mV. In 
other cases the results are complicated since depolarization also increases 
the number of conducting channels (Duch et al. 1989). Membranes with 
single lobster nerve channels show closures on the order of milliseconds 
(fast process), seconds (slow process), and minutes, leading to fast and 
slow types of fo that increased with depolarization and have different 
midpoint potentials of -122 and -95 mV, respectively. Due to closures 
lasting for several minutes the overall fo( E) is rather shallow, with a mid- 
point potential of-24 mV.. The modified channels display a noisy (flickery) 
substate which is most prominent at positive potentials, and at E > +30 mV 
slow inactivation is observed (Castillo et al. 1992). Flickering states are also 
seen in inserted rat brain channels (Corbett and Krueger 1990). Other 
bilayer results concerning selectivity, coactivation by other toxins, and 
block are discussed below. 

4 
Reduced Selectivity 

Modification by veratridine obviously involves profound structural 
changes which manifest themselves not only in large open times and 
reduced conductance but also in a reduction of selectivity, i.e., the capabil- 
ity to discriminate among permeating cations. The best way in which to 
study selectivity is to determine the potential, Erev, at which the current 
through a modified channel reverses sign, if the cation concentration on 
either side of the membrane is known or predetermined as in bilayer 
experiments. To ensure that inserted channels with incorrect orientation 
are eliminated a high concentration of tetrodotoxin is added to one side of 
the membrane. In veratridine-modified channels of rat muscle relative 
permeabilities for Na+:Li+:K+=1.0:0.91:0.34 are found whereas in ba- 
trachotoxin-modified channels these values, 1.0:0.91:0.11, are closer to 
those in unmodified channels (Garber and Miller 1987), i.e., 1.0:0.96:0.048 
(frog muscle; Campbell 1976). Similar measurements on veratridine- 
modified rat brain sodium channels yield PK/PNa=0.42 (Cukierman 1991) 
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but 0.16 on eel electroplax channels (Duch et el. 1989). The different 
changes in selectivity caused by veratridine and batrachotoxin have been 
studied in detail and interpreted by a two-barrier pore model with higher 
energy barriers for veratridine than for batrachotoxin, symmetrical for the 
permeation of Na ÷ and Li ÷, but asymmetrical for K ÷ (Gerber 1988). 

In preparations whose intracellular space is not accessible, permeability 
ratios can be determined from differences, AErev, of reversal potential on 
changing the external cation concentration. Thus in frog muscle fibers 
treated with veratridine PNH4/PNa=0.67 as compared to 0.11 in unmodified 
channels (Leibowitz et el. 1987). In frog nerve fibers treated with the 
alkaloid mixture veratrine PNa:PNH4:PK=l.0:O.61:0.29 was determined 
(Naumov et el. 1979), compared with control values for this preparation of 
1.0:0.16:0.086 (Hille 1972). At any rate in modified channels discrimination 
deteriorates. In modified rat muscle channels ?Li=0.34 ~a  (inserted in 
bilayer; Gerber and Miller 1987) whereas in unmodified muscle channels 
[1i~0.8 INa (frog; Campbell 1976). In normal channels of frog nerve ILia0.7 
IN~ (Hille 1972); modification may lead to a comparably drastic reduction 
of Li ÷ conductance and thus be responsible for the reversible absence of 
veratridine-induced afterpotentials in Li+-Ringer solution (see Ulbricht 
1969a, Fig. 16). Similarly, in squid axons treated with veratridine the ampli- 
tude of slow tail current in Li ÷ artificial seawater was only one-half of that 
in Na ÷- artificial seawater (Scruggs 1979). 

In neuroblastoma cells (N1E-115) selectivity of modified channels has 
been derived from influx measurements of radioisotopes 42K+ and 86Rb+ 
and of [14C]guanidinium and [i4C]methylamine in relation to that of 2aNa+, 
which yielded for 10 ~tM veratridine 0.39, 0.12, 0.35, 0.06, respectively, as 
compared to Hille's (1971, 1972) permeability ratios for unmodified chan- 
nels in frog nerve of 0.086, 0.012, 0.13, 0.07. Coactivation with 1 p.M ATX II 
or 10 nM LqTX does not fundamentally change the relations (Frelin et el. 
1981). Selectivity has also been determined from half-lives of cation equili- 
bration of vesicles containing reconstituted Na ÷ channels in the presence 
of veratridine whereby fluxes of isotopes 42K+, 86Rb+, and 137Cs+ were 

compared with those of 22Na+. The ratios were 0.83, 0.50, and 0.38, respec- 
tively, indicating reduced selectivity (Tanaka et el. 1983). Such flux results, 
however, cannot be compared directly with permeability ratios obtained 
from Erev measurements. 
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5 
Veratridine Binding and Its Modulation 

5.1 
Catterall's Neurotoxin Binding Sites 

Extensive studies of chemical neurotoxin binding to Na + channels have led 
to the definition of five binding sites (see review by Catterall 1992), which 
have been supplemented by other authors. Site 1 binds the water-soluble 
guanidine derivatives tetrodotoxin and saxitoxin and one type of marine 
snail polypeptide toxins, ~t-conotoxins. These toxins block Na + channels. 
Site 2 binds, in addition to veratridine, the other lipid-soluble alkaloids 
batrachotoxin (from arrow-poison frogs) and aconitine (from monk's 
hood) and the lipid-soluble, nonalkaloid grayanotoxins (from Ericaceae 
plants). These toxins keep Na + channels open to varying degrees. Site 3 
binds polypeptide toxins from scorpions (o~-toxins) and sea anemones; 
they slow inactivation and enhance the persistent activation of site-2 tox- 
ins interpreted as an allosteric interaction of the two sites. Site 4 binds a 
different kind of scorpion toxins ([3-toxins) which shift the voltage de- 
pendence of activation. Site 5 binds lipid-soluble polyether brevetoxins 
and ciguatoxins (from red tide and deep sea dinoflagellates, respectively) 
which also shift the voltage dependence of activation, cause repetitive 
firing of nerves and inhibit inactivation; they enhance the action of site-2 
and site-4 neurotoxins but do not influence the action of site-1 or site-3 
toxins. Recently a sixth site has been added which, in vertebrate and 
invertebrate Na + channels, binds another conotoxin (from Conus textile), 
8TxVIA. However only in mollusks does binding cause an effect, slowing 
of inactivation, whereas in channels of other phyla (including insects) 
binding remains "silent" but veratridine has a negative allosteric effect on 
both "silent" and "effective" binding (Fainzilber et al. 1994; Shichor et al. 
1996). 

5.2 
Experiments with Radiolabeled Toxins and Radioactive Isotopes 

The experiments underlying the site definition involved either the binding 
of radiolabeled toxins or the displacement of such toxins. As for site-2 
toxins the binding of [3H]veratridine is unsatisfactory due to its compara- 
tively low affinity and the high nonspecific binding to membrane lipids 
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(Balerna et al. 1975). This is true to varying extents for batrachotoxin, but 
after coactivation with site-3 scorpion toxin the equipotent labeled deriva- 
tive [3H]batrachotoxinin A 20-o~-benzoate has proved to be a valuable tool 
to test site 2, for example, of rat brain synaptosomes depolarized by 
135 mM K +. Unlabeled site-2 neurotoxins displaced labeled batrachotoxin 
with a Kd=0.05, 7, and 1.2 gM for batrachotoxin, veratridine, and aconitine, 
respectively (Catterall et al. 1981). 

In many papers neurotoxin effects on cells, synaptosomes or lipid ves- 
icles containing purified channels were studied by means of 22Na+ uptake. 
Recently the intravesicular increase in Na + concentration has also been 
monitored with fluorescent indicators (Daniell 1992; Deri and Adma-Vizi 
1993). The techniques employed in the 22Na+ experiments, especially those 
of purification and insertion, are rather variable, as are the quantitative 
data whereas qualitatively most of the results agree, in particular the 
sequence of effectiveness as revealed by the displacement experiments. 
One must consider that the influx experiments are complicated since small 
cells or vesicles are soon swamped with label. To obtain true permeability 
values from influx measurements one should incubate cells in neurotoxin 
in the absence of an ionic gradient (high K +, Na+-free solution, at E=0 mV), 
determine the initial uptake at low [Na+]o and keep the membrane poten- 
tial, E, constant (Catterall 1977). At negative internal potential and [22Na+]i 
greater [Na+]o the approach to equilibrium is effectively slowed, which 
improves the measurement of initial influx rates. To reach the same effect 
in reconstituted vesicles requires a different technique (for details see 
Tamkun et al. 1984). Note that authors differ in describing their results, 
with equilibrium dissociation constants, Kd, implying a known 
stoichiometry, or with the operational concentration, K0.s, causing a half- 
maximum effect. If the meaning is clear, the authors' expressions are used. 
This also applies to the action of inhibitory drugs (Ki or ICs0). 

In N18 neuroblastoma cells the activation of uptake yields Kd=80 ]aM 
for veratridine and 0.4 gtM for batrachotoxin. The two neurotoxins also 
differ in the maximum uptake velocity with veratridine inducing only 34% 
of that by batrachotoxin, in agreement with the notion of partial and full 
agonists. The main reason may be differences in single-channel conduc- 
tance and open times (see Sect. 3). 2/Na+ uptake induced by 1 gtM ba- 
trachotoxin is reduced by high concentrations (100 gtM) of veratridine, 
eventually to the level observed in veratridine alone, as one would expect 
of two ligands competing for site 2 (Catterall 1975a). Similar uptake results 
have been obtained with rat brain synaptosomes, yielding/(o.5 of 0.5, 13, 
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and 14 ~M for batrachotoxin, veratridine, and aconitine, respectively; the 
maximum uptake in the presence of veratridine or aconitine is 57%, or 
19% of that in batrachotoxin (Tamkun and Catterall 1981). In mouse brain 
synaptosomes the respective/(0.5 values are 0.5, 34.5 and 19.6 p-M (Ghi- 
asuddin and Soderlund 1984). Uptake into lipid vesicles containing elec- 
troplax Na ÷ channels is activated by veratridine with K0.5=18 p-M (Rosen- 
berg et al. 1984); uptake through highly purified sodium channels ({x-unit 
only) of this preparation has a Kd of 14 p-M (Duch and Levinson 1987). 

Oddly, in synaptosomes of rainbow trout brain aconitine is clearly more 
potent than veratridine (K0.s of 7.7 vs 66 p-M) and maximum uptake, like- 
wise, is 76% vs 29% of that in batrachotoxin (Stuart et aL 1987). Another 
deviating result has been reported for purified channels from rat brain, 
reconstituted into phosphatidylcholine vesicles where batrachotoxin acti- 
vates a smaller fraction of channels than veratridine, and Kd for the latter 
is larger (30 p.M) than in native channels (Tamkun et al. 1984); a similarly 
high value (K0.5=35 p-M) is observed with purified channels from rat sar- 
colemma (Weigele and Barchi 1982). In N18 cells neurotoxin-induced 
activation is inhibited by divalent cations, with Mn 2+ being most effective 
and Sr 2+ least effective. The inhibition constants for Ca 2+ are 0.84 mM and 
1.2 mM (veratridine- and batrachotoxin-dependent uptake; Catterall 
1975a). In a rat brain preparation stimulated by veratridiile 55 p-M Ca 2+ has 
been shown to be sufficient for reducing uptake by one-half (Matthews et 
al. 1981). 22Na+ uptake through several types of tetrodotoxin-sensitive 
channels activated by veratridine is also inhibited by Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ with a 
half-inhibitory concentration (ICs0) of ca. 2 and 5 mM, respectively, 
whereas the ICs0 of tetrodotoxin-resistant channels, for example, from 
heart cells, is much lower: 50 ~tM and 0.2 mM (Frelin et al. 1986). 

22Na+ uptake into synaptosomes has also been used to study the poten- 
tiation of veratridine by site-3 toxins of a scorpion (LqTX) and the sea 
anemone Anthopleura xanthogrammica (AxTX). Thus on coactivation 
with 0.1 p-M LqTX or 1 gM AxTX the veratridine concentration for half-ac- 
tivation drops approximately from 20 to 1 p-M; LqTX in the absence of 
veratridine increases uptake by ca. 60% and AxTX by only ca. 20% 
(Krueger and Blaustein 1980). Very similar results were obtained on this 
preparation by Tamkun and Catterall (1981) who found that 0.2 p-M LqTX 
decreases K0.5 of batrachotoxin, veratridine, and aconitine to 0.1,0.07, and 
0.13, respectively, of the value without scorpion toxin; only the two latter 
toxins also increase the maximum uptake. Likewise, 22Na+ uptake into 
vesicles from lobster leg nerves, modified by veratridine, is accelerated by 
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toxin II of a different sea anemone Anemonia sulcata (ATX II), of which 
50 nM decreases K0.s from 20 to ca. 2 gM veratridine whereas the maxi- 
mum uptake is only slightly increased (Correa et al. 1987). Also, in cultured 
rat heart cells 300 nM ATX II enhances veratridine-induced 22Na+ uptake, 
whose maximum value P~, normalized to that in batrachotoxin, increases 
from 0.23 to 0.76, whereas K0.5 decreases from 17 to 6.5 gM veratridine. 

However the situation is complicated by the fact that ATX II binding is 
voltage dependent (see, e.g., Catterall 1980), and that its binding site seems 
to have two subclasses (Catterall and Coppersmith 1981). Veratridine- 
stimulated uptake into N1E-115 neuroblastoma cells yields K0.5=330 ~tM, 
which on addition of another anemone toxin, ATX V, is halved (Honerj~iger 
et al. 1982). Uptake into N18 neuroblastoma cells has been studied in the 
presence of up to 200 gM veratridine and up to 100 nM LqTX, which 
increases P~ from 0.08 to 0.56 with little change in K0.> This is typical of 
"poor activators" (partial agonists: veratridine and aconitine) in contrast 
to "good activators" (full agonists) such as batrachotoxin and grayano- 
toxin whose P~ remains maximal whereas K0.s is reduced to less than 
one-tenth (catterall 1977). Similar results have been obtained with N1E- 
115 neuroblastoma cells in which veratridine and ATX II enhance uptake 
synergistically (Jacques et al. 1978). In fitting kinetic schemes to their data 
these authors postulated an additional silent-channel population which is, 
nevertheless, tetrodotoxin-sensitive. In three papers mentioned above 
(Catterall 1977; Krueger and Blaustein 1980; Tamkun and Catterall 1981) 
comparable kinetic models (assuming a homogeneous channel popula- 
tion) of allosteric interaction of site-2 and site-3 neurotoxins have been 
fitted to the numerous data. The models are discussed in Sect. 7. Inciden- 
tally, the effects of site-2 toxins and their enhancement by site-3 toxins are 
also observed in tetrodotoxin-insensitive (Ki _>1 ~M) channels such as the 
Na + channels of cultured cells of rat muscle (Lawrence and CatteraI1 1981), 
rat heart (Catterall and Coppersmith 1981), and of hamster lung fi- 
broblasts (Frelin et al. 1982). In summary there is ample evidence from 22 
Na + uptake studies that site-3 toxins enhance the action of site-2 toxins. 

Brevetoxins which bind to site 5, enhance the veratridine-activated 
22Na+ influx in neuroblastoma cells (Catterall and Risk 1981); they increase 
P~ rather than reduce/(o.5 (Catterall and Gainer 1985). However in vera- 
tridine-treated adrenal medullary cells the brevetoxin PbTx-3 increases 
both P~ and affinity, again determined by 22Na+ influx measurements 
(Wada et al. 1994). Brevetoxins also enhance batrachotoxin binding, and 
this effect is very much potentiated by certain pyrethroids, for example, 
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RU 39568, which alone increases binding about 400-fold; addition of a 
high concentration of veratridine (300 p-M) reduces batrachotoxin binding 
to 1°,  demonstrating the specific allosteric effect of this pyrethroid 
(Trainer et al. 1993; see also Sect. 8). Another site-5 neurotoxin, ciguatoxin, 
enhances 22Na+ uptake in neuroblastoma cells and myoblasts in synergy 
with veratridine at even lower concentration (Bidard et al. 1984). A com- 
mon feature of these site-5 toxins is that, by themselves, they do not 
increase fluxes. 

5.3 
Electrophysiological Experiments with Activators 

Except for tetrodotoxin and saxitoxin (discussed below), neurotoxins 
binding to Catterall's original sites have been infrequently tested in elec- 
trophysiological experiments on veratridine-modified membranes. As 
mentioned above (Sect. 2.1), LqTX (50 nM on frog muscle; Sutro 1986) and 
ATX II (5 p-M, frog nerve; Ulbricht 1990) enhance the action ofveratridine. 
The latter case is illustrated in Fig. 5 on a node of Ranvier subjected to a 
train of impulses which caused a current pattern as described for onset 
studies in Sect. 2.4. The enhancing effect of ATX II was fully reversible, and 
set in and recovered with a time course comparable to the ATX II effect in 
the absence of veratridine in this preparation (appearance of a persistent 
current component; Schmidtmayer et al. 1982). Current clamp experi- 
ments on frog nerve bundles show that the addition of LqTX shifts the 
relationship between membrane depolarization and veratridine concen- 
tration shifted to lower alkaloid concentrations by about one order of 
magnitude (Rando et al. 1986). 

One other constituent ofveratrine, cevadine, differs from veratridine by 
the acid moiety, angelic acid instead of veratric acid, which makes it less 
lipophilic. It causes sustained depolarizations, although less effectively 
than veratridine, in axons of squid, crayfish (Ohta et al. 1973), and lobster 
(Honerj~tger 1973). It too seems to bind to site 2. It shows similar effects 
although the tail currents observed in its presence decline more than four 
times faster in rat ventricular myocytes pretreated with the coactivator 
BDF 9145, with 4 p-M cevadine inducing half-maximum tails (Honerj/~ger 
et al. 1992). In veratridine-cevadine mixtures at low concentrations (1 and 
2 p.M) diphasic tails are seen with time constants corresponding to those 
in the single-alkaloid experiments. At saturating concentrations veratrid- 
ine-cevadine mixtures yield results that strongly suggest competitive in- 
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Fig. 5. ATX II reversibly increases the effect ofveratridine (60 gM) on a node of Ranvier 
as studied with a train of 1.1-s impulses elicited every 2.5 s. During each pulse (to 
V=40 mV) the inward current slowly increased, followed by a slowly decaying tail 
current on repolarization to the holding potential, VH=-20 mV; both potentials relative 
to the resting potential. Arrow, upper trace, 5 ~tM ATX II was added which considerably 
increased both inward currents during and after the impulse. The enhancing effect was 
fully reversible, as shown by the lower trace where after returning to veratridine alone 
(arrowpointing up) the tail current amplitude soon assumed its original value. Fitting 
exponentials to these amplitudes yielded onset and offset time constants of 2.1 and 8.7 s, 
respectively. 20.2°C. (With permission from Ulbricht 1990) 

teraction.  Strangely, in neuroblas toma cells uptake of  22Na+ is not  s t imu- 

lated by  cevadine, and in flux studies employing  alkaloid mixtures there- 

fore cevadine acts as a competi t ive inhibitor (Honerj~iger et al. 1982). In 
frog muscle 100 ~tM cevadine is about  twice as efficacious at inducing tail 
currents  as equimolar  concentra t ions  o f  veratridine. Analysis o f  the 
cevadine experiments  suggests that channel  complexes with this alkaloid 
have life t imes of  1.5 s in the open state and 6 s in the closed state (Lei- 
bowitz  et al. 1987). This compares  with 2.9 and 25 s, respectively, for vera- 
t r idine (Leibowitz et al. 1986). 
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A better understanding of the activator-veratridine interaction would 
require single-channel experiments which, however, are scarce. In cultured 
cardiomyocytes a mixture of veratridine and ATX II induces, on steady 
depolarization, frequent openings to a low conductance substate 
(y=4.6 pS). This can be seen in veratridine alone only after voltage jumps 
and for a short time whereas in ATX II alone a different substate 
(7=11.5 pS) is observed. In the mixture the state of low conductance is 
often preceded by openings of the largest conductance (7=14.2 pS; all 
values in [Na+]o=140 mM; Schreibmayer et al. 1989). Comparable (al- 
though not identical) results have been obtained with Na + channels of 
lobster leg nerve incorporated in lipid bilayers (Castillo et al. 1996). In this 
preparation ATX II induces two conductance states of 10 and 65 pS 
([Na+]o=[Na+]i=500 mM) whereas in a mixture with veratridine or in the 
latter neurotoxin alone only the low-conductance state is observed. In this 
preparation open and closed times were studied in more detail, revealing 
rather complex patterns; the studies were, however, limited by the tempo- 
ral resolution of bilayer experiments. 

The results show that positive cooperativity between veratridine and 
ATX II, which is observed only at negative membrane potentials, results 
from channel gating but not from conductance changes. Interestingly, the 
midpoint potential of the overall fractional open time in the mixture is 
shifted markedly to more negative membrane potentials than in either 
veratridine or ATX II alone. In cultured cardiomyocytes the artificial coac- 
tivator S-DPI 201-106 (possibly binding to a site different from that for 
ATX II; Scholtysik et al. 1986) induces several conductance substates with 
that of 14 pS predominating (Schreibmayer et al. 1989). In a mixture with 
veratridine this conductance level becomes increasingly resolvable in ad- 
dition to that typical of the neurotoxin effect (5 pS). In fetal cultured 
cardiomyocytes the coactivator BDF 9145 leads to long bursts of normal- 
level conductance which, on addition of the neurotoxin, alternate many 
times with the low-conductance bursts that represent the veratridine- 
bound state dominating in the mixture (Wang et al. 1990). This section 
thus demonstrates how complicated the electrical counterpart of the 
seemingly simpler flux results on comodified channels may be. 
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5.4 
Remarks on Concentration-Effect Relationship 

The veratridine concentrations employed in the various studies differ 
widely. Some such differences can be explained by the different tempera- 
tures at which the experiments are performed since the effects are much 
reduced in the cold (see Sect. 6). The alkaloid action also depends on pH, 
with, as mentioned above, more alkaline values increasing the effect. An- 
other modulator may be the Ca 2+ concentration, whose increase shifts the 
relationship between the permeability of modified channels and mem- 
brane potential to more positive potentials and leads to a reduced effect 
over a wider potential range (see Ulbricht 1969a, Fig. 31). This paper also 
discusses earlier hypotheses of a more direct veratridine-calcium inter- 
action. More recently a direct competition between Ca 2+ and veratridine 
has been postulated from 22Na+ uptake studies, as mentioned above (Cat- 
terall 1975a). For frog muscle the apparent Kd of such veratridine-en- 
hanced uptake is reported to decrease considerably when the membrane is 
depolarized by doubling [K+]o from 2.5 to 5 mM (McKinney and Ratzlaff 
1987). 

22Na+ uptake measurements usually provide dose-response curves to 
test stoichiometry and to determine/(0.5 or even Kd values. However, sel- 
dom do these curves really saturate at high veratridine concentrations (in 
contrast to batrachotoxin curves), a prerequisite for the exact determina- 
tion of Kd. Moreover, depending on the technique, they may not represent 
equilibrium results. The reported Kd values are between ca. 10 and 30 p,M. 
On the lower end are inhibitory constants, Ki, for the displacement of 
labeled batrachotoxin by veratridine: 7 gM (rat brain synaptosomes, Cat- 
terall et al. 1981) and 8 gM (guinea pig cortex preparation, Creveling et al. 
1983). Clearly larger values stem from flux measurements on N18 
neuroblastoma cells (Kd=80 ~M; Catterall 1975a) and various other cell 
lines with apparent Kd values higher than 100 gM, attributed to higher 
Ca 2+ concentrations than employed in other experiments (Stallcup 1977). 

Dose-response curves from Na + cur ren t s  are hard to determine since 
saturation seems to require damagingly high concentrations. However, if 
one assumes a one-to-one stoichiometry one can attempt to fit the equilib- 
rium results at lower concentrations. Thus in frog nerve fibers the relative 
stationary permeability in 1.5, 4.5, 15, and 45 ~M veratridine is 1, 2.5, 4.0, 
and 4.9, which can be reasonably fitted with Kd--5 gM (at pH 8.1; Ulbricht 
1972b). At pH 7.2 the average Kd derived from tail currents is 7.9 ~M 
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(M. Stoye-Herzog and W. Ulbricht, unpublished results). Much lower val- 
ues are deduced from kinetics as Kd=kb/kf with kf the forward, kb the 
backward rate constant of the veratridine-receptor reaction. For frog mus- 
cle Kd=0.3 s-1/2×106 M -1 s-1=0.15 ~M has been reported, an unusually low 
value for 7°C (Leibowitz et al. 1986). Another low value was determined for 
ventricular myocytes, however, coactivated with BDF 9145, as Kd=0.51 j.tM 
(see Sect. 3.1; Wang et al. 1990). This value compares with half-saturating 
veratridine concentrations of 3.5 and 60 ~M as derived from tail currents, 
at the end of 50-ms pulses, in this preparation in the presence and absence 
of coactivator (Zong et al. 1992). A possible explanation for these discrep- 
ancies in Kd is presented in Sect. 7.2. 

5.5 
Block by Guanidinium Toxins 

The site-1 toxins tetrodotoxin (TTX) and saxitoxin (STX) are highly po- 
tent blockers of most native voltage-gated sodium channels, effective at 
nanomolar concentrations. This is true also after modification by veratrid- 
ine, as shown in 22Na+ uptake experiments in vesicles of rat sarcolemma 
(Ki=5 nM STX, Barchi and Tanaka 1984) and rat brain (Ki=14 nM TTX, 
Tamkun et al. 1984), rat brain synaptosomes (K0.5=5-10 nM STX, Krueger 
and Blaustein 1980; Ki=6 nM STX, Tamkun and Catterall 1981). Na ÷ flux 
measurements on veratrinized frog muscle yield Ki=8 nM TTX, compara- 
ble to the figure observed in unmodified preparations (McKinney and 
Ratzlaff 1987). In frog nerve rates and extent of block by TTX, determined 
either from tail currents during periodic (ca. 0.2 Hz) depolarizing pulses 
(Ulbricht 1974) or during a single 14-s pulse (Ulbricht and Stoye-Herzog 
1984; see also Sect. 5.6, Fig. 6b), were found to be very similar to those of 
unmodified channels in the same preparation: kc=3.4xl06M -t s -1 and 
kb=t.14x10 -2 s -1 vs 2.9x106 M -1 s -1 and 1.4x10 -2 s -I in alkaloid-free solu- 
tions at the same temperature (20°C; Schwarz et al. 1973). 

Decreases in TTX sensitivity, however, are also reported. Thus the ZENa÷ 
uptake in a lobster nerve preparations requires higher blo cking concentra- 
tion (K0.5-27 nM TTX) than in intact.lobster nerves (K0.5=3.1 nM of 
[3H]TTX binding, R. Villegas et al. 1976). In NIE-115 neuroblastoma cells 
K0.5 of block increases almost linearly from 5 nM to ca. 18 nM TTX on 
raising the veratridine concentration from 0 to 130 ~tM; coactivation with 
ATX II increases K0.5 even further (Jacques et al. 1978). 
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Na ÷ channels incorporated into lipid bilayers with the aid of veratridine 
show clear voltage-dependent block by TTX with Kd increasing with depo- 
larization. This has been reported for electroplax channels (Duch et al. 
1989) as well as those from lobster walking leg nerves. In both prepara- 
tions batrachotoxin-modified channels are also blocked in a potential-de- 
pendent fashion (Levinson et al. 1986; Castillo et al. 1992). Comparable 
results have been obtained with other preparations (for an extensive dis- 
cussion see Moczydlowski and Schild 1994). Block of unmodified neuronal 
Na + channels is not or is only little affected by membrane potential. Thus 
in frog nodes of Ranvier shifts of holding potential between -50 and 
-90 mV does not influence block by TTX (Ulbricht and Wagner 1975) nor 
is block by STX affected by a change in test pulse frequency from 1 to 
10 Hz (Wagner and Ulbricht 1976). However, hyperpolarizing the mem- 
brane by 40-50 mV between pulses (0.8 Hz) intensifies block by both TTX 
and STX during the trains of pulses (L6nnendonker 1989). Other authors 
report no such use dependence of STX block in Ranvier nodes unless the 
membrane is pretreated with batrachotoxin, possibly because STX binding 
to (maintained) open channels is voltage dependent (Rando and Strichartz 
1986), as has been suggested for TTX binding to modified brain Na + 
channels (Wang and Wang 1994). A more detailed hypothesis of state-de- 
pendent toxin affinity of unmodified channels is presented by L6nnen- 
donker (1989); an extended interpretation involving external cation con- 
centrations is found in Salgado et al. (1986) and L6nnendonker (1991). 

Closures of veratridine-modified channels last much longer than events 
of blocking by TTX or STX. Therefore direct measurements of blocking 
kinetics in single channels require either a shorter average block time or a 
lengthening of channel openings. The former is achieved by using the 
low-affinity STX derivative C1 (21-sulfo-1 lqx-hydroxysaxitoxin) of 100- 
ms block time on muscle Na ÷ channels inserted in bilayers (Garber and 
Miller 1987). The latter is achieved by using ordinary TTX on cultured 
cardiac cells treated with the veratrum alkaloid, germitrine (Dugas et al. 
1989). 

5.6 
Block by Local Anesthetics 

Sodium channels modified by veratridine are blocked by local anesthetics, 
but the mechanism seems to differ from that by TTX. The agents dealt with 
here are "local anesthetics" in the broadest sense, including antiarrhyth- 
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mics, anticonvulsants, etc. Straub (1956) reported that the veratridine-in- 
duced (7.5 ~tM) depolarization of frog nerve bundles can be fully counter- 
acted by cocaine (ca. 2.9 mM). This is compatible with the observation in 
this preparation that lidocaine shifts the dose-response curve, membrane 
depolarization as a function of veratridine concentration, to higher alka- 
loid values with Ki~100 ~tM anesthetic (Rando et al. 1986). This Ki value 
lies, for unmodified nodal channels, between that for the resting and that 
for the depolarized (inactivated) membrane, 150 and 30 ~M lidocaine, 
respectively. Voltage clamp experiments on single frog fibers show that the 
antiarrhythmic N-propyl ajmaline preferentially blocked channels kept 
open by veratridine (Khodorov and Zaborovskaya 1983). Likewise in 
Purkinje fibers the antiarrhythmic agent R56865 blocked the veratridine- 
induced noninactivating Na ÷ current more effectively than the peak cur- 
rent (Verdonck et al. 1991). 

In single nodes of Ranvier the effect of benzocaine on the veratridine- 
induced persistent current has been studied in more detail. The steady- 
state current through channels modified by 60 pM veratridine, measured 
at the end of 14-s depolarizing impulses, are reduced to 69%, 30%, and 10% 
in the presence of 0.025, 0.25, and I mM benzocaine, respectively (Ulbricht 
and Stoye-Herzog 1984). This reduction is clearly larger than that of peak 
INa in unmodified channels, which is only to 91%, 73%, and 47% in these 
respective concentrations. These values were obtained with short test 
pulses following 30-ms hyperpolarizing prepulses to abolish inactivation 
(Meeder and Ulbricht 1987). When, however, the prepulses are omitted 
(leading to about 20% inactivation), the apparent Ki decreases to less than 
one-quarter (Schmidtmayer and Ulbricht 1980), supporting the hypothe- 
sis that inactivated channels bind local anesthetics with higher affinity. 

More interestingly, after veratridine treatment the onset of benzocaine 
block during 14-s impulses is very slow, as illustrated in Fig. 6a with "Con of 
several seconds although access to the membrane, for example, for Na ÷- 
free solution, is unimpeded (Fig. 6b). In contrast, in unmodified fibers 
(Rimmel et al. 1978) and during long pulses applied to channels kept open 
by chloramine-T treatment the onset rate is much faster (half time 
< 100 ms; Ulbricht and Stoye-Herzog 1984) and appears to be limited by 
the speed of solution change. Strangely, the offset time constant, "co~f, is 
shorter than "Con, and the latter depends little on benzocaine concentration. 
When benzocaine is added to the veratridine solution during a 0.4-Hz 
train of 1.1-s depolarizing pulses, the amplitude of the ensuing tails soon 
reaches a new reduced stationary value, with a time constant that is clearly 
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shorter  than that obtained at the same potential and concentration during 
long pulses. It seems that repeated returns to the resting potential en- 
hances the block. Applying benzocaine 1-2 s before the start of  the long 
pulse greatly reduces the persistent current right f rom the beginning. Also, 
onset is further slowed on cooling by only a few degrees; this is not seen in 
unmodif ied channels but is typical of the veratridine-induced current  (see 
below). These facts suggest that a channel modified by veratridine cannot 
be blocked by local anesthetics (and vice versa), and that the observed 
current decrease is determined by the rate at which channels become 
unmodified. It should be mentioned in passing that block of modif ied 
channels by n-pentanol is also slow (~on=3.7 s; 10 mM) whereas peak INa of 
unmodif ied channels is blocked much more  rapidly (Ulbricht and Stoye- 
Herzog 1984). 

The veratridine-induced 22Na+ uptake into frog muscle is inhibited by 
the antiepileptic drug 5,5'-diphenylhydantoin (McKinney 1985). Uptake 
into neuroblas toma cells is reduced by yohimbine,  a use-dependent  Na + 
channel blocker (Huang et al. 1978) or by lidocaine (and other antiar- 
rhythmics) in a manner  suggesting that these blocking agents are allos- 
teric inhibitors acting at a site separate f rom that for veratridine (Catterall 
1981). The latter study introduced the inhibition by ant iarrhythmics into 
an allosteric model  of  neurotoxin action (Catterall 1977) to explain why 
these inhibitors exert mixed effects on the partial  agonist veratridine 
(both ICs0, the apparent  dissociation constant, and P=, the m a x i m u m  re- 
sponse, are affected) whereas in the presence of the full agonist batracho- 

Fig. 6a,b. Effect of the blocking agent benzocaine (a) and of tetrodotoxin in Na+-free 
solution (b) in the presence of 60 p_M veratridine during t4-s depolarizing pulses, a 
Trace I, after a short transient INa (not fully recorded at the slow time base), the slowly 
increasing (time constant 1.19 s) noninactivating inward current is followed by a large, 
slowly decaying tail current (time constant 0.94 s). During a second run (trace 2) 
0.25 mM benzocaine is added 4.3 s after the start of the pulse leading to slow current 
decrease (%n=5.2 s) followed by a much reduced tail current of unchanged time course. 
After equilibration in the veratridine-benzocaine solution (trace 3) benzocaine washout 
was started after 2.5 s (trace 4) on which the inward current during the pulse recovered 
(%ff=3.2 s) as did the tail current. 20°C. b In the presence of veratridine+25 ~M 
benzocaine the Na + concentration is suddenly changed 5 s after the start of the impulse 
from 108 to 0 mM+300 nM tetrodotoxin (trace 1), which resulted in an immediate 
current reversal (Na + effect) followed by a slow decline (ton= 1.36 s, tetrodotoxin effect). 
Trace 2, recorded in the tetrodotoxin solution. A different fiber at 19.3 °C. (With 
permission from Ulbricht and Stoye-Herzog 1984) 
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toxin only IC50 is affected. A similar extended model was presented by 
Rando et al. (1986) to explain the different actions on membrane potential 
of the two neurotoxins and their interactions with local anesthetics. 

6 
Temperature Effects 

More than 110 years ago Brunton and Cash (1883) reported that cooling 
reduces the action of veratrine on frog muscle. Comparable observations, 
first on mechanical responses, later with potential measurements, were 
made in the following decades (see quotations in Ulbricht 1969b). In frog 
nerve fibers the influence of temperature on veratridine effects has been 
studied in detail both in the current and voltage clamp (Ulbricht 1969b). 
The main results are that cooling (a) increases the time constant of the 
onset of this current on depolarization and of the slow tail current on 
repolarization (tail: Q10 of 3.9 between 8 ° and 23°C) and (b) remarkably 
reduces the alkaloid-induced steady IN~ during long depolarizing pulses, 
most conveniently obtained from the amplitude of the following tail (Q10 
of 3.3 between 8 ° and 22°C). The large effect on steady-state currents after 
equilibration at a given temperature differ clearly from effects on fast 
temperature changes (achieved by rapid changes of the superfusate) as 
illustrated by Fig. 7. This figure shows how sudden temperature changes 
affect the subsiding tail current. Short (ca. 1 s) changes from 20 ° to 10°C 
and back (upper half, two "cold pulses") lead to an immediate current 
reduction followed by a slowed decay during the "cold pulse"; rewarming 
causes a sudden current increase and a resumed faster decay. The lower 
half of Fig. 7 shows that three "warm pulses" to 20°C superimposed on a 
steady superfusion at 10°C yield the reciprocal effects. Interestingly, if the 
temperature steps are taken at face value, one arrives at Qm=2 for the step 
changes in current; this value may be a lower limit but is clearly smaller 
than that expected from the behavior of tail current amplitudes after 
equilibration (ca. -5 nA vs ca. -1 nA in this figure). Incidentally, Khodorov 
and Zabarovskaya (1983) were able to work on frog nerve with 300 ~tM 
veratridine, however, at 14°C; at room temperature this concentration 
would soon destroy the nodal membrane. 

The current clamp experiments of this series show that when the mem- 
brane is depolarized by 15 ~tM veratridine at room temperature (pH 8.1; 
about 50 mV), cooling leads to a slow but reversible repolarization (or 
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Fig. 7. Effects of fast temperature changes during tail currents upon repolarization to 
V=0 (resting potential) following 6 s at V=30 mV. Superimposed records at constant 
temperature (above, 20°C; below, 10°C) and during short (ca. l-s) temperature changes 
(above, two "cold pulses" to 10°C; below, three "warm pulses" to 20°C). The temperature 
in the vicinity of the node of Ranvier (10 mm upstream at continuous superfusion) was 
recorded with a small thermocouple of limited temporal response; the true temperature 
step achieved by a fast change ofperfusates and estimated to be completed within 0.1 s, 
induced step changes in current and immediate changes in the time constants of tails. 
At constant temperatures the time constants of tail currents were 0.9 s (20°C) and 3.8 s 
(10°C). (With permission from Ulbricht 1969b) 
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even hyperpolarization), the extent of which depends on temperature 
(range between 8 ° and 24°C tested), but the responses of individual prepa- 
rations differ considerably. Obviously the veratridine-induced depolariza- 
tion, which is a secondary phenomenon (Ulbricht 1969a), is less suitable 
for studying the temperature effect. The effect of temperature has also 
been observed in crab giant axons, in which hardly any effect is found on 
membrane potential below 8°C (Romey at al. 1980). The interpretation of 
this postulated that the Na + channel exists in two thermodynamically 
stable states above 20°C and below 8°C, and that only the former is sensi- 
tive to veratridine. In frog nerve there is little evidence of two such states 
since the tail time constant increases on cooling, without a break (Ulbricht 
1969b). In squid giant axons the veratridine-induced (10-300 ~tM) depo- 
larization is clearly reduced on cooling from 21 ° to 5°C. The apparent 
permeability derived from 22Na efflux measurements in 30, 100, and 
300 ~tM is maximal in 100 ~M at 21°C; at 5°C it is 30% in this concentration 
but less than that in 30 or 300 ~M (Siem-Fung and Sevcik 1983). This 
strange behavior remains unexplained. 

If the slow increase and decrease in INa during and after a long depolar- 
izing pulse (Qx0 >3; Ulbricht 1969b) reflects the binding and unbinding of 
veratridine (Sutro 1986), the drastic reduction in steady-state current on 
cooling is then due to an increase in the equilibrium dissociation constant, 
Kd. In the simplest case, Kd=kb/kf, the ratio of backward to forward rate 
constants, an increase in Kd would require the rates of onset and offset to 
be affected much differently by temperature, which was not observed. 
Rather, it appears that equilibration in the cold drastically reduces the 
veratridine concentration in the immediate vicinity of the binding site or 
reduces the number of channels that can be opened (see also Romey et al. 
1980), a differentiation that clearly would require single-channel experi- 
ments. At any rate such processes could involve rearrangements in the 
membrane lipids which would explain why equilibration takes minutes 
whereas I~a kinetics responds within a fraction of seconds (see Fig. 7). The 
next section shows that Kd can be an apparent constant depending on the 
rate of inactivation; as an explanation, however, this would help very little 
as it requires another, much slower effect of temperature on inactivation. 

Influx of 22Na+ through purified Na + channels reconstituted in phopha- 
tidylcholine vesicles has been found to depend markedly on temperature 
when the channels are stimulated by veratridine (500 gM, 10°-36°C). Ar- 
rhenius plots of initial rates of 22Na+ uptake are linear and yield an activa- 
tion energy of 23.6 kcal/mol (98.8 kJ/mol). Uptake of 86Rb+ (which is 
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slower and hence more easily monitored) has been studied both through 
veratridine-activated and batrachotoxin-activated (5 gM) channels with 
very different activation energies of 31.0 and 7.6 kcal/mol (129.8 and 
31.8 kJ/mol), corresponding to Q~0 values greater than 3.0 and approx. 1.8, 
respectively (Tanaka at al. 1983). These authors, considering the much 
lower rates of uptake in the presence of veratridine than of batrachotoxin, 
hypothesize that with the former alkaloid the rate-limiting step is the 
channel opening rather than permeation. Indeed the conductance of single 
batrachotoxin-modified Na + channels of squid axons changes with a Q10 of 
only 1.53 (at E=-60 mV; Correa et al. 1991), a lower value than the Q~0-~2 
derived from step changes in the veratridine-modified nodal membrane, 
as mentioned above (Ulbricht 1969b). Although the squid study was car- 
ried out at 5°C, batrachotoxin was applied at 15°C to enhance modification 
which, interestingly, remained after recooling. 

7 
Modeling 

7.1 
Various Models 

The diverse effects observed in veratridine-modified Na + channels gave 
rise to several kinetic models connecting channel states with and without 
bound alkaloid. The simplest or most general kinetic scheme, based on the 
allosteric model of Monod et al. (1965) and applied to flux measurements 
was presented by Catterall (1977) to deal with the interaction of site-3 
neurotoxins (e.g., t~-scorpion toxins) with site-2 toxins such as veratridine 
or batrachotoxin. In essence the model distinguishes only between an 
active and an inactive state whose distribution is governed by the allos- 
teric constant. To these states site-2 toxin binds with different affinities 
whereas the effect of site-3 toxin is taken into account by a change of the 
allosteric constant (see also Tamkun and Catterall 1981). Krueger and 
Blaustein (1980) added a closed state R (resting) and identified the active 
state with an open state O and another closed, inactivated (in the sense of 
electrophysiology) state I. The activator, A, (e.g., veratridine) binds both to 
O and to I, again, with different affinities, to yield O* and I* (Scheme 1). 

Note that K4/K3=Kr determines the preference of A for the open state. 
Krueger and Blaustein (1980) have fit their flux results on synaptosomes 
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with the full agonist batrachotoxin with Kr>_10 4 vs  600 for the partial 
agonist veratridine. Site-3 toxins increase K2 thus keeping channels open 
in state O at the expense of I. In this model the membrane depolarization 
decreases K1 and K2 as channels move from R to O and I; it allows a 
satisfactory fit of the results described in Sect. 5.2. In synaptosomes (but 
not in neuroblastoma cells; Catterall 1977) there was a clear effect of site-3 
scorpion toxin in the absence of A. 

Scheme 1 was developed to fit equilibrium results obtained with fluxes. 
Description of the electrophysiological results (many of which are kinetic 
and of a higher temporal resolution) requires rate constants of the transi- 
tions between states, for example, obtained by single-channel analysis. 
Such analysis has been carried out on cultured ventricular myocytes and 
led to the kinetic Scheme 2 where O' stands for channels kept open by the 
coactivator BDF 9145, a state with much increased affinity for veratridine 
so that the doubly bound state O'* predominates over O* with possible 
transitions between these states as BDF dissociates and reassociates. O' can 
be distinguished during bursts by its current amplitude as compared with 
the small (one-quarter) amplitude of veratridine-associated states (Wang 
et al. 1990; Scheme 2). 

Because of the low veratridine concentration necessary in the presence 
of coactivator the O-O* transition can be neglected whereas the O'*-O* 
equilibrium on depolarization (E=-30 mV) is determined by 
Kd=2.2 s-1/4.3x106 M -1 s-l=0.5 ~tM. Bursts are terminated by steps O*-O or 
O'-O. Further considerations and computations are based on the more 
detailed Scheme 3. 

Some of the constants of Scheme 1 can be immediately identified such 
as Kl=kor/kro, K2=kio/koi (where kio may contain the site-3 toxin concentra- 
tion), K3=k-vo/k+vo, K4=k-vi/k+vi (where k+vo and k+vi contain the concen- 
tration of the agonist veratridine). Additionally introduced are the R-R*, 
O*-R* and I*-R* transitions; k+vr again contains the veratridine concen- 
tration. 
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Sutro's (1986) original kinetic scheme (Scheme 4) as applied to frog 
muscle is simpler as it does not directly assign rate constants to the state 
transitions. The observed fast decrease in current through modified chan- 
nels and reincrease on return to the normal resting potential are inter- 
preted as transition between O * and R * whereby the biexponential time 
course would actually require two modified open states, but could also be 
due to other mechanisms. The biexponential tails following long trains of 
depolarizing pulses in neuroblastoma cells (Barnes and Hille 1988) are 
also not easily accounted for by such a scheme. In frog muscle the secon- 
dary decrease in tail currents during high-frequency trains of impulses is 
interpreted as a slow inactivation process due to population of the I x pool. 
Leibowitz et al. (1986) analyzed use-dependent veratrinization during a 
train of 10-ms impulses by comparing the time courses of peak current 
decrease and increases in "late" current after 10 ms and the following tail 
current. For the sake of a good description allowance had to be made for 
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an O*-IX-N transition, where N stands for normal, unmodified channels 
in all possible states (i.e., R, O, and I), a feature not included in Scheme 3. 

In complementary experiments on frog nerve fibers Rando (1989) stud- 
ied the recovery of peak current and the decrease in the "late" current after 
a series of impulses. This process was clearly faster (complete within 20 s) 
than the former, which developed in two phases. This led to the interpreta- 
tion that the peak current recovering later than 20 s must flow through 
channels after unbinding of veratridine from modified nonconducting 
channels, i.e., in the P state, since modified "resting" channels would be 
conducting at the holding potential (see Sect. 2.2). Rando (1989) empha- 
sizes the special nature of I x in this context (being favored by more nega- 
tive potentials); he proposes that the slow current tails on repolarization 
are caused by a very slow O~-I x transition and not by the dissociation of 
veratridine from the channel. The slowly developing modified current 
during depolarizations is thought to reflect the opposite Ix-O x process. 

Still another kinetic scheme has been proposed by Gola et al. (1982) to 
describe phenomena (mostly observed in the current clamp) in veratrid- 
ine-treated snail neurones: O x additionally connects I, and OX-I-R is the 
exclusive route on repolarization. R x is absent, but OX-I * is potential 
independent and accounts for the very slow inactivation observed during 
maintained depolarizations. Veratridine concentration does not directly 
enter, leaving the model rather vague for further computations. In particu- 
lar one would like to test hypotheses of electrical phenomena such as slow 
current changes during and following long depolarizing pulses, kinetics of 
block by local anesthetics, etc. The following section presents pertinent 
computational attempts to fit the frog nerve results. 

7.2 
Computations 

A crucial test of models is whether they describe quantitatively, in addition 
to the fast changes during trains of short impulses, the above slow current 
changes (zs=l-2 s) in terms of veratridine binding/unbinding to open 
channels. The simplest approach would be with a model of unmodified 
channel states R-O-I in which only O connects to the modified open state 
O x, i.e., Scheme 1 without the I-I x transition. Experiments on frog muscle 
(Sutro 1986; Leibowitz et al. 1986; Hille et al. 1987) led to the idea, men- 
tioned above, that the slow current kinetics is due to the scarce I-O transi- 
tions during maintained depolarizations, controlled by kio in the nomen- 
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clature of Scheme 3. The forward rate constant k+vo, although directly 
proportional to the veratridine concentration [VT], should not be rate 
limiting since it is too fast. Even at 9°C its value has been estimated to be 
2×106 M -~ s -1, which at a concentration of 100 ~tM leads to a rate of 200 s -I, 
i.e., a time constant of 5 ms (Leibowitz et al. 1986) vs "¢s of ca. 1 s in Ranvier 
nodes even at room temperature (Ulbricht 1969a,b). 

Computing the results from frog nerve began by estimating the equilib- 
rium fraction, O*, of modified channels from K~,/(2, and K3 of Scheme 1 
without the I-I* transition as given by Krueger and Blaustein (1980). 
However, early in a depolarizing pulse the fraction, R, of channels in the 
resting state becomes negligible, and thus O* is given simply by 
K~I(K2+K3+K2K3). Note that K2=kio/koi and K3=k-vo/k+vo, a dimensionless 
constant in contrast to that defined by Krueger and Blaustein (1980). The 
results with frog nerve suggest that the maximum permeability of modi- 
fied channels is only about 10% of the maximum PNa (Ulbricht 1969a). 
Considering that y*=y/4 (Barnes and Hille 1988), we expect the maximum 
O* to be 0.4, and for the following considerations we may therefore settle 
for 0.3. At E=-40 mV we assume kio=6 s -1 and koi=820 s -1 (following {Xh and 
~h at 20°C, Frankenhaeuser and Huxley 1964) so that/(2=0.0073. With these 
quantities/(3=0.0172 yields 0*=0.3. 

Finally, for reasons given below, k-vo is chosen to be 1 s -~ so that 
k+vo=59 s -1, leading at [VT]=60 gM to a forward rate constant for the 
binding reaction of 59 s-~/6xl0 -s M=9.Sx105 M -~ s -~. With these values one 
calculates (with a Runge-Kutta routine) the time courses of O* which in 
most cases can be readily approximated by single exponentials with onset 
and offset time constants, "~s,on=0.75 S and "¢s,off-=l.0 S. The latter time con- 
stant obviously is close to l/k-vo, and it was actually chosen to fit the 
observed tail time constants. However, the computed "¢s.on was always 
shorter than ~s,off, as expected for a binding reaction; this is rate limiting 
but contrary to the experiments which always yielded "Cs,on>'Cs,off if the 
off-time constant is measured at the holding potential. For the computed 
time course this is true for a wide variety of assumed rate constants. 
However, one feature of the experimental results, the step with which the 
slowly increasing current starts (see, e.g., Fig. 6), is well reproduced by the 
computation. In the example above the relative step was 20%, similar to 
that in a real experiment. One should note that an equilibrium dissociation 
constant of veratridine binding determined from the equilibrium fraction 
O*, for example, those mentioned in Sect. 5.4, leads to K'd, which is much 
larger than the true Kd of the O-O* reaction, since K'd--Ka/K2. 
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For a given veratridine concentration the equilibrium fraction, O*, of 
modified channels in frog nodes of Ranvier increases monotonically with 
increasing depolarization (Ulbricht 1969a; Rando 1989). On the other 
hand, in the absence of veratridine the fraction, O, of precursor peaks near 
E=-40 mV and decreases on further depolarization, at least if calculated 
with the equations of Frankenhaeuser and Huxley (1964; see also Table 1 
of Hille 1967). This discrepancy may be apparent since the classical de- 
scription, resting mainly on extrapolation, ignores a small fraction of 
channels that fail to inactivate even at large depolarizations (Dubois and 
Bergman 1975; see also Neumcke 1990). A more serious inconsistency may 
be that, on partial repolarization, i.e., to potentials between the holding 
potential and the test pulse potential, ~s,off increases in real experiments, as 
shown by Fig. 4. This cannot easily be explained by the binding hypothesis 
in its simplest form since the reciprocal of k-vo (supposedly independent 
of potential) sets the upper limit of %,off. Computations with constant k-vo, 
but with changes in other rate constants to imitate incomplete repolariza- 
tion (increased kro and koi, decreased kor and kio), gave ~s,off < 1/k-vo. These 
discrepancies may be related to those reported by Leibowitz et al. (1986) 
who, as mentioned above, had to introduce a direct route from I* to the 
unmodified state(s) to describe recovery on repolarization. Unfortunately 
only a lumped scheme was presented, which is unsuited for computing 
Zs,off. It may be added here that the R-O transition used in the computa- 
tions was also lumped from R1-R2-R3-O (see, e.g., Neumcke 1990), but 
sample calculations with the more unwieldy extended form did not yield 
basically different results. 

Rando's (1989) alternative interpretation of the slow current changes as 
due to I*-O* transitions allows a fit of Zs,on and 'Is.off by choosing the 
appropriate values of kio~ and koi*. Transitions from unmodified states do 
not enter Rando's equations, but when his values for the (fast) R*-O* 
conversion are extrapolated to depolarizations, the computations yield a 
current step as described above. Also, if another state, I', is connected to I* 
to represent channels blocked by benzocaine, onset and offset of this block 
behave qualitatively as in the experiments described in Sect. 5.6, i.e., with 
~on>toff and "Con depending little on [VT]. However the computed time 
constants are too short. 

As for the block by benzocaine, Ulbricht and Stoye-Herzog (1984) ob- 
tained a clearly better fit of its rates, both during long pulses and trains of 
shorter pulses. They used a simple formalism in which closed, unblocked 
channels could either turn to a permanently open form (depending on 
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potential) or a blocked form (depending on benzocaine concentration). 
They employed kinetic data from previous work on benzocaine (Schmidt- 
mayer and Ulbricht 1980) and assumed permanently modified channels 
with the typical slow kinetics (Ulbricht 1969a). Introduction of such for- 
malism into the kinetic Scheme 3, however, gives unsatisfactory results. 
For example, if I stands for the unblocked closed state, I x (with no connec- 
tion to O*) and O* would then play the respective roles of blocked and 
permanently open states. The values of kio, koi, k+vo, and k-vo mentioned 
above then yield 0*=0.3 at equilibrium. From this one calculates, on ap- 
plying 0.25 mM benzocaine (kon=100 s -1 and koff=29 s -1 for the benzo- 
caine-channel reaction; see Ulbricht and Stoye-Herzog 1984), a stationary 
block to 29%, "Con=l s, and on washout "Colt=0.75 s; again %n>%ff, but this is 
far off in terms of absolute time constants (5.2 and 3.2 s, respectively). 
Changing kon and/or koff over a wide range does not improve the fit as they 
are not rate limiting. 

In summary, the computations based on veratridine binding exclusively 
to open channels whose availability determines the slow kinetics are only 
partially successful. Perhaps a better fit would require the inclusion of all 
possible transitions in Scheme 3 plus those not included like direct path- 
ways, O*-R etc. leaving too many degrees of freedom for a meaningful fit 
even under the constraint of microscopic reversibility. 

8 
The Veratridine Binding Site 

The decade following the pioneering work of Numa and coworkers (Noda 
et al. 1984) has provided us with an enormous amount of structural details 
of the Na + channel, especially its c~-subunit (for recent reviews see Hille 
1992; Catterall 1992; Noda 1993; Sato and Matsumoto 1995; Aidley and 
Stanfield 1996). Clearly one would like to know where on this macromole- 
cule veratridine binds, and how to explain its many effects. Hille and 
coworkers (1987) proposed that, on channel opening, the binding site 
becomes exposed to the hydrophobic interior of the lipid membrane 
phase; they placed the site at the junction between two of the four domains 
of the o~-subunit. Bound veratridine could function as a wedge between 
domains that stabilizes the open state and impedes channel closing by 
deactivation (on repolarization) or by inactivation (during maintained 
depolarization). This wedge is thought to distort the c~-subunit, thereby 
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widening the selectivity filter and reducing its power of discrimination. A 
modified channel may close but the trapped veratridine molecule consti- 
tutes a strain that favors reopening even at potentials considerably more 
negative than the normal resting value (see Fig. 2); veratridine may leave 
the closed trap, however very slowly, despite the pressure put on the alka- 
loid molecule. Other neurotoxins such as batrachotoxin with a higher 
affinity for site 2 dissociate from it so slowly that the channel may open 
and close very many times while the toxin is bound. Batrachotoxin also 
seems to exert less strain as a wedge and hence shifts activation along the 
potential axis only half as much as does veratridine. 

The model of veratridine action presented above leaves, of course, the 
chemical nature of the binding site unexplained. Earlier attempts to char- 
acterize site 2 were based on common structural features of the toxins 
binding to it, veratridine, batrachotoxin, and aconitine. Extending an idea 
of Masutani et al. (1981), Codding (1983) and Kosower (1983) proposed a 
triangular arrangement of oxygens at a distance of ca. 5-6/~ from a terti- 
ary nitrogen considered a hydrogen-bond acceptor; this function is sup- 
posedly taken over by a different group in grayanotoxin, another site-2 
ligand lacking the nitrogen. An extensive report on these papers is found 
in Khodorov's (1985) review of batrachotoxin. Because of its higher affin- 
ity for site 2, batrachotoxin is, as mentioned, nowadays the preferred 
ligand in binding studies. 

Only very recently a successful attempt was made to characterize site 2 
within the known channel structure. Mapping of this site had not been 
feasible because of the low affinity of ligand binding, even of batracho- 
toxin. Only after additionally employing pyrethroids and brevetoxin 
PbTx-1 (a site-5 toxin) was the affinity for the photoreactive and radiola- 
beled derivative [3H]BTX-OAB (batrachotoxinin-A orthoazidobenzoate) 
enhanced by a factor of 1000 (Trainer et al. 1996). The experiments were 
carried out on purified Na + channel o~-subunits incorporated in lipid 
vesicles. The photolabeled regions were identified by antibody mapping of 
proteolytic fragments to belong to the transmembrane region $6 of do- 
main I. The batrachotoxin receptor site is formed in part by this region 
between the amino acids Asn-388 and Glu-429. This region may be rela- 
tively inaccessible at rest, but access is thought to change dramatically on 
repetitive depolarization and in the presence of the activators mentioned. 
The underlying conformational changes must reach far, for example, to 
sites 1 (TTX) and 3 (o~-scorpion toxins), and are thought to cause the 
decrease in channel conductance and selectivity and the great shift of 
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potential dependence of the conductance. In labeling experiments 300 ].tM 
veratridine has proven able to prevent labeling, as expected if the two 
toxins have identical or overlapping binding sites. The structural details 
will eventually be characterized by site-directed mutagenesis. Natural 
channel mutants already exist since muscles of the batrachotoxin-produc- 
ing tropical frogs are insensitive to their own toxin but sensitive (although 
to a lesser extent than other frog muscles) to veratridine (Daly et al. 1980). 

9 
Summary and Conclusion 

Veratridine causes Na ÷ channels to stay open during a sustained mem- 
brane depolarization by abolishing inactivation. The consequential Na ÷ 
influx, either by itself or by causing a maintained depolarization, leads to 
many secondary effects such as increasing pump activity, Ca 2+ influx, and 
in turn exocytosis. If the membrane is voltage clamped in the presence of 
the alkaloid, a lasting depolarizing impulse induces, following the "nor- 
mal" transient current, another much more slowly developing Na ÷ current 
that reaches a constant level after a few seconds. Repolarization then is 
followed by an inward tail current that slowly subsides. Development of 
these slow currents is enhanced by additional treatment with agents that 
inhibit inactivation. Most of these phenomena can be satisfactorily ex- 
plained by assuming that Na + channels must open before veratridine binds 
to them, and that the slow current changes reflect the kinetics of binding 
and unbinding. It is unclear, however, where the alkaloid stays when it is 
not bound. Although the effect sets in promptly, once this pool is filled, 
access to it from outside must be impeded since in most preparations 
veratridine can only partially be washed out. Cooling acts as if the avail- 
able concentration is reduced, but this reversible "reduction" takes much 
longer to develop than the cold-induced changes in kinetics. Several 
authors assume that the binding site, site 2, is accessed from the lipid phase 
of the membrane. Considerations of this kind are often based on experi- 
ments with batrachotoxin, the widely used site-2 ligand which has a much 
higher affinity and acts as a full agonist in contrast to the partial agonist 
veratridine. Batrachotoxin thus lends itself to binding studies using radio- 
labeled derivatives. Such experiments may eventually lead to the charac- 
terization of neurotoxin site 2; the first promising steps have been taken. 
Modern techniques of molecular biology will almost certainly be success- 
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ful, and one hopes for point-mutated channels with distinctly different 
reactions also to veratridine. A considerable amount  of  research is still 
required to clarify the structural basis for the numerous allosteric interac- 
tions with other sites, the mechanism of the very large potential shift of 
activation, the reduced single-channel conductance and selectivity, and 
the chemical nature of the different affinities of the site-2 toxins. 

Note Added in Proof. A report  on point mutat ions with effects on neuro- 

toxin site 2 (see Sect. 8) has just appeared: Wang S-Y, Wang GK (1988) Point 

mutat ions  in segment I-S6 render voltage-gated Na ÷ channels resistent to 

batrachotoxin.  Proc Natl Acad USA 95:2653-2658. In p l  muscle Na + chan- 

nels expressed in mammal ian  cells, mutat ion Asn434Lys leads to complete, 

Asn434Ala to partial insensitivity to 5mM batrachotoxin. (Asn434 corre- 

sponds to Asn419 of Trainer et al. 1996). The mutant  channel displays 

almost normal  current kinetics and in the presence of veratridine little, if 

any, slow tail current. However, veratridine inhibits peak Na ÷ currents in 

the mutant  which may point to a complex structure of site 2. 
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1 
Introduction 

Somatostatin (SST) or somatotropin release-inhibiting factor (SRIF) was 
first discovered in hypothalamic extracts as an activity that inhibited 
growth hormone secretion from cultured anterior pituitaries (Krulich et 
al. 1968). Subsequently it was found that SST is widely distributed through- 
out the central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral tissues. It has at- 
tracted attention because of its diverse physiological actions. In addition 
to its function in the regulation of growth hormone release from the 
anterior pituitary (Brazeau et al. 1972), it is involved in the regulation of 
exocrine and endocrine secretion from various organs, such as pancreas, 
gut, and thyroid gland (Brown et al. 1977; Mandarino et al. 1981; Reichlin 
1983; Epelbaum 1986; Feniuk et al. 1993; Epelbaum et al. 1994; Fujii et al. 
1994). Furthermore, it has been suggested that SST serves as a neurotrans- 
mitter or neuromodulator in the CNS which influences locomotor activity 
and cognitive functions (Epelbaum 1986; Raynor and Reisine 1992; Epel- 
baum et al. 1994). SST has been identified as a cyclic 14 amino acid peptide 
(Brazeau et al. 1972). Besides SST-14, a second bioactive form with a 
N-terminal extension of 14 amino acids, SST-28, has been characterized 
(Pradayrol et al. 1980). In mammals both peptides are derived by tissue- 
specific proteolytic maturation from a single 116 amino acid preprohor- 
mone which in turn is the product of a single gene (reviewed in Patel and 
Galanopoutou 1995). Since both bioactive forms of SST cannot be iodi- 
nated, synthetic peptide analogs, such as Tyrll-SST or Tyrl-SST, have been 
used for ligand binding studies. SST analogs with increased half-life have 
become important for therapeutic treatment of neuroendocrine tumors 
(Lamberts et al. 1995). Recently, the complexity of the SST signaling system 
has been surprisingly and unexpectedly extended by the cDNA cloning of 
a 112 amino acid preprohormone, giving rise to two novel neuropeptides, 
cortistatin-14 and cortistatin-29 (de Lecea et al. 1996; Fukusumi et al. 
1997). Cortistatin exhibits strong structural similarity to SST (Fig. 1), al- 
though it is the product of a different gene. By in situ hybridization cortis- 
tatin mRNA was detected in the cortex and hippocampus, where SST is 
also present, but not in the hypothalarnus and some peripheral tissues 
where SST is abundant. Administration of cortistatin depresses neuronal 
electrical activity but, unlike SST, induces low-frequency waves in the 
cerebral cortex and antagonizes the effects of acetylcholine on hippocam- 
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rat somatostatin: 

rat cortistatin: 

human cortistatin: 

57 

SANSNPAMAPRERKAG [CKNFFWKTFTSC] 
: : ::::::::: :: 

QERPPLQQPPHRDKKP[CKNFFWKTFSSC] 
:: : :: :: : : :::::::::: 

QEGAPPQQSARRDRMP[CRNFFWKTFSSC] 

Fig. 1. Alignment of the amino acid sequences of rat somatostatin-28 with those deduced 
from rat and human cortistatin cDNA predicted to form 29 amino acid peptides. Note that 
the conserved parts are located in the ring constituent (indicated by square brackets) and 
the extension of the ring structure by one amino acid in cortistatin. Also within the ring 
cortistatin displays the Trp-Lys motif that is essential for receptor binding (see Sect, 4) 

pal and cortical measures of excitability, suggesting a mechanism for 
cortical synchronization related to sleep (de Lecea et al. 1996). 

The various actions of SST are mediated through specific membrane 
receptors. The evidence for the existence of multiple somatostatin recep- 
tors was derived from several pharmacological and functional studies 
(reviewed by Rens-Domiano and Reisine 1992; Raynor and Reisine 1992). 
These experiments also suggested that receptors for SST belong to the 
superfamily of G protein-coupled receptors with seven transmembrane 
domains (]akobs et al. 1983; Koch and Schonbrunn 1984; Law et al. 1991). 
To date five subtypes of human and rat SST-receptors and four of mouse 
have been cloned and it is assumed that the SST receptor subtypes (ssts) 
serve distinct biological functions. According to the IUPHAR nomencla- 
ture guidelines the receptors are named sstl, sst2, sst3, sst4, and sst5 
(Hoyer et al. 1995). The ssts bind the two biologically occurring SSTs with 
high affinity and inhibit adenyl cyclase (AC) when they are expressed in 
appropriate cell lines. Although much effort has been undertaken to eluci- 
date the function of these receptors several drawbacks such as the lack of 
selective ligands, specific antibodies, the presence of several receptors in 
the same tissue or even cells have hampered the identification of a distinct 
function for a particular receptor subtype. However, the cloning of the 
cDNAs and genes encoding sst subtypes facilitated the development of 
new tools for further biochemical and molecular characterizations of SST- 
receptor functions. In situ hybridization using subtype-specific cDNA and 
cRNA probes is being carried out for the construction of detailed maps of 
sst mRNA presence. The first specific antibodies are available and being 
used to localize the receptor proteins and study their coupling to effectors, 
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while new ligands are being tested in transfected cell lines and mutational 
analysis of sst subtypes promotes a rational design for the synthesis of 
novel SST agonists and antagonists. This review will focus on the molecu- 
lar biology of the receptor subtypes and the advances in understanding 
their physiological importance through the use of these novel experimen- 
tal tools. 

2 
Molecular Cloning of Somatostatin Receptors 

Most sequences of the genes and cDNAs coding for SST receptors were 
published between 1992 and 1994. The first cDNA of an sst was described 
to encode a novel putative G protein-coupled receptor in brain (Meyerhof 
et al. 1991). It was later identified as the rat sstl (rsstl) by sequence 
homology to the human sstl (hsstl) and mouse sstl (msstl) genes 
(Yamada et al. 1992). The cloning of the cDNA for rsstl and hsstl was 
based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR) fragments that were amplified 
with degenerate primers. The primers were deduced from conserved se- 
quences of the third and sixth transmembrane domains of G protein-cou- 
pled seven transmembrane helix receptors (Libert et al. 1989). Using the 
PCR fragments as probes, clones specifying the complete amino acid se- 
quences were isolated from rat cDNA - and human and mouse genomic 
libraries, respectively, hsstl and msstl were identified as SST receptors by 
expression of the genes in cultured mammalian cells, which resulted in the 
appearance of high-affinity binding sites for 125I- [Tyr 11]-SST (Yamada et al. 
1992). By using essentially this strategy rsst3 (Meyerhof et at. 1992) and 
rsst5 cDNAs have been isolated (O'Carroll et al. 1992). Rat sst2 cDNA was 
isolated by expression cloning in COS-1 cells (cells of CV-1 origin, SV40 
transformed; Kluxen et al. 1992). The genes for hsst2, msst2 (Yamada et al. 
1992), pig sst2 (Matsumoto et al. 1994), msst3 (Yasuda et al. 1992), rsst4 
(Bruno et al. 1992), hsst4 (Demchyshyn et al. 1993; Rohrer et al. 1993; Xu et 
al. 1993; Yamada et al. 1993), msst4 (Schwabe et al. 1996), and hsst5 
(Yamada et al. 1993; Panetta et al. 1994) have been subsequently isolated by 
cross-hybridization of genomic libraries using heterologous probes. In 
most of the cloning experiments functional expression of genomic DNA 
has been performed and was possible because the ssts are, with one excep- 
tion known so far, devoid of introns within their coding region. Two 
variants have been described for mouse sst2, msst2A and msst2B (Vanetti 
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et al. 1992). The sequences are identical for the N-terminal 331 amino acid 
residues. However, both splice variants differ between transmembrane 
domain VII and the carboxyl-terminus. The sst2B comprises 346 amino 
acids and is therefore 23 amino acids shorter than the 369 amino acid 
receptor sst2A and it differs from the long form by the 15 C-terminal 
amino acids. These two msst2 variants arise by splicing a cryptic intron in 
the msst2 gene which generates msst2B mRNA of reduced length, while 
sst2A mRNA represents the unspliced form (Vanetti et al. 1993). At present 
sst2B mRNA has not been isolated from other species. However, the pres- 
ence of conserved exon/intron boundaries in the human SST2 gene and 
the detection of sst2 transcripts of different sizes suggest the existence of 
spliced forms of sst2 mRNA also in other species (Patel et al. 1993; Kong et 
al. 1994). In addition to the amino acid sequences that have been deduced 
from cDNA clones, a partial amino acid sequence of the rsst2 was publish- 
ed by Hulmes et al. (1992), who purified and sequenced the SST receptor 
protein. Furthermore, a bovine sst2 sequence has been deposited in DNA 
databases (Xin et al. 1992). 

3 
Molecular Biology 

3.1 
Primary Structures 

Comparisons of the amino acid sequences of the particular receptor sub- 
types from human, rat, and mouse revealed only 2%-14% sequence diver- 
gence, except for rat and human sst5 which display 19% divergence (Ta- 
ble 1). The divergence between the different receptor subtypes within a 
given species vary from 40% for rsstl and rsst4 to 60% for msst3 and msst4 
(Table 1). Hydrophobicity analyses have indicated that the ssts contain 
seven hydrophobic segments of about 25 amino acids that likely form 
transmembrane spanning ~x-helices (Meyerhof et al. 1991). Comparisons 
of the amino acid sequences with those contained in GenBank and EMBL 
databases clearly showed that the ssts form a small subfamily of receptors 
that is closest related to the subfamily of opioid receptors (Fig. 2). This 
structural relation is underscored by the observed pharmacological rela- 
tionship showing that ~-receptor-acting opioids such as morphine and 
morphinomimetic peptide bind to SST receptors (Hatzogolu et al. 1995). 
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racml 
rhhl 

I£ rd2 
ralb 

_[ rb2 
r5ht2b 

{ rv2 
rgrh 
rtrh 

I 
~ rrlt 

r n k 3  

rada3 
retb 

-~ rnmb 
rp2y 

{ rpaf // [- 
_ -( 
-t 

rcckb 
r o l f i 3  

rmc3 

Fig. 2. Sequence relationship of various heptahelical receptors depicted in a dendrogram. 
The sequences of the rat muscarinic acetylcholine (racml), histamine H1 (rhhl), 
dopamine D2 (rd2), ctlb adrenergic (ralb), [32 adrenergic (rb2), serotonin 5-HT2b 
(rSh t2b), vasopressin V2 (rv2), gastrin-releasing hormone (rgrh), thyrotropin-releasing 
hormone (rtrh), neurotensin (rnt), neurokinin 3 (rnk3), adenosine A3 (rada3), en- 
dothelin B (retb), neuromedin B (rnmb), purine p2Y (rp2y), platelet-activating factor 
(rpaj), sstl-sst5 (rsstrl-rsstr5), ~; opioid (rkappa), angiotensin II ATla (ratla), inter- 
leukin 8b (ril8b), cholecystokinin B (rcckb), olfactory i3 (rolfi3), and melanocortin 3 
(rrnc3) have been compared using the pile-up program (Genetics Computer Group, 
Madison, Wisconsin, USA). The length of the lines corresponds to the degree of 
sequence divergence. The somatostatin receptor subtypes form a subfamily of receptors 
related to the opioid receptors. Sequences have been taken from GenBank, release 97 
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As observed for other G protein-coupled receptors, the sequences of the 
putative membrane-spanning domains (TM) and the intracellular con- 
necting loops are more highly conserved among the five ssts than the 
extracellular N-terminal and the intracellular C-terminal domains. Fur- 
thermore, the ssts display most of the conserved sequence motifs common 
to class I of the heptahelical receptors such as the conserved GNXXV, 
LAXAD, SX9DRY, WXXSXsP, FXXPXyY, FXXCWXP, and NSXXNPXXY mo- 
tifs in TM1-7, which likely contribute to the receptor topology (Figs. 3, 4). 
As other G protein-coupled receptors the sst subtypes contain between 
one and four consensus sequences for Asn-linked glycosylation sites in 
their N-terminal domains (Fig. 3). Noteworthy is that sst5 displays another 
glycosylation site in the second extracellular loop and sst2 in the upper 
part of TM6. Glycosylation was in fact demonstrated for rsst2 which had 
been purified from pituitary GH4C1 cells (Eppler et al. 1992). The 85-kDa 
glycoprotein was reduced in size to about 38 kDa by endoglycosidase F. 
Sequence comparisons further indicate that the five receptors can be dis- 
tinguished into two subgroups: one comprising sstl and sst4, the other 
sst2, sst3, and sst5 (see Fig. 2). This classification is supported by the 
pharmacological properties of the ssts (see below, and Hoyer et al. 1994). 
Two conserved cysteine residues in extracellular loops 1 and 2 may form a 
disulfide bond as is known for the ~2-adrenergic receptor (Dohlmann et 
al. 1990). In the C-terminal domain following TM7 all ssts, except for sst3 
(Fig. 3), contain an amino acid sequence motif  (leucine, cysteine, leucine; 
LCL) that is palmitoylated in the [32- and o~2-adrenergic receptors 
(O'Dowd et al. 1989; Kennedy and Limbird 1993). In these receptors the 
palmitoylation residue anchors the receptor to the membrane as might 
also be the case for the ssts, except for sst3. Modifications by fatty acids 
might well be of functional significance since it has been shown that 
palmitoylation affects agonist-dependent activation of the cellular effec- 

Fig. 3. Alignment of the amino acid sequence of the cloned somatostatin receptor sub- 
types. Transmembrane segments were assigned following instructions of the SwissProt 
modeling interface and are boxed. Conserved cysteines are shown in light gray, the region 
of charged amino acids in sst3 in intermediate gray, N-linked glycosylation sites in dark 
gray. Phosphorylation consensus sequences for protein kinase A, protein kinase C, and 
casein kinase II are indicated by dark grayfields and white letters,fat and bold letters and 
small letters in broken-line boxes. Amino acid residues that have been analyzed by 
mutational analyses are indicated by bold white letters on black background 
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MF $$P SSSDSPSPGS CGEGACSRGP GSGAADGME~ PG LSEGQGSA 
MF FSp T$SPSSSPGG CGEGVCSRGP GSGAADGME~ pG LSEGQGSA 

hsstrl 
msstrl 
rsstrl 

QEEDAMGSDG TG.TAG.M 
EEEDAVRSDG TG.TAG.M 
EAEEAVAGPG DARAAG.M 
TL AGA$ LTGLAVSG 
SL AGT$ LAGLAVSG 
TL AGP$ PAGLAVSG 
~ ~ P  YYDNTSNA 
P P YYDMTSNA 
T P YYDLTSNA 
$ ~ YYDLTSNA 

YYDLASNV 
GG LVGP APSAGARA 

S ASPMGARA 

TM 2 TM 3 
hsstr[ AIADELLMLS VpFLV'ITLL .RHWPFGALL ILV~VDA~ ~FTSI~CLT VLSVDRYV 
msstrl AIADELLMLS VpFLV' TLL .RHWPFGALL {LVLSVDAV NMFT$1YCLT VLSVDRYV 
rsstrl AIADELLML$ VFFbV<$TLL .RHWPFGALL ~LVLSVDAV NMFTSIYCLT VLSVDRYV 
msstr4 AVADELFML$ VpFV~:A~L .RHWPFGAVL %AVLSVOGL NMFTSVECLT VLSVDRYV 
rsstr4 AVADELFMLS VpFVA:AAAL ,RHWBFGAVL LAVLSVDGL NMFTSVFCLT VLSVDRY~ 
hsstr4 AVADEL~MLS VPFVA[SAAL .RHWPFGSVL LAVLSVDGL NMFTSVFCLT VLSVDRY ~ 
msstr3 ALADELFMLG LPFLmQNAL ,$YWPFGSLM {LVMAVDGI NQFTSIFCLT VMSVDRY] 
rsstr3 AL~FMLG LPFLm~AL ,SYWPFGSLM (LVMA~I NQFTSIFCLT VMSVDRY] 
hsstr3 ALADELFMLG LPFL~ QNAL ,SYWPFGSLM (LVMAVDGI NQFTSIFCLTVMSVDRY] 

msstr2a AI~LFMLG LPFLA~ 
rsstr2 AI LFMLG LPFLm 
psstr AIADELFMLG LPFLm 

hsstr2 AIADELFMLG LPFLAI 
bsstr AIADELFMLG LPFLAI 

hsstr5 AVADVLYMLG LPFLA[ 
rsstr5 AVADVLFMLG LPFLA[ 

hsstrl AANSDGTV~ 
msstrl AANSDGTV~ 
rsstrl AANSDGTV) 
msstr4 PARGGEAV; 
rsstr4 PARGGEAVi 
bsstr4 PARGGQAVi 
msstr3 R,,.GM$.[ 
rsstr3 R,..GM$.[ 
hsstr3 R,..GM$.2 

msstr2a SNQWGR$.[ 
rsstr2 SNQWGR$,~ 
psstr SNQWGR$.~ 

hsstr2 SNQWGRS,! 
bsstr SNQWGR$,! 

hsstr5 ..QEG.G.[ 
rsstr5 ..QEGWG.q 

TM 7 
hsstrl ~VNVI A EQDD....I ~ V~VILGY ANSCANPILY ~FLS~ 
msstrl yVV~VNV}A EQDD....I~ V~QLSVILGY ANSCANPILY GFLSE 
rsstrl YWQLVNV}A EQDD....2 VSQLSVILGY ANSCANPILY GFL$~ 
msstr4 YWQLLNLI V TSLD....2 VNHVSLILSY ANSCANPILy GFLSE 
rsstr4 YWQLLNL} V TSLD....l VNHVSLILSY AN$CANPILy GFLSE 
hsstr4 YWQLLNL~ V TSLD....2 VNHVSLILSY ANSCANPILy GFLSE 
msstr3 YLLNIVNkn U FLPEEPAF} LyFLWALpY AN$CANPILy GFLS] 
rsstr3 YLLNIVN~ PLPEE~AF} LYELWALPY AN$CANPILy GFLS~ 
bsstr3 YVLNIVNV%U pLFKEFAF[ LYFLVVALPY ANSCANPILy GFL~ 

msstr2a YI~ SV!v AISPTPALI ~ I L T Y  ANSCANPILY AFL$[ 
rsstr2 YI SV!V AISPTPAL} MFDFVVILTY ANSCANPILy A~L5[ 
psst~ YI @V!V AISPTPAL} MFDFVV~LTY ANSCANP[Ly A~LS[ 

hsstr2 YI SV~M AISPTPAL~ MFDFVVVLTY ANSCANPIL¥ AFLS[ 
bsstr YI SV!V AISPTPAL~ MFDFVWLTY ANSCANPILY A~LS[ 

hsstr5 FTVNIVNL; V ALPQEPAS~ LYFFVVILSY ANSCANPVLY GFLS[ 
rsstr5 !~VNIVNLI F TLPEEPTS] LYFFV~VLSY ANSCANPLLY GFLS[ 

hsstrl FRNGTCTSRI TTL .................................... 
msstrl FRNGTCASRI STL .................................... 
rsstrl FRNGTCASRI STL .................................... 

msstr4 QAE~CKQVp FTKTTTF ................................ 

rsstr4 QAEPACKRVp FTKTTTF ................................ 
hsstr4 QPEPGRKRIp LTRTTTF ................................ 
msstr3 MNGRLSQIAQ AGTSGQQPRP CTGTF~QQL LPQEATAGDM ASTLSHL-- 
rsstr3 MNGRLSQIAQ FGPSGQQQKP CTGT~/~EQQL LpQEATAGD~ ASTLSHL~ 
hsstr3 MNGRVSQITQ P~sgq~RPP SRVASKEQQL LPQEAstg~K $$T~SYL 

msstr2 a ................................................. 
rsstr2 ................................................. 
psstr ................................................. 
hsstr2 ................................................. 
bsstr .................................................. 
hsstr5 ................................................. 
rsstr 5 ................................................. 

TM ] 
ISFIySWCL VGLCGNSMVI YV~L [yAK~K ~ATNIYILNi 
ISFIySWCL VGLCGNSMVI YVIL <yAKMK ~ATNIYILNi 
ISFIYSWCL VGLCGNSMVf yVIL [YAKMK ~ATNIYILNI 
IQCIYALVCL VGLVGNALVI FVI~ ~yAKMK ~ATNIYLLNi 
IQCIYALVCL VGLVGNALVI FVII [YANK ~ATNIYLLNi 
IQCIYALVCL VGLVGNALVI FVI [YAKMK ~ATTIYLLNi 
ISLVYLWCV VGLLGNSLVI yVV u [HTSSP SVTSVYILNL 
ISLVYLVVCV VGLLGNSLVI yVV~ [HTSSP SVTSVYILNi 
IpLVYLWCV VGLLGNZLVI yVVI [HTASP SVTNVyILNL 
T.FIYFWCV VGLCGNTLVI YVI ~YAKMK PITNIYILNL 
T.FIYFVVCV VGLCGNTLVI YVI ~YAKMK PITNIYILNI 
T.FIYFVVCI IGLCGNTLVI YVI ~YAKMK PITNIYILNL 
T.FIYFVVCI IGLCGNTLVI YVI ~YAKMK PITNIYILNI 
T.FIYFWCI IGLCGNTLVI YVI ~YAKMK PITNIYILNI 
VPVLYLLVCA AGLGGNTLVI yVV :FAKMK FVTNIYILNI 
VPVLYLLVCT VGLSGNTLVI yW :HAKMK ~VTNVYILNI 

TM 4 
VHPI~AA~• ]AKWNL GVWVLSLLVI LpI~v~SRT. 
VRp~KAAR }AKV~L GVWVLSLLVI LPIVVESRT. 
VHpI~AARy ~AK~L G%q4%r~SLLVI LPI~S~T° 
VHPLRTA /A~LINL GVWLASLLVT LFIAVFADTR 
VHPLRAA ~AKLINL GVWLASLLVT LPIAVFADTR 
VHPLRAA ~AKLINL GVWLASLLVT LPIAIFADTR 
VHPTR~I~WR T1 ?ARTVSR AVWVASAV~ LpVVVFSGVp 
VHPTR~RWR T1PVARMVSA AVWVASAVVV LpV~FSG~P 
VHPTR~H~WR PVARTVSA AV~ASAV~ LpVVVFSGV!P 

QVAL V.HWPFGKAI (V~TVDGI NQFTSIFCLT VMSIDRY] VHPIK~R RT~INV AVWCVSLLVI 
QVAL V.HWPFGKAI IV~TV~GI NQFTSIFCLT VMZIDRY] AV VHpIKS~d[WR RT~A~I~V AVWGVSLLVI 
QVAL V.HWPFGKAI (V~TVDGI NQFTSIFCLT VMSIDRy] AV VHPIK~IA~WR RT~INV AVWGVSLLVI 
QVAL V.HWPFGKAI (VVMTVDGI NQFT$IFCLT VMSIDRy] AV VHPIKS~L~WR RT~ITM AVWGVSLLVI 
QVAL V.HWPFGKAI (V~TVDGI NQFT$IFCLT VMSIDRY] AV VHPIKS~WR RZ~INV AVWGVSLLVI 
QNA. ASFWPFGPVL [LVMTLDGV NQFTSVFCLTVMSVDRY]AV VHPLSSPA~WR RVAKLASAAAWVLSLCMS 
QNAV VSYWPFGSFL [LVMTLDGI NQFTSIFCLM VMSVDRY]AV VHPLRS~RWR RVAK~SA AV~VESLLMS 

TM 5 

NMLMPEPAQR WL FVLYTF LMGFLLPVGA ICLCYVLII ~ KMRMVALK ........... A GWQ 'LMV594VV 
NMLMPEPAQR WL FVLYTF LMGFLLPVGA ICLCYVLI ~ KMR~'ALK ........... A GWQ L M ~  
NLHWPHPA.. WS FVIYTF LLGFLPPVLA IGLCYLLI'; KMRAVALR ........... G GWQ LVLMVV 
NLHWFHFA.. WS EV[YTF LLGFLLPVLA ~GLCYLLI' ; KMRAV~LR ........... A GWQQ~ LVLM~ 
NLQWPHPA.. WS FWyTF LLGFLLPVLA IGLCYLLI' G KMRAVALR ........... A GWQ LVLMVV 
HMQWFEpAAA WRT FIIyMAALGFFGPLLV ~CLCYLLI~V KVRSTTI~R APSCQWVQAP ACQ AW 
HMQWPEPAAA WRT FIIYTA ALGFFGpLLV [CLCYLLZ~V KVRSTI"I~R APSCQWVQAp ACQ MVVAW 
HMQWPEPAAA WR FIIYTA ALGFFGPLLV [CLCYLLI~V KVRSAGRRVW APS ........ CQ AW 
TINWpGESGA WYT FIIYAF ILGFLVPLTI ICLCYLFI[I KVKSSGIRV ........... GSS MVSIVV 
TINWPGESGA WYT FIIYAF ILGFLVPLTI ICLCYLFI[I KVKSSGIRV ........... GS MVSIW 
TINWPGESGA WYT FIIyAF ILGFLVPLTI ICLCYLFI[I KVKSSGIRV ........... GS SIVV 
TINWPGESGA WYT FIIYTF ILGFLVPLTI ICLCYLFI[I KVKSSGIRV ........... GSS MVSIVV 
TINWPGESGA WYT FIIYAF ILGFLVPLTI ICLCYLFI[I KVKSSGIRV ........... GS MVSIW 

~ PEPVGL WG FIIYTA VLGFFAPLLV ICLCYLLI~ V KVRAAGVRV ........... GCV. ~m~ 
PEPVGL WG FITYTS VLGFFGPLLV ICLCYLLI~V KVKAAGMRV ........... GS VV 

{FKRS FQRIL~L ..... iswmdNAAE EPVDYYATAL KSRAYIsve~F 

qFKR$ FQRI~ccC C ..... IswmdNAAE EPVDYYATAL KSRA~sve~F 
qFKR$ FQKI ..... iswmdN~E EPVDYYATAL KS~hYisve~F 
~FRR$ FQRV RCC LLETTGGAEE EPLDYYATAL KSRGGAGCIC 
~FRR$ FQRV RCC LLETTGGAEE EPLDYYATAL KSRGGPGCIC 
~FKR$ FQRV RCC LLEGAGGAEE EPLDYYATAL KSKGGAGCMC 
~FKQG FRRIL.LRPS R/qIRSQEPGS GPPE~eeeZ DEEEEERREE 
~FKQG FRRIL.LRPS R/~VRSQEPGS GPPE~l~eeeZ DZE~ZERREE 
~FKQG FRRVL.LRPS~RSQEPTV GPPE~ eeO E~E~D...GE 
,]EKKS [QNVI~LVKV !sgteDGERSD IskqdKSRLNE ..TTETQRTL 
qFKK8 FQ~NVIVKV IsgaeDGERSD iskqdKSRLNE .,TTET~TL 
~FKKS FQNV VKV ;sgtdDGERSD skqdKSRLNE ,,TTE~L 
~FKKS FQNV VKV isgtdDGERSD IskqdKSRLNE ~TTETQRTL 
qFKKS FQNV VKV isgtdDGERSD iskqdKSRLNE ,,TTE~RTL 
~FRQS FQKV IRKGSIGAKDADATE PRPDRIRQQQ~-~ EATPPAHRAA 
qFRQS I~V RRG YGMEDADAIE PRPDKS~Q .ATLPTRSCE 

LPIMIYAGL~ 
LPIMIYAGLR 
LPIMIYAGL~ 
LPIMIYAGLR 
LPIMIYAGL~ 
LPLLVFADV. 
LPLLVFADV. 

TM 6 
MVFVIC~PF 
MVFVICWMPF 
MVFVICWMPF 
TVFVLCWMPF 
TVFVLCWMPE 
WFVLCI'~4p F 
ALFVLCWMpF 
ALFVLCWMpF 
ALFVLCWMpF 
AVFIFCWLPF 
AVFIFCWLPF 
AVFIFCWLPF 
AVFIFCWLPF 
AVFIFCWLPF 
LVFAGCWLPF 
LVFD~CWLPF 

QPZNLZSGGV 
QPENLESGGV 
QPENLESGGV 
PPLPCQQEPV 
PPLPCQQEPM 
PPLKCQQEAL 
EER~QRGQE 
EER QRGQE 
ESa GKGKE 
LNGDLQT$1~ 
LNGDLQTSI- 
LNGDLQTSI- 
LNGDLQTSI~ 
LNGDLQTSI ~ 
ANGLMQTS~ 
ANGLMQTSRI 
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of rat somatostatin receptor subtype (sst)3. Residues 
conserved in all ssts are indicated in black. Deletion mutants referred to in the text are 
marked by lines through the polypeptide chain. Amino acids that have been analyzed by 
point mutations are shown as diamonds 

tors of the human endothelin A receptor (Horstmeyer et al. 1996). In 
addition to the sequence motifs that are also preserved in other seven helix 
receptors several motifs are unique to the ssts. Within TM7 the motif  
YANSCANP is found which may identify ssts. The sstl-4 display a gluta- 
mate residue in the unusual position adjacent to the conserved LAXAD 
moti f  in TM2, i.e., LAXADE. The sst3 contains a region of 18 consecutive 
amino acids rich in glutamic acid residues in its C-terminus of unknown 
significance. Scanning the PROSITE sequence motif  database identified a 
number  of consensus sequences for phosphorylation by protein kinase A, 
protein kinase C, and casein kinase II in the C-terminal regions and intra- 
cellular loops of all ssts (Fig. 3). Moreover, the presence of various serine 
and threonine residues in their intracellular loops and C-terminal do- 
mains suggests that the ssts may serve as substrates for other kinases such 
as receptor-specific kinases. 
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3.2 
Chromosomal Location, Gene Structure, and Regulation 

The chromosomal locations of the human sst subtypes have been deter- 
mined. The five sst genes are scattered on different chromosomes, the 
genes for sstl-5 being located at 14q13, 17q24, 22q13.1, 20p11.2, and 
16p13.3, respectively (Corness et al. 1993; Demchyshyn et al. 1993; Yamada 
et al. 1993; Yasuda et al. 1993; Panetta et al. 1994). The detection of highly 
informative simple tandem repeat polymorphisms in the sstl and sst2 
genes could facilitate genetic analyses of the corresponding loci (Yamada 
et al. 1993). 

The observation of tissue and cell-type-specific distribution of sstl-5 
mRNAs and of variations in sst mRNA levels during ontogenesis (see 
below) indicated that the sst genes are regulated in a spatial and temporal 
manner (Wulfsen et al. 1993; Hartmann et aL 1995; Thoss et al. 1995, 1996). 
Moreover, numerous reports demonstrate changes in the density of bind- 
ing sites for SST and in sst mRNA levels in response to various extracellu- 
lar stimuli. Kainic acid-induced limbic seizures led to decreased sst3 and 
sst4 mRNA levels specifically in the CA1 subfield, but not in other regions 
of the hippocampus, while sstl and sst2 mRNAs were unaffected (Perez et 
al. 1995). Likewise, fasting/feeding affects sstl-3 mRNA but not sst4-5 
mRNA levels in the rat pituitary and sst2 mRNA levels in the stomach 
(Bruno et al. 1994a; Sandvik et al. 1995). Steroids regulate sst gene expres- 
sion in a complex manner in pituitary GH4C1 cells depending on the 
hormone used and the sst mRNA studied (Xu et al. 1995). The application 
of SST to GH3 anterior pituitary cells or of epidermal growth factor or 
gastrin to pancreatic AR42 ] ceils caused an increase in SST binding sites 
which could be explained by elevated sstl-5 mRNA levels in the former 
system and by elevated sst2 and sst3 levels in the latter (Bruno et al. 1994b; 
Vidal et al. 1994). While in AR42 ] cells the increase in sst levels were 
mediated by protein kinase C- and A-independent mechanisms, induction 
of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) concentrations by forskolin 
increased sst2 mRNA levels in mouse AtT-20 pituitary cells (Patel et al. 
1993). These observations indicate complex genetic regulation of the sst 
subtypes and have prompted the analyses of the structure and function of 
their genes. 

As mentioned above, the sst genes are devoid of introns within their 
protein coding regions, with the exception of a cryptic intron in the msst2 
gene (Vanetti et al. 1993). The presence of introns outside the coding 
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regions of the sst genes, however, has been observed. A comparison of the 
cDNA and gene sequences revealed that two introns of 3.1 kb and 0.19 kb 
are located between nucleotide positions -39 and -40, and positions -185 
and -186, respectively, relative to the translational initiator codon of the 
rat sst3 gene (M. Gloos et al., manuscript in preparation). Both introns are 
flanked by the conserved nucleotide sequence motif GT/AG characteristic 
of splice donor and acceptor sites, respectively. Similarly, introns have been 
detected in the Y-untranslated region of the mouse sst2 gene (V. H611t, 
Magdeburg, personal communication), while introns have so far not been 
found in the corresponding regions of rat sstl (Hauser et al. 1994) and sst4 
(Xu et al. 1995) genes and the human sst2 (Greenwood et al. 1995) and sst5 
genes (Greenwood et al. 1994). 

Sequencing the putative promoter regions of rsstl (Hauser et al. 1994), 
hsst2 (Greenwood et al. 1995), rsst3 (M. Gloos et al., manuscript in prepa- 
ration), rsst4 (Xu et al. 1995), hsst5 (Greenwood et al. 1994), and msst5 (H. 
Baumeister et al., manuscript in preparation) revealed the lack of canoni- 
cal TATA and CCAAT boxes 30 bp and 70 bp upstream of the initiation 
sites, respectively, and a high GC content in all subtype genes, which is 
quite common to genes of seven helix receptors. Searching for consensus 
sequences for binding sites of transcriptional activators identified various 
such sequence motifs. While most of these are unique to particular sst 
subtype genes, putative AP2 and GCF (factor binding to guanine- and 
cytosine-rich sequences) binding sites are common to all sst genes se- 
quenced to date. Interestingl)~ in the case of the rsstl gene two binding 
sites for the pituitary-specific transcription factor Pit-1 have been ob- 
served among others (Hauser et al. 1994). Pit-1 is known to control the 
expression of the prolactin-, growth hormone-, and thyroid-stimulating 
hormone (TSH)-[3 genes (reviewed in Anderson and Rosenfeld 1994). 
Binding of proteins in anterior pituitary GH3-cell nuclear extracts to oli- 
gonucleotides containing these sequences has been demonstrated by elec- 
trophoretic mobility shift assays (Sch~ifer et al. 1996). These observations 
favor the attractive idea that a hormone and the receptors that control its 
release may be under common genetic control. 

Functional studies that have been carried out using the hsst5 gene 
promoter showed that 0.9 kb DNA upstream of the initiator codon di- 
rected the expression of a reporter gene construct following transfection 
in GH3 pituitary cells but not in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells 
(Greenwood et al. 1994). Expression of the reporter gene was further 
increased by dibutyryl-cAMP. In the absence of the cAMP response ele- 
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ment (CRE) this effect has been attributed to mediation by activator pro- 
tein (AP)1 and/or AP2 via their binding sites. Characterization of the hsst2 
gene revealed that the minimal region necessary for transcriptional activ- 
ity, in various neuronal cell lines, of its promoter is located between +4 and 
-22 of the transcription initiation site (Pscherer et al. 1996). Within this 
region the novel initiator element SSTR2inr has been identified. Transcrip- 
tional activity of this element is dependent on the presence of a binding 
site, termed E-box, for basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors. A mem- 
ber of this class of transcription factors, SEF-2, has been demonstrated to 
bind to the E-box of SSTR2inr and activate transcription from SSTR2inr. 
The observed specific interaction of SEF-2 with transcription factor IIB 
suggests that SEF-2 might activate transcription by recruiting the basal 
transcription machinery onto the SSTR2inr (Pscherer et al. 1996). How- 
ever, the observation that the SSTR2inr is transcriptionally inactive in 
HeLa cells even when cotransfected with SEF-2-encoding constructs sug- 
gests that additional factors are required for full transcriptional activation 
of the SSTR2inr. 

4 
Pharmacology 

4.1 
Ligand Binding Studies 

All sst receptors bind SST-14 and SST-28 with high affinity and little 
selectivity, although preferential binding of SST-28 has initially been re- 
ported for rsst5 (O'Carroll et al. 1992). However, reevaluation of rat sst5 
could only demonstrate a very slight, fourfold preference of this receptor 
for SST-28 (Coy et al. 1998), which is comparable to that observed for rsst3 
(Meyerhof et al. 1992). Thus it is clear that the development of receptor-se- 
lective ligands offers a valuable approach to establishing the physiological 
roles of the sst subtypes. In fact, large numbers of linear and cyclic peptide 
analogs that are metabolically stabilized by the introduction of d-amino 
acids have been synthesized. Some of the analogs contain tyrosine residues 
which, following iodination, can be used for radioligand binding studies. 
Since structure-function studies have shown that the two amino acids 
Trp8 and Lys9 in the natural SST peptides are necessary for high-affinity 
SST receptor binding (reviewed by Brazeau et al. 1972; Epelbaum 1986), 
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this motif is also present in almost all synthetic SST analogs (Table 2). Two 
of the synthetic analogs, MK678 (seglitide), a cyclic hexapeptide analog, 
and SMS 201-995 (octreotide, sandostatin), a cyclic octapeptide, have been 
used to distinguish between two types of binding sites for SST in native 
membranes, SSA and SSB, or SRIF~ and SRIF/sites of high or low affinity for 
the two peptides, respectively (Reubi 1984; Tran et al. 1985; Martin et al. 
1991). Following cloning of the five ssts, the synthetic analogs have been 
employed in binding to cells transfected with individual sst subtypes 
(Raynor et al. 1993b). However, the use of different cell lines, sst cDNAs 
from different species, and different radiolabeled reference peptides, as 
well as different binding assays in these studies, has caused problems in the 
reconciliation of data from different laboratories (Bruns et al. 1996). For 
instance ICs0 values for BIM 23056 that have been reported vary from 
0.02 nM to 100 nM and 380 nM for mouse, human, and rat sst3, respec- 
tively (Reisine and Bell 1995; Bruns et al. 1996; Viollet et al. 1997). 

However, a critical reevaluation of the binding properties of a number 
of key agonists using ssts from different species carried out in one labora- 
tory is now being accomplished (Coy et al. 1998). The data show (see 
Table 2) that there are in fact marked species differences. Notably L- 
362,855 displays an approximately 70-fold higher affinity for rsst5 than for 
hsst5. Moreover, it is also clear from the table that most compounds are 
only of limited selectivity for an individual sst subtype being of reasonably 
high affinity for sst2, sst3 and sst5 and of low affinity for sstl and sst4. 
BIM23295 may be an interesting and exceptional compound that has high 
affinity for sst4, sst2, and sst5, but not for sstl and sst3. Recently a com- 
pound, des-AAl.Z,S[D-Trp s, IAMP 9, D-Ser13]SST-14 was described with 
higher affinity for hsstl than other cloned ssts (Liapakis et al. 1996a). 
However, the selectivity of this compound for rsstl was less pronounced 
(Viollet et al. 1997). As a consequence compounds with (limited) selectiv- 
ity for sstl, sst2, and sst5 are available and there is still a complete lack of 
sst3 and sst4 selective agonists. 

The identification of distinct functions of the ssts has also been ham- 
pered by the lack of high-affinity antagonists. Recently the identification of 
novel disulfide-linked cyclic octapeptide antagonists of SST was described 
that contain a core structure of a DL-cysteine pair at positions 2 and 7 of 
the peptides (Bass et al. 1996). One of these peptide antagonists, [Ac-4- 
NO2-Phe-c(D-Cys-Tyr-D-Trp-Lys-Thr-Cys)-D-Tyr-NH2], displays a bind- 
ing affinity to SST2 comparable with that observed for the native hormone 
and reverses SST-mediated inhibition of cAMP in cells transfected with 
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the sst2 and sst5 cDNAs, as well as SST-stimulated growth of yeast cells 
expressing the sst2 subtype. This novel class of SST antagonists will prob- 
ably be useful for determining the individual physiological functions of 
the ssts. 

Besides the peptide analogs, synthesis of the first nonpeptide analog has 
been reported recently by Papageorgiou and Borer (1996). They describe a 
new ligand with a benzodiazepinone structure and high affinity to sst 
receptors. The complete displacement of radioiodinated octreotide with 
this new ligand from its receptor occurred at 4-10 ~tM. The calculated ICs0 
value for this new ligand is about 7 ~tM. Also, three alkaloids isolated from 
two marine sponges have been found to exhibit quite high affinity for SST 
receptors (Vassas et al. 1995). Xestospongine B, sceptrine, and ageliferine 
have a high affinity for sst (IC50=12 btM, 0.27 ~M, and 2.2 ~tM, respectively). 
Due to the interaction between these nonpeptidic compounds and SST 
receptors, these three alkaloids might become promising agents in the 
research into natural nonpeptidic compounds for therapeutic interven- 
tions. 

4.2 
Mutational Analyses 

Stable analogs of SST, such as octreotide, are widely being used in the 
diagnosis and symptomatic therapy of several neuroendocrine tumors 
(Lamberts et al. 1995). However, octreotide does not act on all ssts, but 
instead displays a clear subtype selectivity (Coy et al. 1998). Thus, for a 
rational design of new selective ligands also for the other sst subtypes a 
detailed understanding of receptor-ligand interactions of the ssts has been 
approached by mutational analyses (see Fig. 3; the mutated residues are 
indicated in white letters on black background). 

The functional importance of the carbohydrate components of SST 
receptors has been analyzed by lectin-affinity chromatography and diges- 
tion with glycosidases of receptor preparations solubilized from rat brain 
and mouse pituitary AtT-20 cell membranes (Rens-Domiano and Reisine 
1991). These experiments suggested that sialic acid residues, but not high 
mannose, N-acetylgalactosamine, fucose, and O-linked carbohydrates, 
were associated with SST receptors. Enzymatically desialylated SST recep- 
tors remained functionally active and coupled to guanosine triphosphate 
(GTP)-binding proteins, but exhibited a reduced affinity for agonists. Re- 
ceptor glycosylation was recently supported by experiments with antibod- 
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ies directed against the cloned sst2A and sst3. In Western blot experiments 
using membranes of transfected cell lines the antibodies stained bands 
that displayed the typical broad shape of glycosylated proteins (Nehring et 
al. 1995; Dournaud et al. 1996). However, the sst3 antibody detected sharp 
bands when a mutant of rsst3 (see Fig. 4) was used for transfection in 
which the two consensus sequences for Asn-linked glycosylation were 
abolished (R.B. Nehring et al., unpublished observation). Moreover, this 
mutant displayed a fourfold reduced affinity for radiolabeled SST-14 while 
it remained functionally coupled to AC. 

Structure-function studies have shown that the two amino acids Trp8 
and Lys9 in the SST peptide are necessary for high-affinity SST receptor 
binding (reviewed by Brazeau et al. 1972; Epelbaum 1986). This motif is 
also present in almost all SST analogs (Trp as d-amino acid; see also 
Table 2). As outlined above, sequence comparisons have shown that the 
highest similarities between the ssts occur within the putative transmem- 
brane domains. The aspartic acid residue which is highly conserved in 
TM3 of the G protein-coupled receptors appears to be directly involved in 
ligand binding. In adrenergic and muscarinic receptors it interacts with 
the cationic ammonium groups of agonists (Frazer et al. 1989; Strader et al. 
1988; Curtis et al. 1989; Kurtenbach et al. 1990). Site-directed mutagenesis 
(Nehring et al. 1995) presented evidence that Asp124 is directly involved in 
the binding of SST-14 by rsst3, probably by forming an ion pair bond with 
the positively charged amino acid residues Lys4 or 9 of SST-14. By restor- 
ing high-affinity binding of radiolabeled Asp9-Tyrl 1-SST-14 to the msst2 
mutant Asp122Lys, Strnad and Hadcock (1995) showed that Asp122 in 
TM3 of rsst2 represents one contact site between this receptor subtype and 
SST-14. These data are supported by a molecular model of the SST recep- 
tor-ligand interaction (Kaupmann et al. 1995) which predicts that the 
corresponding residue Asp137 of human sstl forms an ion pair bond with 
Lys9 of SST-14. Thus, forming an ion pair bond between the conserved Asp 
in TM3 and Lys9 in SST-14 (or the corresponding Lys in the analogs) 
probably constitutes an important initial step in the binding of all SST 
peptides to all sst subtypes. 

As mentioned above, sst2, sst3, and sst5 display high affinities for oc- 
tapeptides and hexapeptides, while sstl and sst4 do not. Peptide-selective 
binding to ssts is probably determined by the extracellular loops and the 
upper parts of transmembrane domains. Chimeras of msstl and msst2 
revealed the presence of determinants in a region encompassing the sec- 
ond and third extracellular loops that are responsible for selective binding 
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of the hexapeptide MK678 (Fitzpatrick and Vandlen 1994). Further studies 
delineated the region conferring selective binding of the octapeptides such 
as NC4-2B and octreotide and hexapeptides such as MK678 and 
BIM23027 to msst2 to the third extracellular loop and its surrounding 
transmembrane regions (Liapakis et al. 1996b). Within this region ex- 
change of Phe-Asp-Phe-Val (294-297) by the corresponding residues of 
msstl Ser-Gln-Leu-Ser (305-308) abolished high affinity binding of sev- 
eral synthetic peptides to the mutant (Liapakis et al. 1996b). Moreover, 
when in hsstl and msstl Ser305 of this motif is replaced by Phe, the 
corresponding amino acid of sst2, the affinities for octapeptides were 
enhanced in the mutant (Kaupmann et al. 1995; Liapakis et al. 1996b), 
while the effect on binding of hexapeptides was less clear. Binding of only 
some but not all analogs that have been tested was improved. It turned out 
that only hexapeptides with a phenylalanine adjacent to the D-Trp appear 
to interact with Phe294 of sst2. Hexapeptides with a tyrosine in that 
position, such as MK678 and BIM23027, did not interact with this Phe 
residue in the receptor molecule (Liapakis et al. 1996b). This finding im- 
plies that different residues in the receptor molecule mediate the binding 
of the individual ligands. A double mutant of hsstl that in addition con- 
tained a glutamine-asparagine exchange in TM6 in position 291 further 
enhanced octreotide binding. In contrast, binding of the sstl selective 
peptide des-AA1,2,S-[D-Trp 8, IAMPg]SST-14 is greatly determined by ex- 
tracellular loop 2 since transplantation of this loop from msstl to msst2 
results in an over 100-fold enhanced affinity (Liapakis et al. 1996b). The 
importance of the second and third extracellular loop for the binding of 
octapeptide and hexapeptide analogs, but not of SST-14, to the sst sub- 
types is also supported by rsst3 mutants in which Asnl05 on top of TM2 
has been replaced by a serine or threonine. These mutants display reduced 
affinity for SST-14, while binding of octreotide and MK678 is not affected 
(R.B. Nehring et al., manuscript in preparation). 

The region encompassing TM6 through the C-terminus in sst5 may also 
be critical for the lower binding affinity of SST-14 in comparison to SST- 
28. Exchange of this region with the corresponding region of sst2 pro- 
duced chimeric receptors with high affinity for both SST-28 and SST-14. 
On substitution of Phe265 on top of TM6 in sst5 with a tyrosine, the 
corresponding residue of the other ssts improved the binding of SST-14 to 
an affinity comparable to that observed for sst2 (Ozenberger and Hadcock 
1995). These findings suggest that the tyrosine in TM6 may be an impor- 
tant contact point between SST-14 and sst subtypes. 
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Agonist binding to various receptors including SST receptors is modu- 
lated by sodium ions (Reubi and Maurer 1986). Experiments with cloned 
ssts revealed that agonist binding to sstl and sst4 is not sensitive to Na +, 
while it is sensitive in the cases of sst2, sst3, and sst5 (Raynor et al. 1993a,b). 
All ssts exhibit a conserved aspartate residue in TM2. Exchange of these 
residues, Asp89 and Asp91, to Asn in msst2A and rsst3, respectively, caused 
the loss of Na ÷ inhibition of agonist binding to this receptor. While the 
characteristics of ligand binding and G protein-coupling remained un- 
changed in the case of msst2 (Kong et al. 1993), in rsst3 the affinities to the 
natural peptides SST-14 and SST-28 decreased tenfold and to octreotide 
and MK678 about 20-fold. Likewise, G protein-coupling and inhibition of 
AC were impaired (R.B. Nehring et al., manuscript in preparation). All ssts, 
except for sst5, display a glutamate in TM2 adjacent to the conserved 
aspartate. Exchange of this residue Glu92 in rsst3 to Gln, Val or Leu in- 
creased Na + sensitivity of agonist binding in the order wild-type 
lu92Leulu92Glnlu92Val, while only little effect was seen on G protein-cou- 
pling and inhibition of AC (Nehring et al. 1996). 

S 
Signal Transduction Mechanisms 

5.1 
G Protein- and Effector-Coupling in Native Membranes 

It is well established that the binding of SST to its receptors in native 
membranes results, indirectly, in the modulation of various cellular effec- 
tor proteins such as AC (Jakobs et al. 1983; Koch and Schonbrunn 1984), 
potassium channels (Wang et al. 1987, 1989; Yatani et al. 1987), and calcium 
channels (Rosenthal et al. 1988; Ikeda and Schofield 1989; Wang et al. 
1990a). It has also been reported that SST influences a Na+/H + exchanger 
(Barber et al. 1989), cGMP-dependent protein kinases (Meriney et al. 1994), 
and tyrosine phosphatases (Viguerie et al. 1988; Colas et al. 1992; Pan et al. 
1992). SST receptors mediate their effects by coupling to and activation of 
heterotrimeric G proteins which, among other things, is indicated by the 
observations that GTP decreases their affinity to the peptide (Koch and 
Schonbrunn 1984). Pertussis toxin (PTX)-sensitive and -insensitive G pro- 
teins or pathways have been reported to couple SST receptors to their 
cellular effectors (Koch and Schonbrunn 1984; Koch et al. 1985; Barber et 
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al. 1989; Viguere et al. 1989; Twery et al. 1991; Feniuk and Humphrey 1994). 
These observations suggested that the SST receptors are coupled to dis- 
tinct effectors via specific signaling mechanisms. For a comprehensive 
understanding of the cellular mechanisms induced by SST, various at- 
tempts are being made to link the SST receptors to specific G proteins and 
these, in turn, to specific cellular effector molecules. Antibodies, antisense 
constructs, or antisense oligonucleotides directed against G protein 
subunits were used to demonstrate that Go-, Gil-, Gi2-, and Gi3-type pro- 
teins interact with native SST receptors in membranes of different organs 
or cell lines (Law et al. 1991; Murray-Whelen and Schlegel 1992; Tallent 
and Reisine 1992; Brown and Schonbrunn 1993; Luthin et al. 1993; Seaquist 
et al. 1995; Degtiar et al. 1996). In combination with functional studies 
native SST receptors were linked via GO~il, G(xi2, and GOal3 to the inhibition 
of AC in mouse ART-20 and rat GH4C1 cells (Tallent and Reisine 1992; Liu et 
al. 1994; Senogles 1994) and Gczi3 to an inwardly rectifying 55 pS (picoSie- 
mens) potassium channel in GH3 cells (Yatani et al. 1987). In an elegant 
series of studies microinjection of antisense oligonucleotides specific for 
individual G protein subunits has been used to target the exact G protein 
heterotrimer that couples SST responses to the inhibition of calcium chan- 
nels. Surprisingly, a specific triplet, GO~o2/1~1/~'3, was  identified to mediate 
this effect in GH3 anterior pituitary cells (Kleuss et al. 1991-1993) and also 
in rat insulinoma RINm5F cells (Degtiar et al. 1996). 

5.2 
Signal Transduction Mediated by Somatostatin Receptors 
in Transfected Cell Lines 

These investigations did not identify the individual SST receptor subtypes 
that were involved in a particular signal transduction pathway. The cloned 
ssts have been analyzed for their ability to modulate cellular effector 
molecules following transfection in various cell lines devoid of endo- 
genous SST receptors. The use of sst cDNAs from different species, of 
different cell lines, and different assay conditions in different laboratories 
made it difficult to reconcile all the results. Moreover, the high amounts of 
receptors that are usually present in transfected cells may favor a less 
selective G protein-coupling as it occurs in vivo which complicates the 
interpretation of the results. In general these studies revealed that ssts may 
be coupled to multiple cellular effectors (a summary of the data is shown 
in Table 3). The initial observation that agonist binding to sstl is insensi- 
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Table 3. Summary of the suggested G protein/effector coupling of cloned somatostatin 
receptor subtypes (sst) 

Receptor subtype Transducer Effector 

sstl PTX insensitive Na+/H + exchange - 
PTX sensitive PLC+ 

G(zi3 

sst2 PTX sensitive 
Go~il 
G(~i2 
G(~i3 
G(Zo(2~51/~2) 

sst3 G(zii 
GCXo 
Gcq4, Gcq6 

sst4 PTX sensitive 

sst5 PTX sensitive 

PTP 
AC- 

PTP, PLC 
AC- 
? 

K + channel 
Ca ++ channels 

13/7 AC- PLC-~3+ 
I]/7 AC- PLC-[~3+ 

PLC+ 

AC-, MAP kinase 
cascade 

AC-, PLC+ 

Serine/threonine 
phosphatase + protein 

PTX, pertussis toxin; PLC, phospholipase C; PTP, phosphotyrosine phosphatase; AC, 
adenyl cyclase; MAP, mitogen-activated protein (kinase). 
+, Effector stimulation; -, effector inhibition. 

tive to guanine nucleotides and PTX treatment  and does not result in 
inhibition of forskolin-stimulated AC (Rens-Domiano et al. 1992; Raynor 
et al. 1993b) has only been confirmed since by some reports  (Buscail et al. 
1994; Tomura et al. 1994; Castro et al. 1996), but the majori ty of investiga- 
tions showed inhibition of AC in a PTX-sensitive manner  (Kaupmann et al. 
1993; Garcia and Myers 1994; Hadcock et al. 1994; Hershberger et al. 1994; 
Hou et al. 1994; Kubota et al. 1994; Patel et al. 1994a). The ss t l -media ted  

inhibition of AC may be transduced via GOal3 (Kubota et al. 1994). The sstl 
transfected in CHO cells has also been shown to stimulate inositol-phos- 
phate format ion (Kubota et al. 1994) and phosphotyros ine  phosphatase 
activity in a PTX-sensitive fashion (Buscail et al. 1994; Florio et al. 1994). 
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sstl also mediated SST inhibition of Na+/H ÷ exchange activity in trans- 
fected human embryonic kidney HEK293 cells or mouse fibroblast Ltk- 
cells and this action was insensitive to PTX (Hou et al. 1994). Two chimeric 
receptors have been used to identify molecular determinants unique to 
sstl that may confer coupling to the exchanger. A sst2/sstl chimera con- 
tained a sstl segment encompassing determinants within the fifth and 
sixth hydrophobic domains and the entire third cytoplasmic loop. The 
other chimeric sst2/sstl receptor contained a sstl segment spanning the 
second through sixth hydrophobic domains, including the second and 
third cytoplasmic loops. Although both chimeric receptors mediated SST 
inhibition of cAMP accumulation, only the latter mediated the PTX-insen- 
sitive inhibition of Na+/H + exchange. Therefore, the ability of sstl to selec- 
tively attenuate Na+/H + exchange activity requires determinants outside 
the third cytoplasmic domain. Most studies have indicated that seven helix 
receptors, including ssts, couple to G proteins through determinants in the 
third cytoplasmic loop (Kobilka et al. 1988; Reisine et al. 1994). However, it 
has also been observed that intracellular loop 2 contains determinants that 
specify G protein coupling. For instance, in chimeras of [31-adrenergic and 
muscarinic cholinergic receptors ml or m2, the intracellular loops 2 and 3 
of the parent receptor is required for a specific G protein-coupling, while 
chimeras that contain only the third intracellular loop from a parent 
receptor coupled promiscuously (Wong and Ross 1994). 

Binding of agonists to sst2 is reduced by GTP and PTX treatment (Rens- 
Domiano et al. 1992). Also, in the case of sst2 efficient coupling to AC of 
this subtype could (Kaupmann et al. 1993; Strnad et al. 1993; Garcia and 
Myers 1994; Hershberger et al. 1994; Hou et al. 1994; Patel et al. 1994; 
Tomura et al. 1994; Roosterman et al. 1997) or could not be demonstrated 
(Reisine et al. 1993; Castro et al. 1996). In part these discrepancies may be 
explained by the existence of the two sst2 isoforms, sst2A and sst2B, which 
differ in their coupling efficiency to AC (Reisine et al. 1993; Vanetti et al. 
1993). The contradiction may also be explained by the presence of differ- 
ent G protein subunits in the various cell lines used for transfection and by 
the sst2/G protein-coupling specificity. An sst2A-specific antiserum and 
antisera directed against specific G protein subunits were used to immu- 
noprecipitate the receptor/G protein complexes from transfected cells that 
contained the sst2A receptor. These studies showed an association of sst2A 
with GO~o2, G(Zil, G(lq2 and Goq3 (Law et al. 1993; Gu and Schonbrunn 1997). 
In CHO cells with low levels of GOtil and Goti2, sst2A strongly and selec- 
tively associates with Goti3 and GOto2 and its activation by SST-14 did not 
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inhibit AC activity (Rens-Domiano et al. 1992; Law et al. 1993). However, 
when exogenous GOql was coexpressed with sst2A in the same cell line this 
receptor subtype efficiently inhibited AC (Kagimoto et al. 1994), suggest- 
ing that Gil coupled sst2A to AC under these conditions. Moreover, in view 
of the observed ability of sst2B to inhibit AC in CHO cells (Vanetti et al. 
1993), it may be concluded that the short splice variant, sst2B, couples to 
Gil. The association of sst2A with G~i3 and Gt~o2 suggests a linkage of this 
receptor subtype to potassium and calcium channels (Yatani et al. 1987; 
Kleuss et al. 1991). These experiments identified only the G protein t~ 
subunits that associate with sst2A and not the exact G protein triplets, 
raising the possibility that complexes with particular [3], complexes may 
determine the exact nature of receptor/effector coupling and thereby re- 
solve the apparent contradiction. In sst2-expressing cells, SST not only 
inhibited forskolin-induced cAMP accumulation but also stimulated phos- 
pholipase C (PLC) activity and calcium mobilization. While the former 
response was fully sensitive to PTX the latter was only partially sensitive 
(Tomura et al. 1994). Consistent with the coupling to G(~o2, sst2 also in- 
duces the inhibition of high-voltage-activated calcium channels in trans- 
fected RINmSF cells (Fujii et al. 1994), and in RINmSF and AtT-20 ceils that 
endogenously contain this subtype (Degtiar et al. 1996; Tallent et al. 1996a). 
The observed inhibition of cell proliferation by the SST analog RC-160 is, 
at least in part, mediated by sst2 via phosphotyrosine phosphatase activity 
(Buscail et al. 1994, 1995). 

It is undisputed that agonist binding to sst3 is sensitive to GTP and 
results, in a PTX-sensitive manner, in the inhibition of AC (Yamada et al. 
1992; Yasuda et al. 1992; Kaupmannn et al. 1993; Law et al. 1994; Rooster- 
man et al. 1997), an effect that seems to be mediated by GCtil (Law et al. 
1994). The G protein-coupling ability of sst3 has recently been examined in 
an alternative approach using chimeric G protein c~ subunits (Komat- 
suzaki et al. 1997). In the chimeras the C-terminal 5 residues of Gas,which 
are known to be involved in receptor binding, were replaced by the corre- 
sponding C-terminal region of each known Gtx subunit. Testing the con- 
structs for their ability to confer sst3-mediated activation of AC revealed 
that this receptor subtype recognized the termini of G(zilf2, G0¢14, and Get16, 
but not that of GtXo, Gctz, GCtq, and Get11. In line with this prediction 
activated sst3 stimulated polyphosphoinositide hydrolysis only when GCZl4 
and Gcti6 were coexpressed (Komatsuzaki et al. 1997). Activation of PLC 
and calcium mobilization by all cloned human ssts transfected in COS-7 
cells was described by Akbar et al. (1994), although the isoenzymes in- 
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volved have not been identified. In intestinal smooth muscle cells that 
endogenously express only sst3, SST inhibited AC and stimulated inositol- 
trisphosphate formation, calcium release, and contraction (Murthy et al. 
1996). The latter effects were inhibited by pretreatment with antibodies to 
PLC-[33 but not with antibodies to other PLC-[3 isoezymes. They were also 
diminished by antibodies to the G protein [3 subunit but not to G protein 
{zi and O~o subunits. These results are in line with the observation that 
efforts to identify PTX-sensitive G protein o~ subunits that activate phos- 
phatidylinositol-phospholipase C isoenzymes have generally been unsuc- 
cessful. It is now considered that stimulation of phosphatidylinositol 
biphosphate hydrolysis by the PTX-sensitive G proteins, Gi and Go, in- 
volves their [37 subunits (Exton 1996). Inhibition of cAMP formation was 
partially blocked by Goql and GOto antibodies and additively blocked by a 
combination of both antibodies. SST-induced 35S-GTPyS-Go~ complexes in 
plasma membranes were bound selectively by GO~il and GO~o antibodies 
(Murthy et al. 1996). The authors concluded from these results that in 
smooth muscle sst3 is coupled to Gil and Go. Their ~x subunits mediate the 
inhibition of AC, while the [3y subunits mediate activation of PLC-[~3. Both 
G~i and G~o subunits are known to be moderately effective inhibitors of 
Ca 2+ - calmodulin-stimulated AC type I. Goq, in addition, also inhibits type 
V and VI AC (for review see Sunahara et al. 1996). 

As in the case of sstl, agonist binding to sst4 has and has not been 
shown to be sensitive to GTP and PTX; similarly, inhibition of AC was and 
was not observed (Demchyshyn et al. 1993; Raynor et al. 1993a; Kaupmann 
et al. 1994; Roosterman et al. 1997). In transfected cells, sst4 was function- 
ally coupled, in a PTX-sensitive fashion, not only to inhibition of AC, but 
also to activation of arachidonate release and mitogen-activated protein 
kinase cascade (Bito et al. 1994; Shimizu et al. 1996). These effects were 
accompanied by the phosphorylation of 85-kDa cytosolic phospholipase 
A2 and were inhibited by the phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate kinase 
inhibitor wortmannin. 

Activation of sst5 is sensitive to GTP and PTX and results in the inhibi- 
tion of AC (O'Carroll et al. 1992, 1994; Raynor et al. 1993a; Panetta et al. 
1994). Native sst5 also inhibits L-type Ca 2~+ current in pituitary AtT-20 cells 
(Tallent et al. 1996a). In addition, sst5 is involved in the inhibition of cell 
proliferation by the analog RC-I60 (Buscail et al. 1995). This action, how- 
ever, is mediated via a different pathway than that observed for sst2 and 
does not involve phosphotyrosine phosphatase activity. The observation 
that RC-160 inhibited cholecystokinin-stimulated intracellular calcium 
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mobilization and cell proliferation in cells expressing sst5 but not in cells 
expressing sstl, sst2, sst3, or sst4 suggested that the inositol phos- 
pholipid/calcium pathway could be involved in the antiproliferative effect 
of sst5 (Buscail et al. 1995). Further support for this assumption comes 
from studies in GH3 cells which express, endogenously, multiple sst sub- 
types (Bruno et al. 1993; Hauser et al. 1994). In these cells phorbol ester 
treatment resulted in cellular proliferation, binding of transcription factor 
AP-1 to DNA, and transcriptional activity (Todisco et al. 1995). These 
effects were inhibited in a PTX-sensitive manner by the sst2- and sst5-spe- 
cific SST analog octreotide. In the presence of two different phosphatase 
inhibitors sodium orthovanadate, an inhibitor of phosphotyrosine phos- 
phatases, or okadaic acid, an inhibitor of serine/threonine protein phos- 
phatases i and 2A, the ability of SST to inhibit AP- 1 binding and transcrip- 
tional activity was abolished. However, only the serine/threonine phos- 
phatase inhibitor blocked the antiproliferative effect of SST (Todisco et al. 
1995). Since sst2 has been shown to inhibit proliferation via phosphotyros- 
ine phosphatases (Buscail et al. 1994, 1995), it may be assumed that the sst5 
pathway involves serine/threonine protein phosphatases. 

The patterns of effector modulation by the six sst variants are complex, 
at present not fully understood, and partially contradictory. Only certain 
aspects such as the coupling of sst2 and sst5 via Go to calcium channels 
seems to be quite evident. Clarification of the signal transduction compo- 
nents will certainly require further studies using cloned, recombinant ssts 
in transfected cell lines, specific antibodies, and strictly subtype-specific 
agonists and antagonists for analyzing sst receptor action in native mem- 
branes, tools which are restricted at present. To date many of the disputed 
signal pathways have not even been fully characterized. In all studies using 
cloned ssts the participating [3T complexes are not yet identified, although 
their importance in coupling specificity has been recognized (Kleuss et al. 
1991, 1992, 1993). Furthermore, the sst-mediated inhibition of the AC 
system was only analyzed by measuring the reduction in forskolin-stimu- 
lated cAMP levels, although nine different AC variants (AC type I to AC 
type IX) are known so far (Sunahara et al. 1996). These comprise at least 
three different classes that are differently regulated, positively and nega- 
tively, in response to various G protein o~ or [33' subunits, calcium/cal- 
modulin, and protein kinases (Sunahara et al. 1996). It has been shown that 
the calcium stimulation of AC type I is inhibited by activation of Gi-cou- 
pied SST receptors. This inhibition was due primarily to Gfzi and not [~T 
subunits. Interestingly, AC type VIII, another calcium-stimulated AC, was 
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not inhibited by the Gi-coupled receptors. These data indicate that AC type 
I and AC type VIII are differentially regulated by Gi-coupled receptors and 
hence are of relevance for understanding sst signaling. It also has to be 
considered that the G proteins activated by the ssts at the same time also 
stimulate other effectors. In particular, all ssts affect phospholipase C, an 
enzyme family comprising at least four mammalian ~ forms, two yvariants 
and three 5 isoforms (Exton 1996). The [~ enzymes are regulated by G 
proteins in both a PTX-sensitive and -insensitive fashion. The ~y com- 
plexes released from Gi and Go proteins probably mediate the PTX-sensi- 
tive response and stimulate PLC-~2 and PLC-~3, while the PTX-insensitive 
responses are mediated, via PLC-~I and PLC~-3, by c~ subunits of the Gq 
family, Gq, Gll, G16 (Exton 1996). Gll and G16 have been identified as 
associating with sst3 (see above). Therefore, these pathways are important 
for interactions between the calcium and cAMP signal transduction sys- 
tems activated by the SST receptors. 

5.3 
Desensitization and Internalization 
of Somatostatin Receptors 

As outlined above, the five ssts display similar affinities for the two natu- 
rally occurring peptides but differ for the synthetic ligand octreotide. This 
compound is being used in the symptomatic therapy of several neuroen- 
docrine tumors and in SST receptor scintigraphy (Lamberts et al. 1987; 
Weckbecker et al 1993; Lamberts et al. 1995). Octreotide binds only to sst2 
and sst5 with high affinity and to sst3 with lower affinity. The analog does 
not bind to sstl and sst4 (Hoyer et al. 1994; Reisine and Bell 1995). Two 
observations suggest that not only receptor-agonist interactions might be 
of clinical relevance but also receptor internalization, desensitization 
and/or down-regulation. Firstly, receptor scintigraphy is performed 
24-48 h following injection of the radiolabeled SST analog (Baker et al. 
1991) and hence probably detects not only receptor-ligand interactions 
but also internalized ligands. Secondly, most patients with neuroendocrine 
tumors of the pituitary and gastroenteropancreatic tissues do respond 
effectively to octreotide. However, in few cases the response is diminished 
in the course of the therapy due, at least in part, to downregulation of 
receptors (Bertherat et al. 1992; Haraguchi et al. 1995). In fact, uptake of 
radiolabeled octreotide and fluorescence-labeled BIM-23027 was ob- 
served in mouse and human pituitary tumor cells and in Neuro2A 
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neuroblastoma cells, respectively (Hofland et al. 1995; Koenig et al. 1997), 
suggesting a receptor-dependent internalization of the agonists. 

Previous electrophysiological studies on CNS neurons and investiga- 
tions of the inhibition of hormone release from anterior pituitary AtT-20 
cells have revealed that SST signaling desensitizes in response to pro- 
longed agonist stimulation (Reisine 1984; Wang et al. 1990b; Reisine and 
Axelrod 1993). In contrast, desensitization of SST signaling has not been 
observed in GH4C1 cells, another pituitary cell line (Presky and Schon- 
brunn 1988). These differences may be attributed to the expression of 
different sst genes, since reduction of high-affinity agonist binding has 
been shown for cloned sst2, sst3, sst4, and sst5 and uncoupling from AC for 
sst2B, 3, and 5, while sstl did not show either response (Rens-Domiano et 
al. 1992; Yasuda et al. 1992; Raynor et al. 1993a, b; Reisine et al. 1993; Vanetti 
et al. 1993). When expressed in CHO-K1 cells, human sst2, sst3, sst4 and 
sst5 mediated internalization of a radiolabeled SST-28 analog, while hu- 
man sstl did not (Hukovic et al. 1996). Similarly, in COS-7 cells human sstl 
mediated only little internalization of 125I-SST-14 or of a fuorescent SST- 
14 analog quite in contrast to mouse sst2A (Nouel et al. 1996). Two recent 
studies compared the endocytosis of all five cloned ssts with or without 
epitope tags at their carboxyl termini following expression in human 
embryonic kidney (HEK) and neuroendocrine rat insulinoma 1046-38 
cells (Roosterman et al. 1997; Roth et al. 1997a). Application of various SST 
peptides to the transfected cells interestingly resulted in an agonist and 
receptor subtype-specific decrease of cell surface binding sites in both 
systems. Whereas sstl, sst2, and sst3 internalized in response to both SST 
peptides, sst5 did so only following stimulation with SST-28 but not SST- 
14. Moreover, sst4 did not internalize at all (Fig. 5a). Confocal microscopy 
and the use of inhibitors (Fig. 5b) suggested that the tagged sstl, sst2, and 
sst3 were internalized via the clathrin-dependent pathway into perinuclear 
sorting vesicles (Roosterman et al. 1997; Roth et al. 1997a). In sstl-, sst2-, 
and sst3-expressing cells the receptors recycled to the plasma membrane 
while the peptide was sorted in sst3-expressing cells into a degradation 
pathway. Receptor recycling was not sensitive to cycloheximide, indicating 
that it did not depend on de novo protein synthesis. It was, however, 
sensitive to acidotropic agents and brefeldin A suggesting that recycling 
proceeded through vesicular traffic of acidified compartments (Rooster- 
man et al. 1997). Endocytosis and recycling of SST receptors 1 and 3 was 
not affected by activation of protein kinases A and C and was accompanied 
by desensitization of AC cyclase inhibition in HEK cells (Roosterman et al. 
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Fig. 5. a Agonist-mediated reduction of cell surface binding of 125I-Tyr I I-SST-14. Rat 
insulinoma RIN1046-38 cells were transfected with rat somatostatin receptor subtype 
(sst)l-5 cDNAs. Transfected cells were exposed for 45 rain to 1 gM somatostatin 
(SST)-14 (light gray bars), SST-28 (intermediate gray bars), or octreotide (dark gray 
bars) at 37°C or to 1/aM SST-14 at 4°C (white bars). Thereafter unlabeled peptides have 
been removed from the cell surface by cold acidic washing (removing receptor-bound 
ligand) and the remaining cell surface binding was determined using 125I-Tyrl I_SST_ 14 
at 4°C. Residual cell surface binding is presented relative to the binding of control cells 
that have not been pre-exposed to peptides. The results represent the standard error of 
mean of three independent experiments. Note that exposure to agonist in the cold did 
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1997). Mutational analysis of sst3 identified positive determinants in the 
C-terminal domain of this subtype that are critical for internalization (see 
Fig. 4). Mutation of three serine residues and one threonine residue ($314, 
$346, $351, T357) in sst3 near TM7 to alanine abolished agonist-mediated 
reduction of cell surface binding and the appearance of intracellular re- 
ceptors (Roth et al. 1997a). Moreover, it could be shown that phosphoryla- 
tion of these residues is crucial for internalization and desensitization of 
sst3 (Roth et al. 1997b). Agonist-dependent desensitization, internaliza- 
tion, and phosphorylation has also been observed for the native sst2A 
receptor in pituitary tumor  GH-R2 cell membranes (Hipkin et al. 1997). 
Deletions introduced into the C-terminal domain into rat sst4 identified a 
motif  of three amino acids, Glu-Thr-Thr (position 330-331). Removal of 
this motif  from sst4 now conferred agonist-dependent regulation of cell 
surface binding and receptor internalization to this receptor subtype 
(Roth et al. 1997a). The importance of this motif  is underscored by the 
finding that transplantation of a corresponding part  of the sst4 tail to the 
C-terminus of sst3 prevented agonist regulation of surface binding and 
receptor internalization in cells expressing the chimera. These results es- 
tablished clear differences in the cellular regulation of cloned ssts and 
support the assumption that receptor-mediated internalization may be 
important  for tumor  diagnosis and therapy. They also suggest a manifold 
control in cellular signaling by SST receptors. 

not reduce surface binding (white bars). Regulation of agonist binding clearly depends 
on the particular sst subtype, as well as on the peptide, b Internalization of sst3 in 
transfected RIN cells. RIN cells expressing epitope-tagged rat sst3 were analyzed by 
confocal microscopy. Cells were either not exposed to peptides (control) or to 1 ~M 
SST-14 or SST-28 at 37°C to induce internalization. As a control cells were also 
incubated with peptide agonist at 0°C, with phenylarsine oxide, or with high sucrose 
concentrations (0.4 M). All treatments are known to prevent receptor-mediated endo- 
cytosis. Following treatment cells were fixed and subsequently incubated with the 
primary anti-epitope antibody and the secondary Cy3-conjugated antisera, Optical 
sections were taken every 0.3 ~tm and sections through the center of the cells are shown. 
Bar= 10 lam. In the absence of agonist all fluorescence is seen at the cell surface. Control 
treatments prevented internalization of the epitope-tagged sst3. Agonist treatment at 
37°C resulted in a cellular redistribution of the receptor to intracellular vesicles that 
accumulate in a perinuclear location and probably represent sorting compartments 
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6 
Tissue Distribution 

6.1 
Somatostatin Receptors in the CNS 

By receptor autoradiography binding sites for SST have been identified in 
brain, pituitary, adrenal gland, endocrine and exocrine pancreas, and the 
gastrointestinal tract, as well as in a large number of cultured cell lines 
(reviewed by Epelbaum 1986; Raynor and Reisine 1992; Epelbaum et al. 
1994). Different binding affinities to ligands such as octreotide and MK678 
indicated the presence of different SST receptor subtypes in different brain 
regions. Through the cloning of the five sst genes it has been possible to 
study the tissue distribution of sst mRNAs by in situ hybridization (Breder 
et al. 1992; Meyerhof et al. 1992; Kaupmann et al. 1993; Kong et al. 1994; 
Perez et al. 1994), Northern blotting (Meyerhof et al. 1991; Kluxen et al. 
1992; Yamada et al. 1992; Yasuda et al. 1992), sensitive reverse transcriptase 
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) (Wulfsen et al. 1993; Mori et al. 1997) 
and RNase protection assays (Bruno et al. 1993). Moreover, sst-specific 
antisera have been raised against fusion proteins or synthetic peptides and 
used for receptor subtype localization (Dournaud et al. 1996; Schindler et 
al. 1997). From these studies the size of sst mRNAs have been deduced 
which are generally much larger than about 1.0-1.3 kb, i.e., a size required 
to encode 346-428 amino acid proteins. The expression of several sst genes 
in individual organs was observed and in a number of cases like brain and 
pituitary the expression of all five genes was seen. In the CNS sstl-sst4 
receptors are readily detected by blotting methods while the detection of 
sst5 requires more sensitive RT-PCR (Raulf et al. 1994; Viollet et al. 1995), 
or RNase protection methods (Bruno et al. 1993). 

In rat brain sstl mRNA was particularly concentrated in the cerebral 
and piriform cortex, magnocellular preoptic nucleus, hypothalamus, 
amygdala, hippocampus, and several nuclei of the brainstem (Meyerhof et 
al. 1992; Kong et al. 1994; Senaris et al. 1994; Beaudet et al. 1995). sst2 
mRNA was observed in the medial habenular nucleus, claustrum, en- 
dopiriform nucleus, hippocampus, amygdala, cerebral cortex, hypothala- 
mus, pons, and medulla (Bruno et al. 1993; Kong et al. 1994; Senaris et al. 
1994; B eaudet et al. 1995). msst2A and msst2B were similarly distributed in 
mouse brain with, however, different ratios. The cerebral cortex contained 
the highest amounts of msst2A mRNA and only little sst2B mRNA, while 
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pons and medulla expressed both isoforms to an equal extent (Vanetti et 
al. 1994). sst3 mRNA was comparably abundant in the cerebellum and it 
was also found in hippocampus, amygdala, hypothalamus, in motor nuclei 
of the brainstem, and in motoneurons of the spinal chord (Meyerhof et al. 
1992; Senaris et al. 1994). Adult rat cerebellum contains only a low density 
of binding sites for SST (Martin et al. 1991). In the molecular layer of the 
rat cerebellar cortex these are probably translated from sst2 mRNA as 
suggested by in situ hybridization and pharmacological characterization 
(Piwko et al. 1995). The fairly high levels of sst3 mRNA in the cerebellar 
cortex (Meyerhof et al. 1991; Kong et al. 1994) suggests that this mRNA 
species may not be translated appropriately, or that the sst3 protein is not 
processed correctly, or that the sst3 in the cerebellum may be in a low-af- 
finity state preventing its specific labeling by radioligands. Alternatively, 
sst3 may be present on axons of neurons projecting to other brain regions. 
sst4 mRNA was found primarily in the hippocampus, striatum, cerebral 
cortex, hypothalamus, thalamus and iris/ciliary body (Wulfsen et al. 1993; 
Bito et al. 1994; Harrington et al. 1995; Perez and Hoyer 1995; Mori et al. 
1997). The sst5 mRNA was primarily detected in the preoptic area and the 
hypothalamus (Raulf et al. 1994). Comparisons of the expression of sstl-5 
genes in human, mouse, and rat brain revealed similar distribution pat- 
terns (Breder et al. 1992; Schindler et al. 1995; Thoss et al. 1996a). However, 
some variations such as differences in sstl mRNA levels between mouse 
and human cerebrum (Li et al. 1992; Yamada et al. 1992) indicate species- 
specific differences in sst gene expression. 

The overlapping patterns of sst mRNAs raise the interesting possibility 
that several sst genes are expressed in the same cell. This question has been 
addressed directly by using in situ hybridization with digoxygenin-labeled 
sst3 and isotope-labeled sst4 oligonucleotide probes (Perez and Hoyer 
1995). The study revealed that sst3 and sst4 mRNAs are indeed colocalized 
in neurons of CA1 and CA2 hippocampal regions, subiculum, and layer IV 
of the cerebral cortex. These observations raise interesting questions 
about what might be the consequences of a simultaneous activation of 
these receptors by cognate peptides or whether these receptors are sepa- 
rated at a subcellular level, i.e., axonal vs dendritic localization. 

Specific antibodies have been used to analyze the distribution of the 
sst2A protein in the rat brain (Dournaud et al. 1996; Schindler et al. 1997). 
Somatodendritic labeling was most prominent in the olfactory tubercle, 
layers II-III of the cerebral cortex, nucleus accumbens, stratum pyrami- 
dale of CA1 and CA2 areas of the hippocampus, central and cortical 
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amygdaloid nuclei, and locus ceruleus, while labeled terminals were found 
in the endopiriform cortex, layers V-VI of the cerebral cortex, claustrum, 
substantia innominata, subiculum, basolateral amygdaloid nucleus, me- 
dial habenula, and periaqueductal gray. The regional distribution of sst2A 
immunoreactivity closely paralleled that of binding sites for the SST ana- 
logs octreotide and MK678 (Martin et al. 1991; Krantic et al. 1992) which 
are of high affinity for rsst2 and rsst5 and of moderate affinity for rsst3 
(see Table 2). Surprisingly, it also resembles closely the distribution of 
binding sites for the unselective ligand SST-14 (Martin et al. 1991; Krantic 
et al. 1992; Moyse et al. 1992). This suggests either that ssts other than sst2A 
are contained in subpopulations of the same cells or in subsets of neurons 
in the same area. Probably both assumptions complement one another; the 
observed colocalization of different sst mRNAs in the same cells supports 
the former and the observed distinct expression patterns of different sst 
genes supports the latter assumption. Importantly, the subcellular localiza- 
tion on dendrites/somata or on axons detected in this study also favors the 
idea that SST mediates both post- and presynaptic effects. 

At present no precise conclusion about specific functions of individual 
ssts can be drawn from the observed widespread and overlapping distri- 
bution of their mRNAs. However, the presence of sstl-4 mRNA in the 
neocortex, hippocampus, and amygdala suggests roles for these subtypes 
in the regulation of complex integrative functions such as locomotor ac- 
tivity, learning, and memory, while the presence of sstl-4 mRNA in the 
olfactory system and in the retina is consistent with functions of SST in 
sensory processing. The presence of all five sst mRNAs in the hypothala- 
mus suggests an involvement in the regulation of autonomic and neuroen- 
docrine function (Breder et al. 1992; Meyerhof et al. 1992; Kaupmann et al. 
1993; Wulfsen et al. 1993; Kong et al. 1994; Perez et al. 1994; Beaudet et al. 
1995). 

6.2 
Hypothalamic/Pituitary Axis 

Regulation of hypophyseal growth hormone secretion, but also regulation 
of the release of other pituitary hormones, is one of the prominent func- 
tions of SST. Binding sites for SST have been identified by receptor autora- 
diography on somatotrophs, lactotrophs, and thyrotrophs (Morel et al. 
1985). In rat pituitary mRNAs for sstl-5 have recently been detected at 
different amounts by RNA blotting, RT-PCR, RNase protection, and in situ 
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hybridization (Bruno et al. 1993; Wulfsen et al. 1993; Kong et al. 1994; 
O'Carroll et al. 1994; Raulf et al. 1994; Senaris et al. 1994). Generally, sstl, 
sst2, and sst5 mRNA appear to be more abundant than sst3 and sst4 
mRNAs (Wulfsen et al. 1993; Kong et al. 1994; Raulf et al. 1994). More 
detailed studies revealed the presence of all five sst mRNAs in the anterior 
pituitary, while sstl, sst2, and sst4 were also detected in the intermediate 
lobe melanotrophs and sst2 and sst3 mRNA probably in pituicytes in the 
neural lobe (O'Carroll and Krempels 1995). Colocalization studies re- 
vealed that all of the endocrine cell types within the anterior pituitary, 
corticotrophs, lactotrophs, somatotrophs, thyrotrophs, and gonadotrophs 
contained varying amounts of mRNAs for all five ssts (Day et al. 1995; 
O'Carroll and Krempels 1995), somatotrophs being rich in sst3-5, thy- 
rotrophs in sstl and sst2, lactotrophs and follicotrophs in sst3, luteotrophs 
in sst2 mRNA, respectively, while corticotrophs displayed approximately 
equal amounts of sstl-5 mRNA (O'Carroll and Krempels 1995). SST is also 
known to regulate growth hormone-releasing hormone neurons in the 
arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus (Epelbaum et al. 1994). Within this 
nucleus the distribution of sstl and sst2 mRNAs resembles that of neurons 
previously shown to bind SST (Beaudet et al. 1995). The observation that 
about 30% of these cells contain growth hormone-releasing factor sug- 
gests that both sstl and sst2 participate in the central regulation of growth 
hormone-releasing hormone secretion through SST. Hypophysectomy re- 
duced the level and number of cells containing sstl and sst2 mRNAs 
specifically in the arcuate nucleus (Guo et al. 1996). Administration of 
recombinant growth hormone reversed this effect in the cases of sstl 
mRNA and sstl mRNA-containing cells, but did not significantly alter sst2 
mRNA levels. These results suggest that the expression of both sstl and 
sst2 genes in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus is under the control of 
pituitary hormones and that growth hormone may influence its own se- 
cretion through the regulation of the sstl gene in arcuate neurons (Guo et 
al. 1996). 

6.3 
Peripheral Tissues 

An overlapping pattern of sstl-5 mRNAs has also been observed in many 
peripheral tissues. It should be noted that these are relatively rare and have 
usually been detected using sensitive RT-PCR methods. In the rat certain 
tissues such as small intestine and spleen contain all five sst mRNAs while 
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others contain subsets of them (Bruno et al. 1993). In general, sstl and sst2 
mRNAs display a broad anatomical distribution and are comparably 
abundant, while sst3 and sst5 mRNAs are less abundantly represented and 
sst4 mRNA has been detected in a restricted number of tissues (Bruno et 
al. 1993; Hauser et al. 1994; Kong et al. 1994; Raulf et al. 1994). In rat 
adrenals sst2 mRNA seems to be the major species, while in the ovary sstl, 
in pancreatic islets, prostate and muscle sst3, in heart and lung sst4 mRNAs 
dominate. The sst5 mRNA is found in eye and liver (Bruno et al. 1993; 
Yamada et al. 1993; Raulf et al. 1994). In line with the presence of sst4 
mRNA in the rat heart coronary artery smooth muscle cells specific bind- 
ing sites for SST-14 have been detected. Interestingly, these display higher 
affinity for SST-14 than for the analog angiopeptin. Both peptides caused 
the inhibition of smooth muscle cell proliferation and decreased levels of 
phosphorylated tyrosine residues (Leszczynski et al. 1993). In contrast, in 
guinea pig heart SST-28 has a negative inotropic effect which may be 
mediated by a pharmacologically characterized sst5-1ike receptor (Feniuk 
et al. 1993), and this finding corresponds to the presence of sst5 mRNA in 
the human heart (O'Carroll et al. 1994). This and several other differences 
in the tissue-specific expression of sst genes have been observed, such as 
for instance a lack of sst2 mRNA in the rat but not in human kidney 
(Yamada et al. 1992). The physiological consequences of these findings are 
unclear but might point to physiological differences of the ssts in different 
species, sst mRNAs have also been localized in a number of endocrine or 
neuroendocrine cell lines. Here again it has been observed that in some 
instances, such as the anterior pituitary GH3 cells, all five sst mRNAs are 
present (Bruno et al. 1994b), while in AtT-20 cells a subset of sst 1, sst2, sst4, 
and sst5 mRNAs was observed (Patel et al. 1994b), and in rat insulinoma 
RIN1046-38 cells only sstl mRNA and marginal amounts of sst2 mRNA 
have been detected (Roosterman et al., unpublished observation). 

6.4 
Ontogenesis 

The observed transient maximal levels of SST immunoreactivity and SST 
binding sites during ontogenesis have suggested that this neuropeptide 
may play a role within the developing nervous system (Shiokasa et al. 1981; 
Inagaki et al. 1982; Leroux et al. 1985; Heimann et al. 1987; Gonzalez 1989; 
Kimura 1989). Thus, SST is expressed by preplate cells preceding cortical 
development (Chun et al. 1987) in transient neuron populations in sympa- 
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thetic ganglia (New et al. 1986), brain stem nuclei (Morley et al. 1985), and 
the cortical anlage proper (Cavanagh et al. 1988). Likewise, SST binding 
sites have been detected in various brain areas such as in immature areas 
of the neural tube and sensory ganglia (Maubert et al. 1995), the interme- 
diate zone of the cerebral cortex (Gonzalez et al. 1991; Leroux et al. 1995), 
the retina (Bodenant et al. 1991), and the external granule cell layer of the 
cerebellum (Gonzalez et al. 1988, 1989). These maxima in the densities of 
SST binding sites may be explained by corresponding sst mRNA levels. 
Initially, by RNA blotting experiments a decrease in sstl mRNA from birth 
to adulthood has been observed in the cerebellum, while sst3 mRNA was 
first detected at postnatal day 7 (P7) and reached a constant maximum 
from day 14 onwards (Meyerhof et al. 1992). By semiquantitative RT-PCR 
analyses sstl-4 mRNA levels were found to reach transient maxima during 
postnatal development in various brain regions such as the cortex, hippo- 
campus, hypothalamus, and also in the pituitary about 7 days after birth 
(Wulfsen et al. 1993). During this time span in other parts of the brain, 
such as the nucleus accumbens, a general decline in sstl-4 mRNA amounts 
were observed, while in the cerebellum, for instance, a complex pattern of 
the sst mRNA abundance was seen, i.e., a gradual decrease in sstl and sst4 
mRNAs, an increase in sst3 mRNA, and fairly constant amounts of sst2 
mRNA. 

By in situ hybridization the distribution ofsst mRNAs in the CNS of rats 
from embryonic day 14 (E14) onwards has been analyzed at greater 
anatomic resolution (Wulfsen et al. 1993; Hartmann et al. I995; Thoss et al. 
1995). In these studies a widespread distribution was observed for sstl-4 
mRNAs at El7 and El8 and P5 in the telencephalon, diencephalon, me- 
sencephalon, and metencephalon. In contrast, at E18 sst5 mRNAs were 
found at very low levels only in the olfactory system and retinal neuroepi- 
thelium and the cerebral cortex. At P5 the sst5 mRNA levels had increased 
significantly in the cortex and this species was also seen in the anterior 
olfactory nuclei, lateral ventricle neuroepithelium, the CA1 and CA3 area 
of Ammon's horn, the medial habenula, the hypothalamic arcuate and 
anterior nuclei, and the superior cerebellar peduncle, while it is absent 
from the other CNS regions (Thoss et al. 1995, 1996b). 

Expression of the sstl gene during development has been followed in 
detail (Hartmann et al. 1995). Preceding the development of the cortical 
anlage proper which, in the rat, starts with the formation of the cortical 
plate shortly before El7, sstl mRNA has been seen as early as El4 in the 
marginal zone of the hemispheral wall. Although the definitive cells of the 
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cortex have not yet been produced, there are peptidergic neurons in the 
marginal zone, a subpopulation of which contain SST (Chun et al. 1987), 
suggesting that a functional peptide-receptor system may operate at this 
early embryonic day. Within the cortical plate expression of the sstl gene 
was first detected in a narrow band representing early deposited neurons 
in parallel to the establishment of the deep laminae V/VI at E16. This has 
not been observed in the proliferative zones adjacent to the ventricle or 
migratory neuroblasts in the intermediate zone. With subsequent addition 
of the supragranular neurons beyond E18 the location of sst mRNA 
spreads over the entire cortical plate. Similar developmental gradients 
were seen along the lateromedial and fronto-occipital dimension, sstl 
transcripts have been detected about 2 days earlier near the frontal pole 
and the lateral cortical areas than in the occipital and medial cortical 
region. From the homogenous distribution sst mRNAs were restricted to 
laminae V/VI and II/III, sparing lamina IV during the first postnatal week. 
In the hippocampus sstl gene expression proceeds from the subicular 
complex at El8 to the neighboring CA1 region after birth and to CA2 and 
CA3 regions and dentate gyrus during the first and second postnatal 
weeks. In both the hippocampal and cortical regions sst gene expression 
drops significantly during further development. Based on the transient 
peak in sstl transcript levels in the cortex and the corresponding transient 
presence of somatostatinergic interneurons it has been suggested that the 
elimination of afferent cells may be an important aspect of the early 
postnatal reduction in sstl gene expression (Hartmann et al. 1995). 

Despite these efforts, an exact correlation of the individual sst subtypes 
with the maps of pharmacologically identified binding sites has not yet 
been achieved and only approached in the developing cerebellum (Viollet 
et al. 1997). Adult rat cerebellum contains virtually no SST (Vincent et al. 
1985; Epelbaum et aL 1986) and SST receptors (Leroux et al. 1985; Reubi 
and Maurer 1985; Uhl et al. 1985; Epelbaum et al. 1986). SST immunoreac- 
tivity and mRNA have, however, been observed in various cerebellar cell 
types during the postnatal weeks (Inagaki et al. 1982; Villar et al. 1989). 
During this period SST receptors are abundant in the external granule cell 
layer, the germinative epithelium (EGC) in which cerebellar interneurons 
are generated, and also in the internal granule cell layer (GCL) (Gonzalez 
et al. 1988). Combined RT-PCR analyses and binding studies with various 
sst subtype-preferring analogs using brain sections and cultured cells have 
clearly identified sst2 as the major receptor subtype in immature granule 
cells in the proliferative and postmitotic regions of EGC at all developmen- 
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tal stages (Viollet et al. 1997). In addition, comparably low levels of sstl 
have been detected. The observation that sstl and sst2 receptors, but not 
their mRNAs, have been detected in the GCL indicated that these cells 
probably represent neurons that just arrived from the EGC. The presence 
of sst4 and sst3 mRNAs has been observed in both EGC and GCL. However, 
the lack of appropriate analogs has hampered the definite identification of 
respective receptor subtypes. Despite high sst3 mRNA amounts, the ob- 
served decline in binding of SST analogs in parallel with the decrease in 
sstl and sst2 mRNA levels has supported the assumption that sst3 mRNA 
may not result in functional receptors (Viollet et al. 1997). To date the 
functional consequences of the developmental variation in sst gene ex- 
pression are far from being understood. SST does not affect proliferation 
of granule cells in culture and cerebellar explants, while it stimulates 
neurofilament synthesis and neurite outgrowth in cultured cerebellar 
granule cells (Taniwaki and Schwartz 1995; Bodenant et al. 1997). Whether 
this observation is relevant in vivo and which receptor subtype may trig- 
ger these events in EGC or GCL neurons is not yet known. 

7 
Physiology 

Analyses of the tissue distribution and cellular expression of ssts in com- 
bination with functional studies and the employment of selective ligands 
have mediated first insights into their peripheral physiological functions 
while their role in the CNS is still not known. These studies suggested that 
sst2 could be the major subtype involved in the inhibition of growth 
hormone release from the anterior pituitary (Raynor et al. 1993b), glu- 
cagon release from pancreatic ~x cells (Rossowski and Coy 1994; Coy and 
Taylor 1996), histamine release from the antrum (Zaki et al. 1996), gastrin 
release from enterochromaffin-like cells in the mucosa (Prinz et al. 1994), 
acid secretion (Rossowski et al. 1994; Lloyd et al. 1995), and ion secretion 
in the colon (Warhurst et al. 1996). sst3 probably mediates the inhibitory 
action of SST on gastric smooth muscle cells (ZF Gu et al. 1995) and could 
also participate in inhibition of insulin release (Coy et al. 1998). sst5 has 
been shown to mediate the inhibition of amylase release from the exocrine 
and insulin release from the endocrine pancreas (Rossowski et al. 1994; 
Coy and Taylor 1996, Coy et al. 1998). 
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8 
Future Perspectives 

The cloning of the five SST receptor subtypes was the prerequisite for the 
development of experimental tools that are being used to establish the 
biological functions for each receptor subtype. Although far from being 
complete these tools have yielded first ideas about the roles of some of the 
ssts. Certain useful selective agonists are available for the receptor sst2 and 
sst5, as well as a sst2A-specific antibody, and have identified some gastro- 
intestinal functions for these receptor types. Although a sstl-selective 
agonist has been synthesized it has so far not been used in the identifica- 
tion of sstl functions and there is a complete lack of sst3- and sst4-selec- 
tive compounds. Accordingly, the biological roles for sstl, sst3, and sst4 are 
completely unknown. Priority goals for the future would be the develop- 
ment of specific antibodies, agonists, and antagonists for each subtype for 
studies at the molecular, cellular, and tissue levels and the construction of 
gene knock-outs for studies at the level of tissues, organs, and organisms. 
Particular emphasis will also have to be given to the elucidation of the role 
of cortistatin. Recently, in addition to the identification of rat cortistatin 
mRNA (de Lecea et al. 1996), expressed sequence tags were found in a 
human fetal brain cDNA library that showed significant homology to rat 
cortistatin (Fukusumi et al. 1997). These could give rise to at least two 
different mature peptides of 29 and 17 amino acid residues. Chemically 
synthesized human cortistatin-17 bound to all human SST receptor sub- 
types in almost the same manner as the rat peptide and inhibited 
forskolin-stimulated cAMP production. Thus it might be concluded that a 
family of statins, somatostatins, and cortistatins, signal through a common 
family of receptors which, to date, include sstl, sst2, sst3, sst4, and sst5. 
However, there are indications that the statin receptor family could further 
expand. Firstly, separate cortistatin receptors may exist, but have not yet 
been identified. Secondly, the presence of a putative novel SST receptor in 
AtT-20 cells has recently been described. The novel receptor couples to an 
inward rectifier potassium current and is sensitive to hexapeptide analogs 
of SST but insensitive to octapeptide analogs. This pharmacological pro- 
file is distinct from any of the cloned SST receptors (Patel et al. 1994b; 
Tallent et al. 1996b). However, final proof of this assumption has to await 
the cloning of this receptor and the cloning and pharmacological charac- 
terization of the mouse sst5. 
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1 
Introduction 

Thirty years ago liver pathology defined apoptosis as a novel mode of cell 
death. Recently, experimental models of liver injury have been made avail- 
able for examining the signaling molecules and receptors of apoptotic 
mechanisms as well as their pathological relevance. Experimental evi- 
dence suggests the involvement of apoptosis not only in various inflamma- 
tory liver disorders, but also in conditions of poisoning with xenobiotic 
hepatotoxins. The presence of several differentially regulated apoptosis- 
mediating receptors and their ligands on hepatocytes may explain the 
liver's susceptibility to autoimmune reactions, toxins, and viruses causing 
chronic liver disease, as well as the differential sensitivity of this system in 
various metabolic and pathologic conditions. 

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and its receptors (TNF-R), as well as 
CD95L and its receptor (CD95), are well-known cytokine/cytokine recep- 
tor systems relevant to hepatic disease and to apoptosis. Neutralization of 
endogenously released TNF prevents hepatocyte apoptosis associated 
with inflammatory liver damage. Direct injection of TNF in sensitized 
mice results in large scale hepatocyte apoptosis which is exclusively and 
selectively mediated by the 55-kDa TNF-R. Fulminant apoptotic liver dam- 
age is also triggered upon stimulation of CD95. Possible triggering cells 
include hepatocytes that express CD95L under pathological conditions. 
Despite the lack of interaction between TNF-R and CD95 on the receptor 
level, their signal transduction inside the cell seems to involve common 
proteolytic steps since inhibition of proteases of the caspase family blocks 
hepatocyte death, liver damage, or lethality in mice signaled by either 
receptor. 

2 
Apoptosis vs Necrosis: 
Definitions and Delimitations 

Despite early pioneering studies of pathologists and developmental biolo- 
gists on programmed cell death in regressing organs and during develop- 
ment, up until the late 1960s cell death had been mostly regarded as a 
passive and barely regulated event that follows excessive disturbances of 
cellular homeostasis (see review in Majno and ]otis 1995). Up to that time 
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mechanisms of cell death had been exclusively studied in tissues of mul- 
ticellular organisms and the events following cell death on the tissue level 
were termed necrosis. Nowadays, cell death has become an important topic 
in biochemistry, cell biology, immunology, and molecular biology. In these 
fields the word necrosis is often used to describe a type of cell demise 
characterized by edema, swelling, and dysfunction of intracellular organ- 
elles, with rupture of the cell membrane and without precedent packaging 
and ordered fragmentation of the chromatin (for the purposes of this 
chapter we follow this definition). Since, strictly speaking, the term ne- 
crosis refers to post-mortem events in tissues, alternative terms such as 
oncosis or lyric cell death have been suggested for the description of the 
above mode of cell demise (Majno and Joris 1995). Although historically 
more correct these terms are generally less common. 

A different form of cell death with a distinct morphology was first 
described more than 100 years ago (Flemming 1885; Councilman 1890; 
Nissen 1886; Pfitzner 1886). This form of cell death was finally classified as 
a morphological entity of its own (Table 1) with distinct conceptual impli- 
cations by Kerr, Wyllie, and Currie, and eventually named apoptosis (Kerr 
et al. 1972). Its defining features include: shrinkage of the cell, detachment 
from neighboring cells, preservation of the morphological structure of 
intracellular organelles, packaging and specific fragmentation of the chro- 
matin, and specific cell membrane alterations indicating the readiness to 
be phagocytosed. Apoptosis is an inconspicuous type of cell death, allow- 
ing rapid removal of the dying cell to prevent tissue damage and inflam- 
mation that would otherwise be caused by spilt cell contents (Gr/iper 1914; 
Savill et al. 1993). In addition, apoptosis favors rapid reorganization of the 
tissue to the original structure, and avoids leakiness of epithelia such as 
that formed by gut brush border cells. Accordingly, patients may recover 
from massive, probably apoptotic, hepatocyte loss during fulminant viral 
hepatitis without scarring (Karvountzis et al. 1974). In cell cultures ex- 
posed to apoptotic stimuli or in pathological situations associated with an 
extremely high rate of synchronized apoptosis, cells cannot be taken up by 
phagocytosis and eventually lyse. This process of secondary lysis of origi- 
nally apoptotic cells is often confusingly called secondary necrosis or 
apoptotic necrosis. However, this post-mortem process does not seem to 
be related to necrotic/lytic/oncotic cell demise (which describes the tran- 
sition of living to dead cells). 

In parallel to the pathological characterization of apoptosis, develop- 
mental biologists discovered a form of "natural" cell death, occurring 
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Table 1. Distinguishing features of apoptosis and necrosis 

Apoptosis Necrosis 

Nucleus Condensation and margination 
of chromatin, often to 
characteristic crescent-shaped 
figures. Very frequently 
disintegration into sharply 
delineated spherical chromatin 
masses that are eventually 
scattered throughout the cytosol 

Condensation of cytosol. Dense 
packaging of relatively intact 
organelles. Occasional dilatation 
of endoplasmic reticulum. 
Occasionally pronounced 
autophagic vacuolization 

Mostly affecting scattered single 
cells. Detachment of apoptotic 
cells from neighboring cells and 
rounding up 

Cytoplasm 

Tissue 
distribution 

Plasma 
membrane 

DNA 
fragmentation 

Phagocytosis 

Tissue 
reaction 

Loss of microvilli; blebbing 
(zeiosis) with maintenance of 
membrane integrity until cells 
are phagocytosed; display of 
phagocytosis signals; rapid active 
loss of lipid assymetry 

Characteristic high molecular 
weight DNA fragmentation into 
50-kbp and 300-kbp fragments. 
In many cases oligonucleosom- 
al cleavage into n x 180-bp DNA- 
fragments 

Rapid removal by professional 
phagocytes and by neighboring 
cells 

Mostly inconspicuous; mostly 
reconstitutio ad integrum; often 
apoptosis necessary for tissue 
organization 

Occasionally condensation 
(pyknosis) at initial stages; later 
mostly disintegration (karyorrhexis) 
and dissolution (karyolysis). On 
light microscopic level, early 
pyknotic stages may sometimes 
resemble apoptosis 

Edematous swelling of organelles 
and rupture of intracellular 
membranes 

Often contiguous groups of cells 
are affected. Often, no retraction/ 
rounding up of affected cells, but 
rather closure of intercellular gaps 
due to edema 

Blebbing, leading eventually to 
rupture of plasma and spillage of 
intracellular contents 

Sometimes random DNA 
degradation. Often little DNA 
degradation before lysis of the 
plasma membrane 

Clearance of necrotic tissue by 
infiltrating phagocytes after 
disintegration of cells 

Often inflammatory response, 
leukocyte infiltration, production 
of immune mediators; often 
formation of scar tissue or 

disturbance of tissue organization 
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without severe external insult, but often involving de novo gene induction 
(Glficksmann 1951; Schwartz and Osborne 1993; Saunders 1966; Lockshin 
and Beaulaton 1974). Certain cells seemed to be destined (or "pro- 
grammed") to die at a given stage of development at a given location. In 
fact, this process of creation of cells that would be eliminated according to 
a predetermined scheme had already been outlined in 1858 by Virchow in 
his lecture on atherosclerosis: "Thus, we have here an active process which 
really produces new tissue, but then hurries on to destruction in conse- 
quence of its own development" (Virchow 1858). It is now clear that most 
of this so-called programmed developmental cell death is characterized by 
apoptotic morphology. The terms apoptosis and programmed cell death 
are therefore currently used as synonyms, although forms of programmed 
cell death (especially in multinucleated muscle cells) without apoptotic 
morphology may exist (Schwartz et al. 1993; Lockshin and Williams 1965). 
Notably, it is now evident that there is no absolute requirement of gene 
induction for programmed cell death or apoptosis to occur. Transcription 
may be required in many instances in the signaling phase of apoptosis to 
create a metabolic situation in the cell that would cause a constitutively 
present core program to be executed (Weil et al. 1996). This core program 
may be conceived as the series of partially self-regulatory steps, beyond 
the signaling phase, that can lead to cell demise. Since the proper execution 
of these steps commonly results in apoptotic morphology, the term apop- 
tosis has gained a conceptual aspect in addition to its original strictly 
morphological definition. 

Recent observations suggest that apoptosis and necrosis present only 
the two extremes of a continuum of different modes of cell death. It has 
been experimentally shown that the same stimulus may either induce 
apoptosis or necrosis, depending on the metabolic situation or the inten- 
sity of the insult (Leist and Nicotera 1997; Nicotera and Leist 1997). This 
may be explained by some characteristics of the internal death program: 
this program does not seem to be strictly linear and sequential, but rather 
it involves various partially independent branches responsible for the 
different characteristic features of apoptotic cells (e.g., membrane changes 
and nuclear changes). The cell will die by pure apoptosis if this program 
can be run and terminated properly and undisturbed. In contrast, necrosis 
or intermediate forms are observed if the insult is so intense that only 
parts of the program can be executed before unspecific events (e.g., failure 
of ion pumps) lead to membrane rupture. Thus, many intermediate or 
even completely different morphological (Leist and Wendel 1996) variants 
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of cell death may exist. In experimental studies on liver cell death, a 
continuum of different modes of cell demise is often observed (Bohlinger 
et al. 1995; Leist et al. 1996a; Oberhammer et al. 1996; Zeid et al. 1997; 
Fukuda et al. 1993; Ledda-Columbano et al. 1991; Columbano 1995). This 
may be explained by the recruitment of different execution mechanisms in 
cells exposed to different concentrations of toxins. An alternative explana- 
tion has been derived from studies of lymphocyte and neuronal death 
(Nicotera and Leist 1997). The metabolic situation of the cell, in particular 
the ATP content, may determine the shape and mode of cell demise. For 
example, when ATP levels were experimentally reduced, typically apop- 
totic stimuli would result in necrosis (Leist et al. 1997b). 

3 
Evidence for Apoptosis in the Liver 

Studies on the regressing or pathological liver and on isolated hepatocytes 
have initially contributed largely to the identification and characterization 
both of apoptosis and necrosis (Svoboda et al. 1962; Klion and Schaffner 
1966; Levy et al. 1968; Kehrer et al. 1990; Orrenius et al. 1989; Kerr 1971). 
However, due to its inconspicuous characteristics the widespread occur- 
rence and relevance of apoptosis for human pathology has been generally 
appreciated only recently (Que and Gores 1996; Schulte-Hermann et al. 
1995), in contrast to the early recognition of ischemic or necrotic cell 
death. 

3.1 
Historical Aspects 

Before the term apoptosis was coined (Kerr et al. 1972), the morphological 
appearance of this mode of cell death in the liver had been known as 
shrinkage necrosis, Councilman bodies, chromatolysis, acidophilic bodies, 
or eosinophilic single-cell necrosis, and apoptotic shrinkage of the chro- 
matin was described as pyknosis (Biava and Mukhlova-Montiel 1965; Mi- 
yai et al. 1962; Moppert et al. 1967; Kerr 1971; Klion and Schaffner 1966; 
Svoboda et al. 1962; Child and Ruiz 1968). The earliest descriptions of 
hepatic apoptosis date back to 1890 with the characterization of his- 
topathology due to yellow fever (Councilman 1890). Strong interest in 
hepatic apoptosis developed in the 1960s and the state of the art at that 
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time is compiled in the milestone review by Kerr et al. (1972). First evi- 
dence of intracellular mechanisms characteristic of apoptosis was found 
in 1970, when Williams described oligonucleosomal DNA fragmentation 
in embryonic liver (Williamson 1970). Despite the appearance of visionary 
and instructive reviews (Kerr et al. 1972; Wyllie et al. 1980; Searle et al. 
1982, 1987), the field of apoptosis research hardly moved until the late 
1980s, when new methodological approaches finally led to the explosive 
development seen today. 

3.2 
Inflammation and Hepatic Apoptosis 

Apoptosis is a mode of cell death that does not generally favor ensuing 
inflammation. Accordingly, large numbers of hepatocytes may die by 
apoptosis without significant enzyme release or inflammation (Hully et at. 
1994). On the other hand, inflammatory mediators often induce hepato- 
cyte apoptosis. In the liver apoptosis and necrosis often occur simultane- 
ously, especially with high intensity insults killing more than 20% of all 
hepatocytes within hours. Accordingly, apoptotic hepatocytes can be 
found simultaneously with typical signs of inflammation or hemorrhage. 

The prototype of a general inflammatory stimulus is lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS). This substance has been demonstrated to induce murine hepato- 
cyte apoptosis with concomitant necrosis upon injection of sublethal 
doses into mice (Levy et al. 1968). Upon injection of lethal doses, liver 
damage was predominantly necrotic (Bohlinger et al. 1996). In addition to 
LPS, hepatic inflammation may also be induced by injection of D-galac- 
tosamine (GAIN). This prototype liver-specific toxin acts by sensitizing the 
liver towards the effects of endogenous or exogenously applied LPS 
(Galanos et al. 1979; review in Leist et al. 1995a) and has been shown to 
induce hepatocyte destruction and apoptosis (Reutter et al. 1968, 1970; 
Keppler et al. 1968). 

In inflammatory conditions not directly induced by experimental in- 
flammogens there is also evidence of hepatocyte apoptosis: Apoptosis is 
found during chronic active hepatitis (Kerr et al. 1979; Searle et al. 1982; 
Hiramatsu et al. 1994) and liver allograft rejection (Battersby et al. 1974; 
Searle and Balderson 1996; Krams et al. 1995; Searle et al. 1982). In addi- 
tion, TNF is induced during acute hepatitis (Torre et al. 1994; Ding-feng et 
al. 1993) and type-2 autoimmune hepatitis is linked to CD95 mutation 
(Pensati et al. 1997). TNF is a powerful inflammogen and has been shown 
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to be a potent inducer of hepatocyte apoptosis in sensitized and non-sen- 
sitized mice (Gantner et al. 1995b; Leist et al. 1994). 

3.3 
Viral Disease and Apoptosis 

There is ample evidence of hepatocyte apoptosis in mouse and man dur- 
ing viral infection (Hiramatsu et al. 1994; Klion and Schaffner 1966; 
Svoboda et al. 1962; Child and Ruiz 1968; Kerr et al. 1979; Searle et al. 1982). 
Additional evidence for induction of liver damage possibly by hepatocyte 
apoptosis comes from the findings that viral infection strongly sensitizes 
the liver towards LPS toxicity (Gut et al. 1984; Mori et al. 1981), and that 
under defined experimental conditions injection of viral antigens can 
cause fulminant liver failure (Mori et al. 1981 ). Viral infection may result in 
hepatocyte apoptosis by three conceptionally different mechanisms: (1) 
Viruses may directly induce apoptosis of cells; (2) hepatocytes presenting 
viral peptides may be attacked by cytotoxic lymphocytes that kill their 
target cell by apoptosis (Kondo et al. 1997). Accordingly, lymphocytes are 
found in close association with apoptotic hepatocytes (Bathal et al. 1982; 
Galle et al. 1995); and (3) upon viral infection hepatocytes may become 
sensitive towards certain apoptosis-inducing cytokines. This concept is 
based on the following lines of evidence: Firstly, viruses may elicit the 
production and upregulation of proapoptotic cytokines and their recep- 
tors even within hepatocytes (Gonz~lez-Amaro et al. 1994; Hiramatsu et al. 
1994; Galle et al. 1995); secondly, viral infection generally sensitizes cells 
towards TNF toxicity or TNF-induced apoptosis (Ohno et al. 1993; review 
in Wong et al. 1992; Rubin 1992). Accordingly, TNF is frequently virustatic. 
The sensitization of cells may be explained by the transcriptional inhibi- 
tion of cell-specific RNA by viruses (Huang and Wagner 1965). Under the 
metabolic condition of transcriptional block hepatocytes are sensitized 
more than 10 000-fold towards TNF-induced apoptosis (Leist et al. 1994). 
In particular, it has been shown that expression of hepatitis B virus (HBV) 
or HBx protein sensitized cells dose-dependently towards the induction of 
apoptosis by TNF (Guilhot et al. 1996; Su and Schneider 1997) and expres- 
sion of HBV protein in transgenic mice sensitized hepatocytes towards 
TNF- and interferon (IFN)-y-induced apoptosis and liver damage (Gilles et 
al. 1992). 

Control of viral infection by apoptosis as opposed to necrosis would 
provide a considerable advantage to the body. Viral particles would not be 
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released from dying cells, but rather be digested, after phagocytosis of the 
membrane-enclosed apoptotic bodies. In addition, viral DNA would be 
destroyed by the process of oligonucleosomal DNA-fragmentation, that is 
typically found in hepatocytes killed by TNF or CD95 (Leist et al. 1994, 
1996a). 

3.4 
Apoptosis Induced by Toxins and Organ Size Regression 

It was recognized (Kerr et al. 1972) very early that apoptosis is not only the 
physiological mode of cell death in tissue turnover and development, but 
it may also be induced by stressful stimuli, toxins, unfavorable environ- 
mental conditions, and organ size regression (Ledda-Columbano et al. 
1996; Columbano et al. 1985; Kerr 1971; Bursch et al. 1992; Grasl Kraupp et 
al. 1994). Accordingly, a large number of toxins produce hepatocyte apop- 
tosis (Table 2), often associated with concomitant necrosis. The signifi- 
cance of apoptosis has been little appreciated by many toxicologists in the 
past. However, in this field the distinction between apoptosis and necrosis 
may have major practical implications for the interpretation of tissue 
damage, of the mechanisms leading to cell death, and for the design of 
preventive therapies. 

4 
Hepatic Apoptosis Elicited by Cytokine Signaling 

4.1 
Transforming Growth Factor-~ 

Transforming growth factor (TGF)-~ is involved in many inflammatory 
processes. However, it differs from classical proinflammatory cytokines 
since it may also have strong anti-inflammatory (Randow et al. 1995), 
cytoprotective (Prehn et al. 1994; Merrill and Zimmerman 1991), and 
growth regulatory functions (Bedossa et al. 1995). In the liver it acts as a 
negative regulator of hepatocyte growth (Bursch et al. 1992) and mediates 
collagen deposition by Ito cells and fibrosis (Weiner et al. 1990). 

TGF-~ was identified as the first defined mediator eliciting hepatocyte 
apoptosis (Oberhammer et al. 1991-1993a). It seems to be involved in the 
normal growth regulation of the liver rather than in inflammatory or 
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infectious hepatocyte apoptosis. In fact, TGF-13-induced hepatocyte apop- 
tosis is counteracted by the inflammogen LPS (Martin-Sanz et al. 1996) 
possibly due to the induction of protective growth factors (Fabregat et al. 
1996). Overexpression of TGF-[5 in transgenic mice leads to multiple tissue 
lesions, including hepatocyte apoptosis (Sanderson et al. 1995). The acute 
hepatocyte toxicity of TGF-~ (< 16 h) is relatively low (Oberhammer et al. 
1992, 1996) comparedto that mediated by TNF or CD95L. However, the 
mechanism of apoptosis induction by the three cytokines may be similar 
as far as the activation of caspase-3-related proteases is concerned (Kfin- 
stle et al. 1997; Rodriguez et al. 1996b; Rouquet et al. 1996b; Inayat-Hussain 
et al. 1997). The effects of TGF-[3 after prolonged exposure seem to depend 
on the metabolic situation of the liver, e.g., TGF-[3-induced apoptosis is 
greatly enhanced in vivo and in vitro by tumor promoters, cyproterone 
acetate treatment, or conditions of liver size regression (Oberhammer and 
Qin 1995; Oberhammer et al. 1993a, 1996). A specific characteristic of 
TGF-I3 is the arrest of apoptotic DNA fragmentation at the level of 50-kbp 
fragments in rat liver (Oberhammer et al. 1993b). This is an important 
example showing that oligonucleosomal DNA fragmentation is not gener- 
ally required for the apoptotic process. In various hepatoma cell lines 
TGF-13 induces oligonucleosomal DNA fragmentation (Lin and Chou 
1992), and the related protein activin induces murine hepatic apoptosis 
associated with oligonucleosomal DNA fragmentation (Hully et al. 1994). 

4.2 
Tumor Necrosis Factor 

TNFs are cytokines produced mainly by macrophages and T-cells, but 
under certain metabolic conditions also by many other cell types. Soluble 
or membrane-bound (Ware et al. 1992) TNF-[~ (also known as lympho- 
toxin-c0 acts on either TNF receptors (Stauber and Aggarwal 1989) or, in 
conjunction with lymphotoxin-[3, on a specific lymphotoxin receptor 
(Crowe et al. 1994; Browning et al. 1993). TNF-~ is initially expressed as a 
26-kDa membrane protein. Alternatively, the extracellular 17-kDa part is 
released by a metalloproteinase-(Mohler et al. 1994) into the circulation 
and acts as a trimer on TNF receptors. Both the membrane-bound form 
and the soluble form have been found to be involved in toxic and inflam- 
matory processes. TNF-c~ (TNF) is an extremely pleiotropic mediator in- 
ducing hepatic acute phase response, hepatic regeneration and growth, 
stimulation of immune cells, upregulation of adhesion molecules, shock- 
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like conditions, lipolysis, cachexia, tissue destruction, and apoptotic or 
necrotic cell death in various cell types (Beutler 1992; Aggarwal and Vilcek 
1992). Its cellular effects are mediated by two receptors, i.e., the 55-kDa 
TNF-RI and the 75-kDa TNF-RII (Lewis et al. 1991; Tartaglia and Goeddel 
1992). Its signal transduction involves trimerization and consequent bind- 
ing of intracellular proteins (Peter et al. 1996; Wallach et al. 1996; Wallach 
1997; Darnay and Aggarwal 1997) to the cytoplasmic tail of the receptor. 
The coupling of TNF-RI by various adaptor proteins to distinct down- 
stream signaling pathways has been characterized recently: One pathway 
ends with the activation of caspases, a second involves the generation of 
ceramide by neutral sphingomyehnase, a third involves Jun NH2-terminal 
kinase (JNK) activation, and a further one leads to the activation of the 
apoptosis-preventing transcription factor nuclear factor (NF)-nB (Z.G. Liu 
et al. 1996; Adam-Klages et al. 1996). The most relevant pathway for the 
initiation of cell death is the activation of caspases with the cleavage of 
caspase-8 (FLICE) and caspase-10 possibly constituting the first steps in a 
protease cascade (Boldin et al. 1996; Muzio et al. 1996). This pathway seems 
to be autoinhibited by the presence of dominant negative variants of 
caspases in the cell (Wallach 1997; Irmler et al. 1997), that resemble the 
viral FLICE-inhibitory proteins (FLIPs) (Thome et al. 1997). In addition, 
mitochondrial alterations and signals are involved in the toxic effects of 
TNF in various cell types (Stadler et al. 1992; Higuchi et al. 1997; Lancaster 
et al. 1989; Pastorino et al. 1996). It is likely that the balance of all these 
pathways determines the cellular fate. 

4.2.1 
Studies in Hepatocyte Cultures 

The study of TNF-induced apoptosis in isolated hepatocytes has been 
complicated by the fact that under standard short-term culture conditions, 
TNF alone induces no or only very a low percentage of hepatocyte death 
(Guilhot et al. 1996; Leist et al. 1994, 1995b; Stadler et al. 1992; Shinagawa et 
al. 1991). Cell death was only observed if TNF was present in excessively 
high concentrations in combination with IFN-7 (Adamson and Billings 
1992, 1993). Under very specialized culture conditions direct hepatocyte 
apoptosis by TNF is observed (Bour et al. 1996; Ohno and Maier 1995). 
This difficulty in studying TNF toxicity in hepatocyte cultures is due to the 
fact that TNF transmits simultaneously possibly cytotoxic signals, and 
induces various cytoprotective mechanisms, such as the activation of NF- 
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~¢B (Z.G. Liu et al. 1996; Beutler 1992; Aggarwal and Vilcek 1992). When 
these effects are eliminated by blocking transcription, hepatocytes become 
extremely sensitive to TNF (Leist et al. 1994). Under these conditions 
_>80% of all cells in culture were killed within 16 h as evidenced by enzyme 
leakage and loss of the ability to reduce tetrazolium salts. The typical 
features of cell death were chromatin condensation, budding of the cells, 
formation of crescent-shaped chromatin lumps and break-up of the chro- 
matin in several apoptotic bodies. These structural changes occurred 
within hepatocytes which maintained their membrane integrity. In paral- 
lel to the structural changes and well before membrane lysis, the DNA 
fragments and a typical oligonucleosomal pattern of cleavage is observed. 
All these observations are characteristic of apoptotic cell death. Similar 
results, i.e., TNF-induced apoptotic cell death under the condition of tran- 
scriptional sensitization by actinomycin D (ActD) (Fig. 1), GAIN, or cz- 
amanitin, were obtained in cultures of HepG2 human hepatoma cells 
(Leist et al. 1994, 1997a). Examination of the signal transduction showed 
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Fig. 1. Time course of cell death parameters in tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-induced 
apoptosis. Human hepatoma cells (HepG2) were incubated in the presence of 400 nM 
actinomycin D plus 1.6 ng/ml recombinant human TNF (rhTNF)qx. MTT-dye reduc- 
tion (parameter of mitochondrial function), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release 
(parameter for cell membrane rupture), and DNA fragmentation (parameter associated 
with typically apoptotic nuclear changes) were determined over a time period of 24 h. 
As is characteristic of apoptotic cell death, DNA fragmentation always preceded the 
other death parameters. Similar findings have been obtained in primary hepatocyte 
cultures and murine livers 
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that neither reactive oxygen species (ROS) nor NO, nor any of the various 
other well-known classical second messengers played a significant role as 
mediator of apoptotic death (Leist et al. 1994). 

4.2.2 
In Vivo Studies in Mice 

TNF has been shown to be hepatotoxic in man and mice (Jones and Selby 
1989; Talmadge et ai. 1987). Mice can be dramatically sensitized (up to 
10 000-fold) by viral or bacterial infection or chemicals such as GAIN. The 
aminosugar GaIN is metabolized by enzymes of galactose metabolism that 
are only present in hepatocytes. High concentrations of GaIN cause a 
selective depletion of uridine nucleotides in hepatocytes (Decker and 
Keppler 1974). Therefore, they cause a selective transcriptional inhibition 
in rat (Keppler et ai. 1968) or murine (Leist et ai. 1995a) liver. The mecha- 
nism of sensitization towards TNF by this substance is due to the selective 
facilitation of hepatocyte apoptosis caused by such a transcriptional block 
(Leist et al. 1994, 1995a). Accordingly, selective hepatocyte apoptosis in 
mice is also observed when GaIN is substituted by the general and non-or- 
gan-specific transcriptional inhibitors ActD or ~-amanitin (Leist et al. 
1994, 1995a, 1997a). Hepatocyte apoptosis in vivo develops analogously to 
that observed in vitro. Condensation, margination, and fragmentation of 
the chromatin, associated with oligonucleosomal DNA fragmentation pre- 
cedes the loss of intracellular enzymes or a drop of total glutathione levels 
as parameters for membrane lysis or oxidative stress, respectively (Leist et 
al. 1994, 1995a,b). Histological examination of the late phases of TNF-in- 
duced liver damage in mice sensitized either by GaiN or ActD showed 
widespread necrosis, inflammation, and hemorrhage. Thus, there is a se- 
quence of events characterized by initially pure hepatocyte apoptosis that 
is followed by the simultaneous occurrence of apoptosis and necrosis as 
the liver damage proceeds to virtually complete destruction of the organ. 
Similar events are observed if livers are not sensitized by transcriptional 
inhibitors, but by preceding infection with Propionibacterium. acnes (Tsuji 
et al. 1997). Due to the complexity of the in vivo approach, it is difficult to 
decide at this point: (1) whether the occurrence of necrosis is due to 
secondary actions of TNF, possibly involving other cell types (Sauer et al. 
1996; Hewett et al. 1993), (2) whether this is due to an inherent, but direct, 
necrosis-inducing activity of TNF, or (3) whether this is due to an incom- 
pletely terminated apoptotic program in an overstressed or energy-de- 
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pleted tissue. There is some evidence for each of these possibilities. The 
last possibility is backed by findings (Leist and Nicotera 1997) that a 
variety of insults induce apoptosis at low intensities and cause necrosis if 
the intensity or duration of stress is increased (Dypbukt et al. 1994; Ankar- 
crona et al. 1995; Bonfoco et al. 1995; Shimizu et al. 1996; Oberhammer et 
al. 1996; Hartley et al. 1994; Lennon et al. 1991; Jensen et al. 1992; Corcoran 
and Ray 1992; Zeid et al. 1997; Fukuda et al. 1993; Ledda-Columbano et al. 
1991 ). In addition, we found that typically apoptotic stimuli cause necrosis 
of T cells if their ATP levels are reduced (Leist et al. 1997b). 

The large scale induction of hepatocyte apoptosis in vivo and in vitro 
suggests that a very effective endogenous death program is present in 
hepatocytes. This can be very easily triggered under certain metabolic 
conditions whereas it is efficiently repressed in others. When activated 
appropriately such a program may provide means to control viral infec- 
tion and tumor growth in the organ that is most heavily exposed to toxins. 
If activated inappropriately, it may cause rapid destruction of the organ. 

4.2.3 
LPS-Induced Endogenous Production of TNF 

In the studies described above, the actions of exogenously applied TNF 
were examined. Similar results were obtained in pathological model situ- 
ations of endogenous TNF release. The liver harbors the largest pool of 
macrophages in the body and thus it is a potent TNF-producing organ 
(Leist et al. 1996b). Kupffer cells within the liver may produce TNF after 
direct stimulation, e.g., with LPS or after interaction with activated lym- 
phocytes in a more complicated immunological setting (Gantner et al. 
1996). 

Accordingly, LPS injection into GaiN-sensitized mice causes TNF re- 
lease (Wendel 1990; Jilg et al. 1996) and the typical sequence of selective 
hepatocyte apoptosis followed by widespread necrosis and enzyme release 
from the liver (Leist et al. 1995a). Passive immunization of mice against 
TNF prevented apoptosis (Leist et al. 1995b), as well as transaminase 
release as a late sign of liver damage (Leist et al. 1995b; Tiegs et al. 1990). 
When doses of LPS 1000-fold higher than those given to sensitized animals 
were injected into non-sensitized mice the pathological findings were 
different (Bohlinger et al. 1996). Although a strictly TNF-dependent liver 
damage associated with DNA fragmentation was still observed, the inci- 
dence of hepatocyte apoptosis was very low. Liver cell types other than 
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hepatocytes were affected and organ damage was widespread and far from 
being selective for the liver. Under such an excessive intensity of insult the 
selective triggering of an apoptotic program may be overridden by many 
other processes (Gutierrez-Ramos and Bluethmann 1997), such as com- 
plement activation, neutrophil immigration and activation (Sauer et al. 
1996), ROS generation, and many more. In addition, a possibly initiated 
apoptotic process may not be fully executed until the stage of chromatin 
condensation due to energy failure (Leist and Nicotera 1997). 

4.2.4 
Induction of Endogenous TNF by Stimuli Other Than LPS 

LPS is an excellent model stimulus for the induction of circulating TNF in 
animals and also in man (Zabel et al. 1989). The levels of serum TNF 
reached in humans exposed to LPS are sufficient to induce liver toxicity 
(Otto et al. 1996). Besides LPS, there is a large variety of other stimuli that 
induce TNF and cause fulminant apoptotic liver failure in GaiN-treated 
mice. For example, hepatic apoptosis is also observed in GalN-pretreated 
mice when T cells are polyclonally activated by stimulation of the T cell 
receptor with an anti-CD3 antibody or the superantigen Staphylococcus 
aureus enterotoxin B (Gantner et al. 1995a). Both stimuli strongly increase 
the serum TNF concentrations of mice, and passive immunization against 
TNF prevented this rise, as well as apoptosis and other signs of liver 
damage. Similar forms of liver damage are also induced by malarial anti- 
gens (Bate et al. 1989; Jakobsen et al. 1997; Taverne et al. 1990) or constitu- 
ents of Gram-positive bacteria (Miethke et al. 1992, 1993; Sparwasser et al. 
1997). Thus, it seems that whenever circulating TNF is induced in GaIN- 
sensitized mice, liver apoptosis will be observed (Leist et at. 1995a). 

Some animal models exist in which liver damage is induced by endo- 
genous TNF in the absence of transcriptional inhibitors. In one of them, 
liver damage associated with hepatocyte apoptosis is induced by the poly- 
clonal T cell stimulator concanavalin A (ConA) (Gantner et al. 1995b). 
Again the rise of serum TNF, of apoptosis, and other signs of damage were 
not present in mice immunized against TNF. However, mechanisms of liver 
damage seem to be different from those observed in GalN/TNF models, 
including those where primarily T cells are activated. For instance, TNF-c~ 
-/- mice are normally sensitive to ConA (Tagawa et at. 1997), whereas 
TNF-RI -/- mice are protected (Leist et al. 1995a, 1996a). Thus TNF-~ may 
play an important role in this model, at least when it has to compensate for 
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lacking TNF-(~. In addition, it has been found that inhibition of the proc- 
essing of the 26-kDa membrane-bound TNF-(x to its soluble form pro- 
tected GaiN-sensitized mice from LPS toxicity, but enhanced the liver 
damage in ConA-treated mice (Solorzano et al. 1997). Thus ConA hepatitis 
possibly involves signals of the membrane-bound form ofTNF (Ktisters et 
al. 1997) that preferentially activates TNF-RII (Grell et al. 1995). A further 
feature of ConA-induced liver damage is the dependence on IFN-7 (Ta- 
gawa et al. 1997; Kfisters et al. 1996; Watanabe et al. 1996). IFN-y may exert 
direct toxicity on hepatocytes (Morita et al. 1995). However, the more likely 
role of this cytokine is upregulation of CD95 or perforin-dependent path- 
ways, which may both play some role in ConA-dependent hepatic apop- 
tosis (Watanabe et al. 1996; Tagawa et al. 1997). 

Another situation where TNF-dependent liver apoptosis is observed is 
in LPS-challenged mice pretreated with P. acnes (previously called Coryne- 
bacterium parvum) (Tsuji et al. 1997). The pretreatment strongly increases 
production of TNF (Moldawer et al. 1987) and of IFN-7 (Katschinski et al. 
1992). In this complex model, hepatocyte apoptosis may be dependent on 
TNF-R and on CD95 since toxicity is considerably reduced in CD95-defi- 
cient mice or when the activation of CD95 is inhibited (Tsuji et al. 1997; 
Kondo et al. 1997). 

4.3 
CD95 (fas/APO-1) 

CD95 (Nagata and Golstein 1995; Nagata 1997; Stanger 1996) is the nomen- 
clature name for a cell surface receptor structurally homologous to TNF- 
RI that was initially identified under the names APO-1 (Oehm et al. 1992) 
and fas (Yonehara et al. 1989). It shares with TNF-RI a short intracellular 
domain called the "death domain" (Tartaglia et al. 1993; Itoh and Nagata 
1993). Upon ligand binding and trimerization of the receptor a death-in- 
ducing signaling complex (DISC) is formed by association of several mole- 
cules to the death domain (Peter et al. 1996). Following DISC formation a 
protease cascade involving caspases is triggered (Boldin et al. 1996; Muzio 
et al. 1996). The CD95 system-seems to be less pleiotropic than the 
TNF/TNF-R system and cell death mediated by CD95 is generally apop- 
totic. 
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4.3.1 
Studies in Hepatocyte Cultures 

It was shown that injection of an agonistic monoclonal antibody against 
CD95 (Jo-2) into mice was lethal and associated with fulminant hemor- 
rhagic hepatic failure (Ogasawara et al. 1993). Histological examination of 
these livers showed apoptotic hepatocytes. In order to find out whether 
these effects of Jo-2 were mediated directly or via other cell types and/or 
mediators, the action of this antibody was examined directly on primary 
murine hepatocytes (Leist et al. 1996a). Analogously to the TNF model a 
typical sequence of apoptotic events was observed with chromatin and 
DNA changes preceding the loss of membrane integrity and mitochon- 
drial function. Similar results were obtained in primary human hepato- 
cytes (Galle et al. 1995). Notably, murine hepatocyte apoptosis induced by 
CD95 stimulation did not require any sensitization of the cells. CD95-in- 
duced apoptosis in HepG2 human hepatoma cells, however, required sen- 
sitization by ActD or bleomycin (Galle et al. 1995; Kfinstle et al. 1997). 
These studies suggest that hepatocytes express a second receptor that can 
directly trigger programmed cell death. 

4.3.2 
In Vivo Studies in Mice 

RNAse protection assays showed that CD95 is highly expressed in murine 
livers starting at embryonic stages, whereas RNA for the CD95L was not 
detectable in untreated mice (French et al. 1996). There are situations 
when CD95L can be upregulated in the liver, e.g., after transformation to 
hepatocellular carcinoma (Strand et al. 1996). Upregulation may also occur 
during infection/inflammation in viral or alcoholic liver disease (Galle et 
al. 1995), or possibly near the central vein, a region that is thought to be 
specialized for elimination of aged hepatocytes and where the apoptotic 
index is increased compared to other liver regions (Benedetti et al. 1988). 
Correspondingly, mice with a CD95 null mutation show liver hyperplasia 
due to a lack of this death pathway (Adachi et al. 1995). 

CD95 expressed in the liver is functional as an apoptosis-triggering-re- 
ceptor, since the liver is the major target organ affected by systemic injec- 
tion of Jo-2 (Ogasawara et al. 1993). It was shown that apoptotic liver 
damage also occurred after injection of the soluble CD95 ligand (CD95L) 
itself (Rensing-Ehl et al. 1995; Tanaka et al. 1997). The time course of 
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various cell death parameters, and the question of whether the liver could 
be sensitized to CD95 triggered apoptosis by GaIN was also examined. 
Analogous to the in vitro situation, only a minor sensitizing effect of GaIN 
towards CD95-mediated liver damage was found, but the sequence of 
events (chromatin changes, oligonucleosomal DNA fragmentation, and 
subsequent enzyme release) was similar to that seen with GaIN p lus  TNF 
(Leist et al. 1996a). Strong evidence for endogenously formed CD95L in 
hepatitis comes from studies with models where IFN-yis strongly induced. 
For example, liver damage due to R acnes  plus LPS seems to be mediated 
in part by CD95 (Kondo et al. 1997; Tagawa et al. 1997) and P. acnes  

infection strongly sensitizes the liver towards soluble CD95L (Tanaka et al. 
1997). In addition it has been demonstrated that cytotoxic T cells specific 
for hepatitis B virus antigen killed infected hepatocytes in a CD95-de- 
pendent manner (Kondo et al. 1997). 

4.4 
Delimitation of the CD95/CD95L System 
and the TNF-R/TNF System 

Due to the structural homology of CD95 with TNF-RI and CD95L with 
TNF and because of the functional redundancy there were early sugges- 
tions that these systems would not act independently. This question was 
examined by using mice or hepatocytes from mice (Fig. 2) that lacked 
either functional CD95 (lpr) or TNF-RI (tnf-1 °) or TNF-RII (tnf-R2 °) 
(Leist et al. 1996a). 
- Hepatocytes from lpr mice reacted toward TNF just as wild-type (wt) 

mice, but were insensitive towards CD95 stimulation. Similar results 
were obtained in vivo: tpr mice reacted normally towards exogenously 
injected TNF or after endogenous TNF-induction due to ConA injec- 
tion, whereas they were insensitive towards CD95 stimulation. 

- In complementary experiments hepatocytes from tnf-rl ° mice were 
used (Leist et al. 1995b, 1996a). They were completely insensitive to- 
wards TNF, but normally susceptible to CD95 stimulation. Similar re- 
suits were obtained in vivo (Leist et al. 1995b, 1996a; Tsuji et al. 1997). 

- In a third line of experiments, the role of TNF-RII was tested. Hepato- 
cytes from tnf-r2 ° mice were normally sensitive towards CD95 stimula- 
tion and exposure to TNF in vivo or in vitro. In other words, TNF-RII 
does not seem to play a major role in the induction of apoptosis by TNE 
The transmission of the TNF death signal in hepatocytes by TNF-RI 
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Fig. 2. Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)- or c~CD95-induced cytotoxicity in hepatocyte 
cultures. Hepatoc)rtes from genotypically different mice [wt (wild-type), Ipr (mice 
lacking functional CD95), tnf-rl ° (TNF-RI-deficient), tnf-r2 ° (TNF-RII-deficient)] were 
incubated with 333 nM actinomycin D (ActD) plus 100 ng/ml murine TNF-~ 
(ActD/muTNF) or human TNF-~x (ActD/huTNF) or 100 ng/ml agonistic anti-CD95 
monoclonal antibody (c~CD95). Cell death was determined 16 h after the start of the 
incubation by measurement of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release. LDH release of 
unstimulated cultures was 18%+2% 

alone is further suggested by the fact that human TNF (which binds to 
the murine TNF-RI, but not to the murine TNF-RII) induces murine 
hepatocyte apoptosis in vivo and in vitro (Leist et'al. 1995b) (Fig. 2). 

These studies strongly suggest that two fully independent receptor-ligand 
systems control hepatocyte apoptosis (Fig. 3). Additional evidence is pro- 
vided by the observations that TNF apoptosis is modulated by GaIN or 
variable ambient oxygen tensions, whereas that induced by CD95 stimula- 
tion is not (Leist et al. 1996a). Furthermore, the inhibition profile upon 
immunological, pharmacological, or genetic intervention differs between 
the two stimuli. 

5 
Mechanisms and Modulation of Hepatic Apoptosis 

Modulation of hepatic apoptosis is desirable in disease control. Conversely, 
important mechanistic information can be derived from genetic, pharma- 
cological, and immunologic intervention studies in disease models. 
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Fig. 3. Possible pathways of cytokine-induced hepatocyte death. Tumor necrosis factor 
receptor (TNF-R) and CD95 stimulated by independent signals (i, 2) activate signaling 
proteases such as caspase-8. This step is experimentally inhibited by caspase inhibitors 
such as z-VAD-fmk which protect hepatocytes. An irreversible step may include 
mitochondrial alterations and release of downstream signals such as cytochrome-c or 
apoptosis-inducing factor that would cause the activation of caspase-3 and/or other 
proteases. Completion of all downstream steps results in apoptosis and failure to do so 
would result in necrosis or in cell death of intermediate morphology 
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5.1 
Key Mechanisms of Apoptosis 

There is an overwhelming wealth of studies on either hepatocyte necrosis 
or on non-hepatocyte apoptosis. However, information on specific mecha- 
nisms of apoptosis in primary hepatocytes in vitro or in experimental 
animals in vivo is relatively sparse. Unlike the situation in many 
leukemic/tumor cell lines that mostly die by apoptosis, triggering of cell 
death in hepatocytes by a variety of stimuli often results in necrosis 
(Rosser and Gores 1995). This does not necessarily imply a different "death 
program" in hepatocytes, since apoptosis and necrosis are neither mecha- 
nisms of cell death nor do they allow conclusions on the mechanism 
having led to cell death. In fact, similar mechanisms seem to operate in 
hepatocytes as in many other well characterized cell types, although the 
final outcome may be apoptosis or necrosis. 

The most critical event in apoptosis is currently thought to be the 
release of protein factors such as cytochrome c or apoptosis-inducing 
factor (AIF) from mitochondria (Krippner et al. 1996; Golstein 1997; 
Zamzami et al. 1996; Kluck et al. 1997; Susin et al. 1996, 1997; Yang et al. 
1997; X. Liu et al. 1996; Kroemer et al. 1997). The released factors seem to 
play a role in the activation of cell death execution mechanisms (Liu et al. 
1997; Chinnaiyan et al. 1997a; Susin et al. 1997). Possibly, they form part of 
a so-called apoptosome complex that joins caspase precursors and bcl-2 
related molecules via a linking protein that is called ced-4 in Caenorhabdi- 
tis elegans and APAF-1 in eukaryotic cells (Chinnaiyan et al. 1997b; Hen- 
gartner 1997; Zou et al. 1997). APAF-1 or ced-4 may be allosterically regu- 
lated by ATP (Chinnaiyan et al. 1997a). The key process associated with the 
release of AIF is mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT), i.e., a 
breakdown of the diffusion barrier normally formed by the inner mito- 
chondrial membrane and a resulting exchange of solutes up to a size of 
3-10 kDa (Kroemer 1997a,b). MPT was in fact observed in livers from 
GalN-/LPS-challenged mice (Zamzami et al. 1996); mitochondria from 
such livers were able to induce nuclear apoptotic changes (Zamzami et al. 
1996), and TNF has been shown to induce MPT in cells (Pastorino et al. 
1996). MPT has also been observed in hepatocyte necrosis (Pastorino et al. 
1993; Aguilar et al. 1996; Rosser and Gores 1995; Nieminen et al. 1995; 
Arora et al. 1997) and therefore seems to be independent of a specific 
mode of cell death. Another event, which has been thought to be a univer- 
sal feature in apoptosis, is caspase activation. In fact, caspases are activated 
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for example in CD95-triggered livers or primary hepatocytes (Rodriguez 
et al. 1996b; Leist et al. 1997c). However, both apoptosis and necrosis 
induced by CD95 in murine livers are inhibited by caspase inhibitors 
(Ktinstle et al. 1997). Moreover, there are also situations of hepatic apop- 
tosis that do not involve caspase activation (Adjei et al. 1996). Possibly 
other proteases can substitute for caspases in the liver;, for example, MPT 
has been shown to be induced in liver by calpains (Aguilar et al. 1996). 
Although protease activation seems to be a general theme of hepatocyte 
death, this may apply to both apoptosis and necrosis (Bronk and Gores 
1993; Kwo et al. 1995; Nicotera et al. 1986a,b). 

The complex situation can be explained by the following concept (see 
Fig. 3): (a) Various stimuli may induce the activation of proteases or other 
disturbances of cellular homeostasis. In the case of TNF or CD95 caspases 
8 and 10, for example, would be activated. (b) Depending on the metabolic 
situation, hepatocytes would compensate the noxious insult, die rapidly by 
necrosis, or proceed to the next step of the death program. (c) MPT would 
mark the irreversible step in the sequence leading to cell death. (d) The 
metabolic situation of the cell and on additional effects of the death-induc- 
ing stimulus would then decide on the mode/shape of cell death. In the 
case of TNF/GD95 caspase-3-related proteases would be activated and 
usually apoptosis would ensue. In other cases only part of the set of 
downstream events triggered by MPT would occur. This would prevent the 
development of apoptotic morphology in the dying cell and thus lead to 
necrosis. Prevention of caspase-3 activation by ATP depletion in CD95- 
treated Jurkat cells has been demonstrated to result in necrotic cell demise 
(Leist et al. 1997b). 

5.2 
Pharmacological Prevention of Apoptosis 

Since the signal transduction of CD95 and TNF-R1 has been identified 
only over the last few years, earlier intervention strategies could not follow 
a rational approach at the post-receptor level. Partial prevention of TNF- 
induced apoptosis in hepatocyte cultures and a reduction of liver damage 
in vivo was obtained by cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-raising 
substances (Jilg et al. 1996; Gantner et al. 1997; Fladmark et al. 1997). A 
selective and potent reduction of TNF-induced apoptosis, but not of that 
induced by CD95, was obtained with fructose treatment (unpublished 
data), possibly due to the ATP-depleting action (Zeid et al. 1997; Valeri et al. 
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1997) of this sugar. Liver damage due to CD95 activation was prevented by 
linomide, a substance possibly preventing the intracellular signaling of 
CD95 via the sphingomyelinase pathway (Redondo et al. 1996). 

The most rational pharmacological approach in the past was based on 
the assumption that components of the death program may require de 
novo protein synthesis. ActD-sensitized murine hepatocyte cultures were 
indeed protected by various inhibitors of protein synthesis from TNF-in- 
duced apoptosis. Concentration-dependent protection was observed with 
cycloheximide, puromycin, ricin, and tunicamycin (Leist et al. 1994; Leist 
and Wendel 1995), which may suggest a requirement for de novo protein 
synthesis. However, cycloheximide may also induce apoptosis in whole 
livers (Ledda-Columbano et al. 1992; Furukawa et al. 1997) and alternative 
mechanisms of action have been suggested to explain cytoprotective ef- 
fects of cycloheximide. These include upregulation of the anti-apoptotic 
protein Bcl-2 and an improvement of endogenous antioxidant defense 
(Ratan et al. 1994). Protein synthesis inhibitors alone had hardly any sensi- 
tizing effect towards TNF in murine hepatocytes. Notably, when human 
hepatoma cells were used, they could be sensitized towards TNF by cyclo- 
heximide or ActD. Protein synthesis inhibitors did not protect from apop- 
tosis elicited by CD95 stimulation, but rather had a sensitizing effect (Ni et 
al. 1994). 

In 1995, the intracellular pathway leading from TNF-R stimulation to 
apoptosis was shown in various cell types to involve activation and pro- 
teolytic action of caspases (Los et al. 1995; Tewari and Dixit 1995; Enari et 
al. 1995). This family of proteases is structurally related to the ced-3 cell 
death gene products of C. elegans (Kumar and Lavin 1996; Zhivotovsky et 
al. 1997; Henkart 1996; Patel et al. 1996). Inhibition of these proteases was 
tested as a potentially useful pharmacological approach to stop disease 
processes involving hepatocyte apoptosis (Kfinstle et al. 1997; Rouquet et 
al. 1996b; Rodriguez et al. 1996b). The results showed unambiguously that 
both TNF- and CD95-mediated hepatic apoptosis in mice was completely 
prevented when caspase activities were blocked. In addition, liver damage 
could even be stopped after its initiation by curative application of caspase 
inhibitors. Measurement of caspase activities in hepatocytes suggests a 
caspase-3-related enzyme as key mediator (Leist et al. 1997c). In agree- 
ment with this, measurement of caspase activities in vivo showed that this 
enzyme was particularly activated in the liver by CD95 stimulation (Ro- 
driguez et al. 1996b). Finally, caspase inhibitors were shown not only to 
delay hepatotoxicity or to shift the toxicity to another organ, but rather, a 
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single dose of inhibitor was sufficient to protect from an otherwise lethal 
challenge with TNF or gCD95 and to ensure long-term survival (Fig. 4). 
Although the inhibitors used are still at an experimental stage, they sug- 
gest a novel pharmacological approach to apoptosis-related liver disease. 

5.3 
Immunological and Genetic Modulation of Apoptosis 

TNF-induced murine hepatic apoptosis can be inhibited in vivo by im- 
mune modulators. For example, it has been shown that injection of the NO 
donor sodium nitroprusside or interleukin (IL)-I completely prevented 
liver damage (Bohlinger et al. 1995; Leist et al. 1995a). Conversely, inhibi- 
tion of endogenous NO formation significantly enhanced TNF-dependent 
liver damage (Bohlinger et al. 1995, 1996), so that NO production seems to 
represent an endogenous protective mechanism in the liver. In fact, direct 
protective effects of NO pretreatment against TNF-induced apoptosis have 
been observed with a liver-specific NO donor (Saavedra et al. 1997). Under 
this situation inhibition of apoptosis seems to have been due to upregula- 
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Fig. 4. Prevention by caspase inhibition of lethality due to apoptosis receptor stimula- 
tion. Mice were injected with actinomycin D/tumor necrosis factor (ActD/TNF) (circle) 
or anti-CD95 antibody (squares) with (open symbols) or without (solid symbols) pre- 
treatment with the caspase inhibitor (10 mg/kg) z-VAD-fmk (intraperitoneally, 15 min 
before challenge). Survival was recorded over a period of 2 months 
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tion of heat shock protein hsp70 (Kim et al. 1997). The protective effect of 
IL-1 in vivo is specific for TNF-induced toxicity since liver damage due to 
CD95 stimulation was not reduced by this cytokine (Leist et al. 1996a). In 
addition to direct effects of NO on hepatotoxicity, NO or IL-1 may have 
indirect in vivo actions, e.g., the synthesis of protective acute phase pro- 
teins (Libert et al. 1991, 1994; Van Molle et al. 1997), or the prevention of 
ischemia-reperfusion (Bohlinger et al. 1996). 

Molecules modifying the CD95 apoptosis signal inside the cell have 
been examined by using transgenic mice. In an elegant approach bcl-2, a 

gene putatively controlling apoptosis at the mitochondrial level and up- 
stream of caspase-3 activation, was overexpressed selectively in murine 
livers (Lacronique et al. 1996; Rodriguez et al. 1996a). Such transgenic mice 
were resistant to CD95-induced hepatic apoptosis and, in part, lethality. 
This approach shows that lethality induced by systemic CD95 stimulation 
in mice is to a large extent due to stimulation of apoptosis in hepatocytes 
and the subsequent liver failure. 

In another approach a non-transforming mutant of simian virus (SV)- 
40 T antigen was overexpressed in mice. This molecule does not transform 
cells, but it is able to inactivate the putatively proapoptotic protein p53 
(Rouquet et al. 1996a). Hepatocytes from such mice were protected from 
CD95-mediated apoptosis, but not from TNF. These findings suggest a 
variance of the two signal transduction pathways of TNF-RI and CD95, 
although both have caspase activation in common. The possible involve- 
ment of p53 in CD95 killing but not in TNF-triggered apoptosis suggests 
that hepatic apoptosis may be modulated differentially. 

6 
Apoptosis in Hepatotoxicology 

Hepatotoxins may induce apoptosis (Corcoran et al. 1994; Columbano 
1995) in two fundamentally different ways (Fig. 5): (1) In vitro, substances 
such as valinomycin (Sun et al. 1994), colchicine (Tsukidate et al. 1993),bile 
salts (Zeid et al. 1997; Botla et al. 1995; Kwo et al. 1995; Patel et al. 1994; 
]ones et al. 1997), and okadaic acid (B6 e et al. 1991 ) directly induce cellular 
alterations that finally lead to apoptosis, possibly via the activation of 
caspases. (2) In vivo, the same direct mechanisms may operate. Alterna- 
tively, toxins may lead to the stimulation of hepatocytes with proapoptotic 
cytokines and sensitize them in parallel to the action of such mediators, 
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Fig. 5. Putative actions of toxins eventually causing apoptosis of hepatocytes. TNF, 
tumor necrosis factor; TNF-R1, tumor necrosis factor receptor-1 

e.g., by weakening defense mechanisms or by inhibiting transcription. 
Particularly the second, indirect mode of action has found little attention 
and will be briefly reviewed below. 

6.1 
Mediators Derived From Non-parenchymal Cells and Cytokines 
in Hepatotoxicology 

It seems that in vivo a large fraction of the most typical hepatotoxins alter 
the intercellular signaling (e.g., induce cytokine release or response) or act 
in synergy with intercellular signals (Table 2). This would imply that the 
explanation of their toxicity involves detailed intercellular molecular 
events in addition to their directly damaging effect on membranes or on 
vital structures within the ultimate target cell. The evidence for the in- 
volvement of immune mediators, non-parenchymal liver cells, and macro- 
phage-derived products in toxicity has been compiled by Laskin and 
Pendino (1995). There are various studies showing that modulation of 
macrophage function or neutralization of immune mediators alters xeno- 
biotic- induced toxicity (Table 2). One of the most prominent mediators is 
the proapoptotic cytokine TNF. 
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6.2 
Toxin-Induced Apoptosis 

Evidence is accumulating to show that many xenobiotics cause apoptosis 
(Corcoran et al. 1994; Columbano 1995) or symptoms of hepatocyte apop- 
tosis in rodents (see Table 2). This suggests that apoptosis in the liver is not 
restricted to physiological situations alone. The frequent co-occurrence of 
apoptosis and necrosis in the liver may imply that the default mode of 
demise for hepatocytes is apoptosis, as for many other cell types. However, 
many intoxications would damage hepatocytes so severely that the apop- 
totic program would not be continued to the end and cell death would take 
the shape of necrosis (Leist and Nicotera 1997). 

6.3 
TNF as Mediator of Toxin-Induced Apoptosis 

If a single toxin releases TNF and simukaneously sensitizes ceils towards 
the apoptotic actions of this cytokine, then TNF-induced hepatocyte 
apoptosis should contribute significantly to overall toxicity (see Fig. 5). 
For some toxins such a scenario has been demonstrated. For example, the 
toxicity of CC14, the prototype of a directly acting hepatotoxin, is inhibited 
by scavenging of TNF with recombinant soluble TNF-receptor constructs 
(Czaja et al. 1995). 

In another study, the role of TNF and hepatocyte apoptosis during the 
poisoning of mice with ~-amanitin or with ActD, respectively, was exam- 
ined (Leist et al. 1997a). Indeed, the two toxins displayed similar actions on 
the liver. At low doses they induced hepatocyte apoptosis in vivo and in 
vitro highly synergistic with TNF. At high doses they induced liver damage 
alone that was associated with the occurrence of apoptotic hepatocytes 
and oligonucleosomal DNA fragmentation. This toxicity was inhibited by 
passive immunization of mice against TNF. Toxicity was also prevented by 
IL-1 pretreatment, which has been shown to prevent TNF-induced hepato- 
cyte apoptosis (Bohlinger et aL 1996). The necessity of TNF for hepato- 
toxicity was further confirmed by the resistance of tnf-rl ° mice and the 
unaltered sensitivity of tnf-r2 ° mice to ~-amanitin. Thus, different lines of 
evidence suggest that hepatotoxicity of ActD or cx-amanitin, a prototype 
"direct-acting" hepatotoxin, involves the actions of TNF and the induction 
of apoptosis in hepatocytes. 
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Also, the "direct" hepatotoxic effect of GaIN was reexamined. Selective 
liver failure caused by this substance in rodents was suggested 30 years ago 
to represent a model for human viral hepatitis (Keppler et al. 1968). In fact, 
hepatocyte apoptosis (Councilman bodies) was noted to be one of the 
most conspicuous phenomena of GaiN-induced pathology (Reutter et al. 
1968, 1970; Keppler et al. 1968; Medline et al. 1970). A series of studies in 
the 1970s and 1980s showed that the substance exerted a very pronounced 
toxicity in synergy with endogenous and exogenous immune modulators 
(Grtin and Liehr 1976; Liehr et al. 1978; Mihas et al. 1990; Galanos et al. 
1979; Czaia et al. 1994). Finally, it was shown that GaIN specifically sensi- 
tized mice to the lethality of TNF (Lehmann et al. 1987), which is due to 
selective liver failure (Tiegs et al. 1989) associated with apoptotic hepato- 
cyte death (Leist et al. 1995a). In analogy to the studies on ActD and 
o~-amanitin toxicity, it was examined whether endogenous TNF would 
contribute to the putatively direct hepatotoxic effect of pure GAIN. In fact, 
inhibition of liver failure and hepatocyte apoptosis by blunting the effects 
of endogenously formed TNF demonstrates the role of TNF in GaIN hepa- 
totoxicity (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. The role of endogenous tumor necrosis factor (TNF) in D-galactosamine (GaiN)- 
induced liver damage. All mice were injected with 2.1 g/kg GAIN. Serum transaminases 
(ALT) and hepatic DNA fragmentation were determined after 24 h. Animals pretreated 
with neutralizing anti-TNF antibodies or mice lacking TNF receptor-1 (tnf-rl°) were 
protected 
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These findings appear to dose a historic circle. Transcriptional inhibi- 
tion by the xenobiotic GaIN sensitizes hepatocytes to apoptosis triggered 
by endogenous TNF. As suggested initially, this may indeed resemble the 
situation during viral hepatitis. This may not only apply to the morpho- 
logical appearance, but also to the mechanisms of hepatocyte death. The 
simple xenobiotic GaIN may model some aspects of viral infection where 
transcription of the hepatocyte genome is partially blocked by viral pro- 
tein synthesis and apoptosis is induced in virus-sensitized cells by endo- 
genous TNF (Guilhot et al. 1996; Su and Schneider 1997). 
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